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The iconic rivers of Europe are 
a wonderful mix of enchanting 
countryside, quaint villages, 
intriguing cities and unrivaled 
heritage, and there is no better way 
to acquaint yourself than on an 
Emerald Cruises river cruise.  
Our exciting 2022 collection allows 
you to uncover the very best of 
Europe in all its glory. 

Enjoy small-ship cruising on  
board our fleet of innovative  
Star-Ships, and generous inclusions 
with our promise of exceptional 
EmeraldVALUE, ensuring you can 
cruise with confidence. 

We look forward to welcoming you 
on board in 2022 for what promises 
to be the adventure of a lifetime.

Welcome

Great ship, great staff,  
great fun.

“From the moment we stepped on board 
Emerald Star, we felt truly welcome and 
special. All staff were friendly and efficient 
and nothing was too much trouble, yet 
service remained discreet and unobtrusive.”

Anne G
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Marrying the highlights of an ocean cruise with the 
intimacy of Europe’s most celebrated rivers, sail on 
board an Emerald Cruises Star-Ship and enjoy the 
benefits of small ship river cruising, where low guest 
capacity, spacious surroundings, state-of-the-art 
innovation and a contemporary cruising experience 
combine for a truly unforgettable adventure. 

We’ve designed eight intimate European Star-Ships, 
all of which dock in the heart of the wonderful 
destinations we visit, allowing us to balance your 
time spent on board and onshore perfectly and 
giving you more time to explore every location on 
your handcrafted itinerary.

Our specially selected team of local experts will 
proudly show you the best that Europe has to offer 
during included excursions and activities, each being 
conducted in small groups. Visit the UNESCO World 
Heritage-listed sites of Germany, the Netherlands 
and Portugal and taste the best of French 
gastronomy during a very special Provençal dinner 
on board our Star-Ship sailing in France, curated and 
hosted by our guest chef, Fabien Morreale. Find your 
center during a morning yoga class with our activity 
manager or treat yourself to a relaxing massage as 
you enjoy the many opportunities of your floating 
boutique hotel.

Emerald Cruises river cruising

For details of availability and our latest offers visit emeraldcruises.com4
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What's new for 2022?

We are thrilled to introduce our three wonderful 
Special Interest Cruises. Choose from two spa, 
arts and culture itineraries, or our specialist 
wine themed cruise, each including a selection of 
very special experiences.

We have also added to our collection of popular 
DiscoverMORE optional excursions and 
activities, enabling you to be further immersed 
into local life within the many remarkable towns 
and cities that line the rivers of Europe. Our 
new two-night city stay in vibrant Amsterdam 
allows you to spend additional time exploring 
this remarkable city at your own pace - what’s 
more, on selected dates you’ll enjoy a visit to the 
famous Floriade Expo, a wonderful once-in-a-
decade horticultural fair which takes place in the 
Dutch town of Almere.    

And, while the world may have changed, our 
commitment to the health and safety of our 
guests and crew remains our key priority. With 
this in mind, we've introduced Our Commitment 
to Your Health & Safety, enabling you to Cruise 
with Confidence on board our fleet of intimate 
and innovative Star-Ships.

From our cruise directors to coach drivers and guides, 
we’ll ensure you are completely delighted with every 
experience. 

We’re very proud of our continued commitment 
to providing exceptional EmeraldVALUE and, in 
doing so, we offer a wonderful collection of included 
daily excursions, complemented by exquisite dining 
experiences, complimentary drinks served with lunch  
and dinner, as well as transfers and staff gratuities. 

Let us inspire you, as we prove why we’re award-winners 
at what we do. 
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Small Ship Experts

To book call 833.858.5796, visit emeraldcruises.com or contact your professional travel advisor 5
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Rhône River

Beginning its journey in the Swiss Alps, the Rhône flows through the 
heart of France’s gastronomic center towards the Mediterranean Sea.

■	 	More than 6,000 wine-growing properties in the  
Rhône Valley produce, distribute and export world-class wines 
worldwide. 

■	 	The capitol of the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region, Lyon excels at 
every level. A UNESCO World Heritage-listed site, excellent cuisine, 
fine wine and iconic architecture adorn the water’s banks, as it 
curves elegantly through the center.

Saône River
An eastern tributary of the Rhône, it flows through Burgundy before 
meeting the larger river at Lyon.

■	 	You’ll notice historically important churches and famed vineyards 
which have prospered from the water’s close proximity.

■	 	Along its banks, Chalon-sur-Saône’s architectural heritage is 
dominated by the cathedral and its old timber-framed houses, while 
being excellently located near the Burgundy wine-making region.

Douro River
Flanked by vineyards, traditional wineries and the burnt orange roofs of charming 
villages, Portugal’s Douro winds through a rustic region of simple pleasures.

■	 	In 1756, the Douro Valley became the first defined wine-producing region in the world.

■	  The town of Régua played a huge role in the production and sale of Port wine, so it 
would only be right to visit a traditional ‘quinta’ to see where it all begins.

Sail the iconic rivers of Europe in style
The rivers of Europe have long been the lifeblood of the communities that call them home. As they weave 
their way through the continent, they connect cities and landscapes with an allure simply unachievable with 
any other mode of transport.

Our collection of itineraries along the Rhine, Main, Danube, Moselle, Rhône, Saône and Douro, offer an insight 
into the history, culture and tradition of each magnificent waterway, during thoughtfully crafted adventures 
designed by our expert journey planners. What were once integral trade routes are now gateways to cultural 
enlightenment, to be navigated in style on board an Emerald Cruises Star-Ship.
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Rhine Gorge

Rhine River
Flowing from the Alps to the North Sea, the Rhine has long been a major trade 
route and is considered pivotal in the industrialisation of Europe.

■	 	The source of the Rhine is in Switzerland’s Lake Toma, situated 7677 feet 
above sea level.

■	 	The UNESCO World Heritage-listed Rhine Gorge is approximately a 40-mile 
river valley stretching between Koblenz and Bingen in Germany. Exemplifying 
Mother Nature’s spectacular feats, vineyards and fairytale castles dot the 
green landscape. 

Danube River
Europe’s second-longest river flows through 10 countries, more 
than any other in the world, including four capitol cities, Budapest, 
Vienna, Bratislava and Belgrade.

■	 		The Danube’s enormous volume of water makes it one of 
central Europe’s most vital sources for fresh drinking water.

■	 	Divided by the mighty Danube, Budapest was formerly two 
cities, with Pest on the east and Buda on the west. Now one 
city with stunning architecture, thermal spa’s and bustling 
cafés and restaurants waiting to be discovered.

Moselle River
As it flows through France and Germany, castles tower over wine villages, 
where some of the best Rieslings grow.

■	 		It is believed that the Romans planted the first vineyards along the river.

■   Along the Moselle Valley, you’ll spot terraced vineyards as they rise up 
from the water’s edge, producing some of the best vintages. Fairytale 
castles and quaint medieval settlements make the region a must-see.

Main River
The 237-mile long river reveals much about the history of the continent.

■	 		The river is part of Corridor VII, the inland waterway link between the 
North Sea and the Black Sea.

■	 	At the center of the Franconian wine country, the Bavarian city 
of Würzburg projects its lavish personality through spectacular 
architecture, love of art and a lively nightlife.
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Included shore excursions almost every day

Our inclusive promise ensures 
complete peace-of-mind. We 
ensure that transfers and gratuities 
are included in the price you pay, 
as well as a selection of dining 
options, complimentary drinks with 
lunch and dinner, and a wealth of 
insightful excursions. 

This and more is all part of 
our promise for exceptional 
EmeraldVALUE, so all you have to 
think about is enjoying your holiday.

Exceptional EmeraldVALUE

We’ll transport you to the heart of local life, 
looking into what makes people tick. You’ll enjoy 
wonderful excursions and regionally inspired 
meals, to be enjoyed with complimentary wine, 
beer or soft drinks, without having to pay a 
penny extra. 

And on board our Star-Ships, we’ve included 
all the delightful finishing touches you’d expect 
from a world-class hotel, from plush toiletries, 
a flatscreen TV and infotainment system and 
Wi-Fi in your suite, to spectacular innovations 
like our transformational pool and cinema area, 
state-of-the-art coffee machines, as well as 
superb service from our English-speaking crew.

8



EmeraldEXPLORER
We’re extremely proud of our continued commitment 
to providing the best river and yacht cruises. We’re 
delighted that so many of our guests choose to 
book again with us, that’s why we created our 
EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty club, to reward you  
for your loyalty. 

For more information on our inclusions visit  
emeraldcruises.com/explorer

So much is included...
	■ Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

	■ Stylish accommodation on board our innovative 
Star-Ships.

	■ Spectacular innovations like an indoor pool which 
transforms into a cinema at night†.

	■ All on board meals including a collection of highlight 
dinners at Reflections Restaurant, or breakfast and a 
light lunch at The Terrace.

	■ Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to 
accompany lunch and dinner.

	■ From luscious lattes to creamy cappuccinos, our 
state-of-the-art coffee machines are yours to enjoy 
throughout your cruise. 

	■ Complimentary water restocked daily in your cabin.

	■  Enjoy an included excursion almost every day of  
your cruise. 

	■ Visits to UNESCO World Heritage-listed sites.

	■ Extra-special excursions and experiences courtesy of 
our EmeraldPLUS and EmeraldACTIVE programs.

	■ First-class service from an English-speaking crew.

	■ Knowledgeable local guides at every destination.

	■ Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

	■ Complimentary bicycles on board†.

	■ Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points for  
every Emerald Cruises river cruise, entitling you  
to exclusive benefits.

	■ Complimentary River Cruise Cover  
(see page 104 for details.)

	■ All port charges and overseas transfers. 

PLUS all gratuities are included, saving you 
up to $600 per couple on a 15-day cruise.
†Emerald Radiance on the Douro River does not have bicycles or an indoor pool/cinema, 
instead there is a spa-style Serenity Pool on the Sun Deck.

For more details on our exceptional EmeraldVALUE 
visit emeraldcruises.com/value

To book call 833.858.5796, visit emeraldcruises.com or contact your professional travel advisor 9
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An Emerald Cruises river cruise 
provides the perfect platform for 
new experiences. Every port of 
call introduces a wealth of culture, 
and an excursion almost every 
day brings the most fascinating 
destinations to life. 

Explore up to five countries and 
enjoy visits to UNESCO World  
Heritage-listed sites, take part in 
special EmeraldPLUS experiences 
and a selection of EmeraldACTIVE 
highlights, all at no extra cost.

EmeraldDISCOVERY

 EmeraldPLUS

These extra-special excursions will take you to the 
heart of local culture, providing a fascinating insight 
into authentic customs and traditions during exclusive 
social events with residents and tours of significant 
landmarks, as well as on board performances  
and workshops. 

Sample delicious local produce during a wine tasting 
in Bernkastel, enjoy dinner at a 
Portuguese wine estate in the Douro 
region, and, on board Emerald 
Liberté in France, Top Chef finalist 
Fabien Morreale will prepare an 
extra-special Provençal meal, 
exclusively for Emerald  
Cruises guests.  

    Look out for our EmeraldPLUS  
icon in each itinerary.   

For more information on our  
EmeraldPLUS excursions, see pages 12 & 13.  
Visit emeraldcruises.com/plus

 Included Excursions

Every one of our incredible itineraries features an 
array of excursions, handpicked by our journey 
planners to offer insightful and diverse experiences 
at every point along the way. Conducted in small 
groups, and at no extra cost, they are something 
you can expect on almost every cruise day.

You’ll never have to worry about missing any of your 
guide’s insightful commentary with 
the assistance of your personal 
audio system. Your headset will 
clearly pick up their voice, so you 
can learn about Vienna as you 
wander the streets, or hear tales of 
Melk Abbey as you peruse its halls.   

    Look out for our included excursions  
icon in each itinerary.

For more information on our  
included excursions,  
Visit emeraldcruises.com/excursions

10
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 EmeraldACTIVE

Designed for guests seeking more active experiences, 
these activities and excursions are an exciting way to 
see a location from another perspective.

Join a group for a cycling tour in Vienna, embark on a 
guided hike through the vineyards of France or enjoy a 
canoeing excursion on Portugal's Sabor River. 

Our Star-Ships carry a number of bicycles† for you to 
take out, free of charge, while every 
suite or stateroom is equipped with 
walking sticks to aid you during 
hikes. We also host on board yoga 
and aqua aerobics classes. 
† Bicycles are subject to availability, allocated on a 
first come, first served basis and are not available 
on Emerald Radiance, sailing the Douro River.

     Look out for our EmeraldACTIVE  
icon in each itinerary.

For more information on our EmeraldACTIVE 
experiences, see pages 14 & 15.  
Visit emeraldcruises.com/active

 DiscoverMORE

We offer a selection of special DiscoverMORE 
optional excursions designed to enable you to see 
and do even more. These immersive experiences 
present opportunities to acquaint yourself with an 
area’s natural beauty, history and culture.  
Available at an additional cost, these include an 
exclusive invitation to a Viennese classical concert, an 
insightful visit to Quinta da Aveleda in Portugal and a 
guided tour to Avignon’s UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed Pont du 
Gard. These exclusive optional 
excursions and activities are 
available to book from the moment 
you book your cruise.    
 
 

   Look out for our DiscoverMORE  
icon in each itinerary.

For more information on our  
DiscoverMORE activities, see pages 106-109. 
Visit emeraldcruises.com/more

Viennese classical concert

To book call 833.858.5796, visit emeraldcruises.com or contact your professional travel advisor 11
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We constantly strive to provide 
the most authentic adventures, 
which allow you to gain a deeper 
understanding of each destination. 
You’ll uncover the hidden gems of 
Europe, and go off the beaten track 
to discover an unparalleled wealth 
of culture.

You’ll join an exclusive group on 
tailormade excursions, and enjoy 
fascinating on board activities.  
And, of course, everything is 
included in the price.

EmeraldPLUS

Those sailing on selected Danube itineraries, will 
have the opportunity to visit the Slovakian capitol of 
Bratislava, where you’ll be welcomed into the home of 
a local family to hear about their daily life over coffee 
and cake. A truly insightful activity, allowing you to 
learn about their culture first-hand. You'll also be able 
to venture into rural Hungary for the  
time-honoured Pustza Horse Show. While on our 
Rhine itineraries you'll be able to attend a Black Forest 
gateau presentation in Germany, and if sailing the 
Douro River enjoy an unforgettable dining experience 
at a local wine estate.

It’s not just our onshore EmeraldPLUS experiences 
that stand out in our itineraries, we’re delighted 
to welcome Fabien Morreale, finalist in the French 
culinary competition, Top Chef, on board in Avignon, 
while sailing the Rhône. He will be joining us for 
a Provençal evening for which he has created an 
authentic menu, highlighting the beautiful tastes of 
the region. And, in Budapest, you'll enjoy a traditional 
Hungarian folklore show on board, a lively and exciting 
evening that brings age-old traditions to life.

For more details on our EmeraldPLUS program 
visit emeraldcruises.com/plus

Enjoy hosted wine-tastings

12
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Puszta Horse Show, Hungary

Black Forest gateau presentation

Chef Fabien Morreale

To book call 833.858.5796, visit emeraldcruises.com or contact your professional travel advisor 1313
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Rolling vineyards, cobbled 
backstreets and riverside 
boulevards are the perfect setting 
for your included active excursions, 
to be enjoyed as part of a group or 
independently. 

Organized by our activity managers, 
a selection of on board activities 
keep you moving during those days 
on the water, in between guided 
bike rides†, picturesque hikes and 
even canoeing experiences, as you 
gain a different perspective of the 
beauty along the river.

Each itinerary features a selection of activities that’ll keep 
you active during your cruise. We’ll take you on a guided 
bike tour of the serene countryside of Austria’s stunning 
Wachau Valley, you’ll admire the view over Budapest after 
hiking up Buda Hill, join immersive tours of vibrant cities, 
or simply enjoy an on board yoga lesson as the stunning 
French wine region acts as the perfect backdrop.

If you prefer to discover a destination at your own leisure, 
our Star-Ships have a number of bicycles† available for hire, 
while every suite and stateroom is equipped with walking 
sticks to assist with your hikes.

EmeraldACTIVE

Canoeing experiences

Onshore bicycle tours†

14



Emerald Cruises  
Activity Managers
Launched in 2019, our activity managers have become 
an integral part of our river cruise experience, gaining 
rave reviews on independent review site, Cruise Critic. 
Working closely with the cruise director, they enhance 
our EmeraldACTIVE program, which includes a range of 
daytime on board classes such as yoga and Pilates, along 
with onshore bicycle† and hiking tours. 

At night our activity managers will be on hand to host a 
range of entertainment, from lively quizzes to live cabaret 
and disco nights*. 

 

“Our activity manager was amazing! His 
fantastic singing and hilarious quizzes were a 
real hit with everybody on board.”

Chris Kay

†Bicycles are subject to availability, allocated on a first come,  
first served basis and are not available on Emerald Radiance sailing the 
Douro River. *Activities vary depending on Star-Ship.

For more details on our EmeraldACTIVE program 
visit emeraldcruises.com/active

Enjoy games on the Sun Deck

Evening entertainment on board

To book call 833.858.5796, visit emeraldcruises.com or contact your professional travel advisor 15
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Pool &  
Evening Cinema
Located on the Horizon Deck at the back 
of the majority of our Star-Ships†, you 
can enjoy a leisurely swim as a cooling 
river breeze from the retractable roof and 
floor-to-ceiling views provide the perfect 
setting. On selected evenings, this lovely 
space is transformed into an evening 
cinema and, of course, complimentary 
popcorn will be yours to graze on. 
†Emerald Radiance on the Douro River does not have an  
indoor pool/cinema, instead there is a spa-style Serenity 
Pool on the Sun Deck. 

Wellness Area
We want you to return home from your 
river cruise, not only full of tales to tell, but 
feeling relaxed and rested. With that in 
mind, our Wellness Area features a  
well-equipped gym, for those who want 
to maintain their fitness regime. And 
enjoy a range of spa treatments# for that 
much-needed ‘me’ time. Spoil yourself 
with a massage, facial, new hairstyle or 
beard trim.
#Available at additional cost.

Suites & Staterooms 
Every one of our suite and stateroom 
categories are of a standard that you 
would expect from a world-class hotel.  
All suites feature their own private 
balcony, complete with an all-weather 
system, enabling you to admire the views 
in complete comfort, while our staterooms 
provide picture windows, inviting in the 
natural light. 

They all boast a wealth of fine amenities, 
from plush toiletries and a revitalising 
shower, to a queen-size or twin hotel-style 
bed, flat screen HD TV and infotainment 
system and free Wi-Fi.

Our award-winning Star-Ships
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Reflections  
Restaurant
On the Vista Deck, you’ll find the 
Reflections Restaurant, the center point 
of our on board dining experience. 
Accommodating tables of two to ten, 
floor-to-ceiling windows present excellent 
views of the river, while the menu 
celebrates seasonal and regional flavors. 

Start your days with a wonderful selection 
of breakfast options, refuel for the 
afternoon with a delicious lunch, and look 
forward to a superb evening meal, paired 
with complimentary wine, beer and  
soft drinks. 

Sun Deck
Head to the top of our Star-Ships to 
enjoy the best views of the river from the 
spacious Sun Deck. An open area, where 
you can bask in the sunshine or enjoy  
a crisp morning from your deck chair.  
Try your hand at a game of noughts  
and crosses, challenge a fellow guest  
to some putting or simply relax with  
a drink.

If you’re sailing Portugal’s Douro River on 
board Emerald Radiance, you will be able 
to relax in the heated spa-style Serenity 
Pool, as you make the most of the golden 
Portuguese sun as we sail. 

Horizon Bar & Lounge 
and The Terrace 
A spacious and contemporary meeting 
place at any time of the day, get 
comfortable on the plush seating and 
treat yourself to a glass of local wine, 
beer or perhaps a cup of tea or coffee. 
The perfect setting for catching up on 
the day’s events and enjoying authentic 
entertainment on selected evenings. 

The Terrace is situated at the fore of 
our Star-Ships, an indoor and outdoor 
space separated by floor-to-ceiling glass 
windows. The perfect spot to take full 
advantage of the passing views, or enjoy  
a light breakfast or lunch. 

To explore our Star-Ships with our interactive 360o tour  
visit emeraldcruises.com/star-ships

17
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Carefully designed to honour the 
beauty of some of the world’s  
most beloved waterways, our  
award-winning Star-Ships cut a chic 
figure on the rivers of Europe. 

Enjoy a small ship cruising 
experience as comfort and 
innovation combine across our 
custom-built fleet, where every 
finishing touch and elegant flourish 
on board our floating boutique 
hotels has been considered to 
provide unrivaled comfort.

You’ll be welcomed on arrival by the tasteful and 
modern décor of our three-tiered atrium as it opens 
up the center of the Star-Ship, allowing natural light 
to pour in and illuminate the interior. 

Elegant furnishings, modern art and mirrored walls 
are a celebration of light and space, something 
echoed throughout every one of our Star-Ships. 
From the thoughtful design of our indulgent 
suites and staterooms, complete with high gloss 
furnishings and plush carpets underfoot, to our 
dining venues and public areas.

Our award-winning Star-Ships

Horizon Bar & Lounge
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Accommodating between just 112 and 180 guests at any 
time, you’ll appreciate the sense of space on board our 
fleet of Star-Ships. Head to the spacious Sun Deck where 
a selection of activities will keep you entertained as we sail 
Europe’s glorious rivers. 

Most of our Star-Ships feature an indoor pool which 
innovatively transforms into a cinema by night†. Situated 
at the back of the Star-Ship, floor-to-ceiling windows and 
a retractable roof welcome in a cooling breeze, for a restful 
place to spend your day. 

And, as night falls, this multifunctional space transforms into 
a cozy cinema, in time for the film to start. 

Dine with friends in the spacious Reflections Restaurant,  
as a range of tables accommodate large or intimate 
dinners and simple, sophisticated décor accompanies each 
delectable meal. 

Floor-to-ceiling windows in the Horizon Bar & Lounge 
provide the perfect vantage point to enjoy the passing 
views, and plush sofas, scattered with stylish cushions,  
have been selected for your comfort, so you can make 
yourself at home.

†Emerald Radiance on the Douro River does not have an indoor pool/cinema,  
instead there is a spa-style Serenity Pool on the Sun Deck.

For more details on our fleet of Star-Ships  
visit emeraldcruises.com/star-ships

On board heated pool†

19To book call  833.858.5796, visit emeraldcruises.com or contact your professional travel advisor
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We have a number of suite and 
stateroom categories, each boasting 
a wealth of amenities you’d expect 
from a luxury hotel.     

Plush toiletries, a queen or twin-size 
bed dressed in luscious linens, and 
a flatscreen TV and infotainment 
system combine in your home away 
from home. 

Inspired by innovation and 
contemporary design, every one of 
our suites features an ingenious  
all-weather balcony system, 
allowing you to enjoy the river views, 
come rain or shine.

Chic & modern sanctuaries

Owner’s One-Bedroom Suite
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All suites and staterooms include: 
	n Queen-size or twin hotel-style beds
	n En-suite bathroom with shower, 

indulgent toiletries, hair dryer,  
on board complimentary bathrobes  
and slippers

	n Mini-bar
	n Complimentary water, restocked 

daily
	n Complimentary Wi-Fi

	n Flat screen TV and infotainment 
system

	n Individual climate control
	n Personal safe
	n Umbrella
	n Telephone
	n Walking sticks

Emerald Stateroom
	n Picture window

Emerald Panorama  
Balcony Suite
	n Indoor balcony with open-air system
	n Choose from two decks

Grand Balcony Suite
	n Outdoor private balcony with  

open-air system
	n Pillow menu
	n Complimentary Nespresso™ machine
	n Continental breakfast, pre-dinner 

canapés and after-dinner sweet 
treats served in your suite

	n Two items of laundry per day

Riverview Suite  
(Emerald Radiance)
	n Private balcony with open-air system
	n Separate bedroom and lounge area
	n Pillow menu
	n Walk-in wardrobe
	n Complimentary in-suite mini-bar, 

restocked daily with wine, beer and 
soft drinks

	n Complimentary Nespresso™ machine
	n Continental breakfast, pre-dinner 

canapés and after-dinner sweet 
treats served in your suite

	n Four items of laundry per day
	n Invite to dinner at the Captain’s Table
	n Use of an iPad

Owner’s One-Bedroom Suite^

	n Outdoor private balcony with  
open-air system

	n Separate bedroom and lounge area
	n Pillow menu
	n Walk-in wardrobe
	n Complimentary in-suite mini-bar, 

restocked daily with wine, beer and 
soft drinks

	n Complimentary Nespresso™ machine
	n Continental breakfast, pre-dinner 

canapés and after-dinner sweet 
treats served in your suite

	n Four items of laundry per day
	n Invite to dinner at the Captain’s Table
	n Use of an iPad

Selected suites and staterooms include:

^On board Emerald Radiance sailing the Douro River, 
the layout of each Owner’s One-Bedroom Suite differs, 
visit emeraldcruises.com/Star-Ships
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Owner’s One-Bedroom Suite
Only a limited number of these superior suites are 
available on each Star-Ship, showcasing our outdoor 
private balcony with open-air system. A separate 
living room and bedroom provide more space to 
settle in, as does the addition of a walk-in wardrobe, 
enabling you to truly make yourself at home. 

You’ll be treated to a daily four-item laundry service, 
a complimentary mini-bar, restocked daily, an invite 
to the Captain’s Table to enjoy dining with the 
skipper, and a personal iPad, so you can stay in touch 
with your loved ones while you’re away. 

Riverview Suite
Exclusive to Emerald Radiance, enjoy the rolling 
countryside of Portugal's Douro River with endless 
views from the back of the Star-Ship. Boasting floor-
to-ceiling windows and our innovative balcony, you'll 
wake up to picturesque scenery every morning.

Grand Balcony Suite
This generously appointed suite is the perfect 
vantage point from which to enjoy the sunset.  
The floor-to-ceiling windows of your private outdoor 
balcony, complete with open-air system and sleek 
glass partition, enable you to enjoy the passing 
landscape, whatever the weather. 

Select the perfect pillow from your menu and, after 
an excellent night’s sleep, enjoy a beautifully relaxing 
shower. Curl up in your plush bath robe and slippers 
and enjoy a continental breakfast in ultimate comfort. 

Treat yourself to a delicious coffee in your suite 
whenever the mood takes you, with a complimentary 
Nespresso™ machine, perhaps to be enjoyed with 
your pre-dinner canapés or post-dinner sweet treats, 
as they’re brought to your door. And, prepare for 
a special occasion with a daily two-item laundry 
service, as standard.

 

For more information and a full list of inclusions 
for each suite and stateroom, see pages 110-114 
or visit emeraldcruises.com/sanctuary

Grand Balcony Suite

Panorama Balcony Suite, Emerald Liberté
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Emerald Panorama  
Balcony Suite
Located on both the Horizon and Vista Decks, these 
spacious and chic suites boast an all-weather indoor 
balcony with floor-to-ceiling windows and wooden 
decking. Great for enjoying the views, drink in hand, at 
the touch of a button the top half of the window will 
drop down to welcome the river breeze. 

Emerald Stateroom
On the Riviera Deck, our staterooms are larger than 
the average on European waters, providing plenty of 
room to accommodate two people. 

A picture window welcomes in natural light, an  
en-suite bathroom, complete with indulgent 
toiletries, will relax you after adventurous days, and 
complimentary Wi-Fi enables you to keep up  
with family as you travel. 

Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite Emerald Stateroom
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If you can tear yourself away from 
the peaceful surroundings of the 
pool, there’s so much to discover  
on board. 

Every Star-Ship in our fleet pushes 
the boundaries of river cruising 
with its innovative design, from the 
Riviera Deck at the bottom, to the 
Sun Deck at the top. 

Designed to inspire with every little 
detail, we’ve even installed the 
latest Bose® technology, providing 
excellent quality sound throughout 
our communal areas.

Innovation meets relaxation

Sun Deck
Located on the top deck of our Star-Ships, the  
Sun Deck* is a panoramic rooftop space, home to a 
walking track, putting green and games area†, as well 
as deck chairs and sun-loungers, perfect for warmer 
climates. Feel the breeze as we navigate our way 
through the heart of Europe’s most spectacular towns 
and cities. Raise a toast with new friends, watch as 
areas of outstanding natural beauty pass  
by and even enjoy a weekly BBQ. 

*Due to safety, the Sun Deck will be closed when traveling under  
low bridges.

Fitness & wellness
Take care of mind, body and soul in our on board 
Wellness Area. Our well-equipped gym is perfect if 
you wish to keep up with your exercise regime, and 
what could be better than following up a work-out 
or busy day onshore with an invigorating massage or 
facial in our spa#? Indulge in a little ‘me’ time as you 
treat yourself to a manicure and pedicure, or even visit 
the hairdresser for a special style or beard trim in time 
for one of our gala dinners.

#Available at additional cost.

Sun Deck Wellness area
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Pool by day, cinema by night†

On board our Star-Ships sailing the Rhine, Main, 
Danube, Moselle and Rhône rivers, this sanctuary 
of calm features floor-to-ceiling windows and a 
retractable roof, welcoming in a cool river breeze. 
Enjoy endless views of the picturesque landscape as 
you take a dip, or choose to relax on lounge chairs on 
the decking area while you read a book. Then, in the 
evening, as the floor rises through the pool, the screen 
is lowered and the popcorn prepared for a selection of 
films and concerts to be enjoyed from the comfort of 
our plush chairs.  

Serenity Pool
Emerald Radiance, sailing Portugal’s Douro River, 
has been custom designed for a warmer climate. The 
indoor pool has been replaced with a spa-style heated 
Serenity Pool located on the Sun Deck. A truly idyllic 
setting from which to make the most of the river 
breeze as you bask in the golden Portuguese sun,  
and, on movie evenings, join us to watch a film under 
the stars. 

†Emerald Radiance on the Douro River does not have an indoor pool/cinema, 
a putting green or games area, instead there is a spa-style Serenity Pool on 
the Sun Deck.

Watch a film in our on board cinema† Emerald Radiance spa-style Serenity Pool
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Our chefs lovingly craft their 
delicious menus using seasonal 
and regional produce influenced 
by the by the path on which you’re 
traveling. From decadent  
five-course dining, to light bites with 
breathtaking views, we believe food 
plays an important part in your travel 
experience, which is why we also 
include selected wine, beer and soft 
drinks with lunch and dinner.

Savor the local flavors of Europe

Reflections Restaurant
Begin your mornings with a hearty breakfast, 
offering hot and cold favorites as well as fresh 
fruit and cereal. A morning of exploration is 
followed by a delicious lunch back on board 
where you can choose from regional delicacies, 
as well as international classics. Dinner is a 
celebration, offering an enticing à la carte menu, 
and our special welcome and farewell dinners 
are a great way to create new friendships with 
fellow guests in the most charming of settings.

For more details on our on-board dining 
experience visit emeraldcruises.com/dining

Reflections Restaurant
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The Terrace
A beautiful decked area at the front of our  
Star-Ships, The Terrace provides a lovely retreat 
from which to enjoy a light snack or refreshing drink. 
Depending on the Star-Ship, this partly indoor and 
outdoor space is a spectacular vantage point from 
which to soak up the scenery, whatever the weather. 
This peaceful setting is also a great spot to enjoy a 
glass of local wine or beer with your loved ones or  
new-found companions.

Complimentary drinks
Complimentary drinks with lunch and dinner is all par 
for the course and our wonderfully attentive team 
will always be on-hand to help you choose a drink to 
suit your chosen meal, whether it’s beer, wine or a 
soft drink that’s to your taste. Our sommelier carefully 
handpicks our wine selection each evening, sourced 
from local and regional vineyards.

Drink Packages
Offering superb value, our range of on board drinks 
packages are available to purchase from the moment 
you book your cruise. Or, you can enjoy unlimited on 
board drinks* with our Premium Drinks Package.

*Exclusions apply.

Choose one of our drink packages

Enjoy coffee on The Terrace
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From your first conversation 
with our friendly reservations 
team to your helpful cruise 
director, our excellent kitchen 
and bar staff and every local 
expert, the right people are 
integral to creating a modern 
deluxe river cruise experience. 

Our passion for river cruising 
and dedication to providing a 
high level of service is echoed 
throughout the Emerald Cruises 
family to ensure your every 
need is met all day, every day.

Your happiness is our reward
We want every moment you spend on board to 
be one of pure indulgence. You’ll notice every 
one of our attentive crew members maintains 
the perfect balance of friendly and professional, 
to ensure every aspect of your cruise runs 
smoothly. And, with an excellent staff-to-guest 
ratio, there’ll always be someone available to 
answer any questions you may have, whether 
that’s while you’re on board or before your  
river cruise. 

Superior service, exceptional people

Emerald Cruises Crew
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The best in the business
As much as we want you to be inspired by every 
destination you visit, we also want to inspire 
you. Our chefs are experts in their field, while 
our restaurant, bar and house-keeping team are 
trained to the highest level. As your personal 
encyclopaedia, storyteller and translator, your 
cruise director will share their experiences, to 
make sure you don’t miss a thing, while our local 
guides will provide insightful commentaries as 
you stroll the cobbled walkways, narrow alleys 
and bustling streets of spectacular cities and 
quaint towns.

Exceptional service on board

Enjoy delicious on board dining

Our Cruise Directors are here to meet your every need
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A river cruise in Europe provides 
the most captivating passage 
through the history of this 
diverse continent. As you cruise 
along some of Europe’s most 
iconic waterways, not only will 
you witness Mother Nature at 
her finest, but also engineering 
at its most impressive.

Life on the river

What is a lock? 
Europe’s waterways are not just distinctive because of their 
history, their terrain can make navigation more challenging, 
which is why water locks – essentially an elevator with 
which ships can be raised or lowered to overcome the 
variations in water level – were designed. 

The Main-Danube Canal itself boasts 16 locks, some as deep 
as 30 meters and reaching a height of over 406 meters.

Navigating a lock
Our Star-Ships have been engineered with locks in mind, 
designed to fit perfectly with inches to spare. Your captain 
is trained for such manoeuvres, but sometimes water levels 
don’t cooperate and, on occasions, this can lead to lock 
closures or difficulties passing under bridges when water 
levels are too high or too low. We always have a plan in 
place to handle navigation issues in a timely and efficient 
manner, with minimal disruption to your journey.

Top gate  
closed

Top gate  
opened

Lower level

Upper level

Water flow

Water flow

Lock  
area

Top gate  
closed

Ship leaves  
the lock

Top gate  
opened

Top gate  
closed

Top gate  
closed

Lower level

Lower level

Upper level

Upper level

Water flow

Water flow

Water flow

Water flow

Lock area,  
water level rises 

Ship enters  
the lock
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Bridges
Throughout the cruise, we will sail under many different 
styles of bridges. On such days, we may need to close the 
Sun Deck for guest safety. Our crew will lower the railings 
and the captain’s wheelhouse will be mechanically dropped 
to allow the Star-Ship safe navigation. But, with plentiful 
public spaces available throughout our Star-Ships, you’ll 
always have somewhere to enjoy river views.

Double-docking
River cruising takes you right into the heart of different 
destinations. In certain locations docking space may be 
limited and you may find that, overnight, your ship has 
docked next to another ship. This is all part of the river 
cruising experience and drawing your curtains at night is 
advised. You’ll also get a glimpse of your neighboring ship 
as you walk through to embark or disembark.

River Cruise Cover
As with any other element of Mother Nature, rivers have 
personalities of their own. While we make every effort to 
plan our trips carefully, some days Mother Nature simply 
doesn’t co-operate and your cruise may have a deviation 
due to low or high water levels or lock closures. At no extra 
cost, we have created our river cruise cover to give you 
peace-of-mind should your cruise be impacted. For more 
information see page 104.  

Our commitment to your health & safety
Our commitment to our guests and crew, the guest experience and their health, safety and 
wellbeing remains our key priority.

We continue to work closely with Cruise Lines 
International Association (CLIA), and local and 
international Government Health agencies, to ensure our 
protocols exceed the latest regulatory requirements.  
Our Health & Safety Steering Committee oversees all 
health and safety policies and training with Emerald 
Cruises, ensuring you can travel with complete 
confidence that your wellbeing and safety are taken 
care of to the highest standard. In addition, we are 
implementing the most recent insights and technologies, 

with our Emerald Cruises team dedicated to exceeding 
the levels of cleanliness required in today’s travel climate.

We are continuously updating our protocols to safeguard 
both the health, safety and the experience of our valued 
guests. 

For more details on our commitment to your health  
& safety visit emeraldcruises.com/assurance 
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Small Ship Experts

Double-docking

Emerald Radiance, Porto Bridge
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We’ve made traveling as a 
group super easy, because 
we believe there is nothing 
better than sharing wonderful 
memories. Our stylish and 
spacious public areas facilitate 
larger groups, so you can be 
sure you’ll always be able to sit 
together at meal times, or enjoy 
a drink in the lounge as you 
toast every special moment.

Travel with friends

Our cinema area can be reserved for big groups, so 
if you’re looking for the perfect venue for a special 
occasion, we can help organize it for you.   

Groups of as few as 10 can book a deluxe cruise on board 
our state-of-the-art Star-Ships, with full or partial ship 
charters available on selected routes and itineraries, for 
even more exclusivity.

We are delighted to offer some very special offers to 
groups that choose to travel with us. Please contact our 
experienced group organizers for more details about our 
offers, or for further information on group travel with 
Emerald Cruises on 844.857.6021. 
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Exceptional Group Value Program

Emerald Cruises' Exceptional Group Value 
Program lets you choose from different 
amenities and tools for you to offer to your 
group's travelers. Choose amenities according  
to the value of Exceptional Group Value  
(EGV points) for each sailing. 

Each amenity has a point value. Simply match 
these points to the amenities offered on a 
particular sailing to create your own, customized 
group offer. Contact our group specialists for 
details at 844.857.6021. 

SAMPLE EGV PROGRAM AMENITIES

Amenity Points Needed

Box of chocolates 1

$50 Savings per person 2

€50 On board credit per person 2

Extended Drinks Package 2

$100 Savings per person 3

€100 On board Credit 3

Premium Drink Package 3

$150 Savings per person 3

€150 On board Credit per person 4

Tour Conductor 
Accelerator - 1 for 7 4

Call for currently available  
EGV amenities and sailings.
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We offer a range of pre and post 
cruise city stays, as well as a 
selection of more inclusive touring 
options, perfect for those who want 
to explore independently. 

Transfers between your Star-Ship, 
hotel and the airport are included 
in the price you pay, as well as 
centrally located, hotel stays, 
with breakfast and the guidance 
of a dedicated Emerald Cruises 
representative or tour director.

Stuck for inspiration? Take a look at 
which extended stay corresponds 
to your chosen itinerary and peruse 
the included highlights which you 
can enjoy when you get there. 

Extend your stay

Berlin City Stay 
	n Two nights in a centrally  

located hotel
	n  Breakfast included 
	n Fly from Frankfurt to Berlin
	n Guided city tour of Berlin
	n Transfers to & from airport 

Available on: The Majestic Rhine and 
Legendary Rhine & Moselle 

Lisbon City Stay
	n  Three nights in a centrally  

located hotel
	n  Breakfast included 
	n Guided tour of Lisbon
	n  Transfers from Porto  

to Lisbon & airport 

Available on: Secrets of the Douro

Lucerne & Zurich City Stay
	n Three nights in centrally  

located hotels
	n Breakfast included
	n Guided city tour of Lucerne
	n Guided city tour of Zurich
	n Transfers to & from airport

Available on: Jewels of the Rhine, Tulips & 
the Rhine and the Majestic Rhine

Amsterdam City Stay
	n Two nights in a centrally  

located hotel
	n Breakfast included 
	n Transfers to & from the airport
	n Visit to Floriade Horticulture Expo 

on selected departures, or guided 
city tour of Amsterdam

Available on: Tulips & the Rhine, Splendors 
of Europe, Jewels of the Rhine and 
Christmas Markets on the Rhine

NEW
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Transylvania City Stay
	n Four nights in centrally  

located hotels
	n Breakfast daily
	n Guided City Tour of Brasov
	n Guided tour of Bran Castle
	n Peles Castle visit
	n Transfer to and from Brasov
	n Transfers to & from the airport

Available on: Enchantment of  
Eastern Europe

Prague City Stay
	n  Up to three nights in a centrally  

located hotel
	n  Breakfast included
	n Guided city tour of Prague
	n Transfers to & from airport
	n EmeraldPLUS experience

Available on: Splendors of Europe, Danube 
Delights, Danube Explorer, Christmas 
Time on the Danube, Christmas Markets 
of Europe and Christmas Markets on the 
Danube

Nice City Stay
	n Three nights in a centrally  

located hotel
	n  Breakfast included
	n  Guided tour of Monte Carlo
	n Transfers to Nice & to & from airport

Available on: Sensations of Lyon  
& Provence

Budapest City Stay
	n Two nights in a centrally  

located hotel
	n Breakfast included
	n Guided city tour of Budapest
	n Transfers to & from airport

Available on: Enchantment of Eastern 
Europe and Christmas Time on the Danube

Paris City Stay
	n  Up to three nights in a centrally 

located hotel
	n Breakfast included
	n  Guided bus tour of Paris and  

Seine cruise
	n Transfers to & from airport

Available on: Sensations of Lyon & 
Provence and Splendors of Europe

Madrid City Stay
	n Two nights in a centrally  

located hotel
	n Breakfast included
	n Guided city tour of Madrid
	n Transfers to & from airport
	n Flight between Porto and Madrid

Available on: Secrets of the Douro 

Aix-en-Provence City Stay
	n  Three nights in a centrally  

located hotel
	n Breakfast daily
	n  Transfer between Arles and  

Aix-en-Provence
	n  Included guided tour
	n Transfers to & from airport

Available on: Sensations of Lyon  
& Provence

Istanbul City Stay
	n  Three nights in a centrally  

located hotel
	n Breakfast daily
	n Flight from Istanbul to Bucharest
	n Guided tour of Istanbul
	n Bosphorus cruise
	n Transfers to & from the airport

Available on: Enchantment of  
Eastern Europe
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“This was our third river cruise with Emerald 
having chosen it based on our previous 
experiences with the company. We certainly 
made the right choice. From start to finish 
everything was 10 out of 10, the service, the 
itinerary, transfers etc. Emerald certainly know 
how to do river cruising.”

T_Prest



Great for 
architecture 
enthusiasts

The past is memorialised at every stop along the Danube, 
as some of Europe’s most exquisite monuments prove 
they’ve been built to stand the test of time. Architecture 
enthusiasts will be in awe of each city’s diversity, from the 
blend of Gothic and Renaissance Revival showcased by 
Budapest’s Parliament Building, to the New Baroque of 
Vienna’s Burgtheater.

The international river 
Having been the muse for decades 
of artistic legacy, the majesty of the 
Danube is no myth. Winding through 
10 of Europe’s most breathtaking 
countries, it encompasses four capitol 
cities, Vienna, Budapest, Belgrade and 
Bratislava, all of which are must-see 
pit stops.

From Germany’s Black Forest, stretching 1,785 miles east 
towards the Danube Delta and into the Black Sea, this 
inspirational waterway has seen communities, dating as 
far back as the Neolithic Age, settle along its banks.

Centuries of historical intrigue are detailed upon visits 
to imposing fortresses, beautifully preserved palaces 
and ancient castles, as well as vibrant cities and peaceful 
riverbank villages. Step back in time and walk in the 
footsteps of the former residents who have helped 
shape the culture.

Whether you’re sailing on board the Emerald Star, Sky, 
Dawn, Sun, Destiny or Luna, you'll be treated to stylish 
staterooms and suites, an indoor heated pool, cinema 
and Sun Deck, to name just a few of the ship’s innovative 
features.

Danube River
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NEW 
Spa, Arts  

& Culture Cruise
see page 99
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“So many thoughtful touches, 
umbrella and walking sticks in 
the room, afternoon tea and 
late night snacks, free shuttle 
buses, fresh flowers on all tables, 
efficient listening devices for 
tours and bikes on board.”

Samblas

Passau

In southeast Germany on the border 
of Austria, Passau is located at the 
confluence of the Danube, Ilz and 
Inn rivers. Aptly nicknamed the 
‘Three Rivers City’, it is overlooked by 
the spectacular 13th century Veste 
Oberhaus, home to a museum, youth 
hostel and restaurant, as well as an 
open-air theater since 1934. The Old 
Town is recognized for its beautiful 
Baroque architecture, namely  
St. Stephen’s Cathedral with its  
onion-domed towers and an organ 
boasting over 17,000 pipes.

Vienna

Renowned for its coffee shop culture 
and cozy wine taverns, the Austrian 
capitol has made a name for itself 
as the home of many a renowned 
composer. Strauss, Mozart and 
Beethoven, as well as symbolist 
painter Gustav Klimt and the ‘father 
of psychoanalysis’ Sigmund Freud, 
have all fallen for its charm. Meander 
the streets, lined with stunning 
Baroque buildings and monuments  
of an Imperial past, now coexisting 
with the contemporary for a truly 
unique skyline.

Budapest

Formerly two separate cities, divided 
by the Danube, Buda on the west and 
Pest on the east certainly possess 
their own personalities. Buda’s 
narrow, winding streets and steep 
hills are home to the beautiful former 
Habsburg Palace and views from 
the Fisherman’s Bastion unveil the 
magnificent Parliament Building.  
A walk over the iconic Chain Bridge 
to Pest presents a mixture of bustling 
bars, cafés and restaurants, as well 
as thermal spas, all of which are the 
place to be in the evening.

http://emeraldcruises.com
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DürnsteinDürnstein

PraguePrague
CZECH 

REPUBLIC
CZECH 

REPUBLIC

GERMANY

AUSTRIA

SLOVAKIA

HUNGARY

BudapestBudapest

River cruise
Coach transfer

Map is a guide only

Number of nights10

Tick a number of Europe’s most 
treasured destinations off your wish 
list, beginning with a wonderful 
three-night city stay in the Czech 
capitol of Prague and followed by an 
8-day Danube river cruise. Natural 
beauty is plentiful, as this mighty 
waterway carves a course through 
the foothills of the Austrian Alps, 
journeying between four renowned 
capitol cities, the esteemed Wachau 
Valley wine region and a string of 
other fascinating historic towns  
and cities, like Passau, Melk  
and Dürnstein.

Day 1 Prague

Day 2 Prague

Day 3 Prague

Day 4 Prague – Regensburg

Day 5 Regensburg

Day 6 Passau

Day 7 Melk – Dürnstein

Day 8 Vienna

Day 9  Bratislava

Day 10 Budapest

Day 11 Budapest

Departing: 
May - October 2022

11-Day Danube Delights  
with Prague

Danube River

Melk Abbey, Austria

Wachau Valley, Danube River, Austria
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And of course, our exceptional  
EmeraldVALUE inclusions come  
as standard

 n Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

 n 7 nights in a suite or stateroom of your choice,  
all with a river view.

 n 3 night city stay in Prague.

 n 23 meals: 10 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners 
including a Welcome and Farewell Reception & Dinner.

 n Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks to accompany 
lunch & dinner on board. 

 n Complimentary tea & coffee on board. 

 n Complimentary bottled water in your suite or 
stateroom, restocked daily.

 n A variety of on board evening entertainment. 
 n Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

 n  Complimentary bicycles on board. 

 n First-class service from English-speaking crew and 
knowledgeable local guides. 

 n Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points. 

 n Complimentary River Cruise Cover. 
 n All port charges and overseas transfers.

Plus we include all gratuities, saving you up to  
$300 per couple on this cruise 

EmeraldDISCOVERY Highlights  
unique to your itinerary

EmeraldPLUS .

 A traditional Bavarian band on board.

  Home-hosted coffee and cake with a  
Slovakian family.

 A traditional Hungarian folklore show.

 Coffee and cake at Lobkowicz Palace.

EmeraldACTIVE

  A guided bike tour along the Danube River from  
Melk to Dürnstein.

 A guided hike to Dürnstein Castle.

 A guided bike tour in Vienna.

 A guided hike to Bratislava Castle.

 A guided hike to Buda Hill.

 A guided hike to Veste Oberhaus.

Included Excursions

  7 Shore excursions, including visits to UNESCO  
World Heritage-listed sites.

CRUISE BETWEEN REGENSBURG AND BUDAPEST

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/emeraldexperience/emeraldexplorer


Day 1 Prague
When you arrive at Prague Airport, you’ll be 
transferred to your centrally located hotel for a 
three-night stay.

Day 2 Prague
Today, a guided tour of Prague will introduce 
you to many of its highlights, including the 
Gothic St. Vitus Cathedral.

  Coffee and cake at Lobkowicz Palace 

  A guided tour of Prague

Meals: Breakfast

Day 3 Prague
Your tour director will be available to help you 
plan your day of independent exploration today. 

  Tastes of Czechia

Meals: Breakfast

Day 4 Prague – Regensburg 
You will be collected from your hotel and 
transferred to Regensburg this morning, to 
board your Emerald Cruises Star-Ship.

Meals: Breakfast and dinner

Day 5 Regensburg 
This morning, enjoy a tour of the medieval 
center of Regensburg, exploring the UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed old town as your local 
guide leads you down cobblestone streets and 
past historic patrician houses.

This evening, enjoy a welcome dinner and 
reception followed by a traditional Bavarian 
band on board.

  A traditional Bavarian band on board

  A guided tour of Regensburg

   Excursion to Nuremberg

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 6 Passau
Baroque architecture and pastel façades 
welcome you to the postcard-worthy city 
of Passau. Join your local guide for a tour of 
the city, including the Baroque St. Stephen’s 
Cathedral with its striking green domes and 
white exterior. 

  A guided tour of Passau

  A  guided hike to Veste Oberhaus

   Excursion to the Bavarian Forest  

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 7 Melk – Dürnstein 
Your included tour will take you to Melk Abbey, 
famous for its invaluable library. This afternoon, 
enjoy a guided bike tour from Melk to Dürnstein. 
Alternatively, cruise through the wine region 
and on to Dürnstein, embarking on a guided 
hike to Dürnstein Castle when you arrive.

 Included Excursion

Walk the halls of the magnificent Benedictine 
abbey in Melk. 

 

   A guided bike tour along the Danube River 
from Melk to Dürnstein

  A guided hike to Dürnstein Castle

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 8 Vienna
Welcome to Vienna. You will have every 
opportunity to discover the medieval and 
Baroque cityscape today, with a drive around 
the Ringstrasse and a tour of the UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed city center. Alternatively, 
embark on a guided cycling tour.

   A guided tour of Vienna

  A guided bike tour

   Viennese evening concert

   Tastes of Vienna 

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 9 Bratislava 
Enjoy a guided walking tour of the beautifully 
restored historic quarter, venturing down 
cobbled streets and passing a number of 
architectural highlights. Alternatively, hike 
to Bratislava Castle and discover how it was 
destroyed by Napoleon’s troops.

Prague to Budapest
Departing: 
May - October 2022

Regensburg, GermanyPrague, Czech Republic

DANUBE RIVER
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Gain a thorough understanding of Slovakian 
culture this afternoon as you meet a local family 
for coffee and cake. This evening, your crew will 
welcome you to your Farewell Dinner. 

   Home-hosted coffee and cake with a 
Slovakian family

  A guided hike to Bratislava Castle

  A walking tour of Bratislava

  Skoda tour of Post-Communist Bratislava

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 10 Budapest
Offering an abundance of European history, 
Budapest is known for its charming neo-Gothic 
architecture, cultural whimsy and historic 
monuments around every corner.

Enjoy a guided coach tour, starting at the 
Citadella that sits on top of Gellért Hill, 
overlooking the Danube. Relax as a drive down 
Andrássy Avenue showcases the decorative 
façades of neo-Renaissance townhouses and 
journey to Heroes’ Square to see the seven 
chieftains of the Magyars.

Alternatively, hike to Buda Hill, gazing up at the 
Buda Castle complex and admiring the Habsburg 
monuments that adorn the streets. This evening, 
a traditional Hungarian folklore show is sure to 
delight.

  A traditional Hungarian folklore show

  A guided hike to Buda Hill

  A guided coach tour of Budapest

  Jewish heritage tour

  Excursion to Szentendre

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 11 Budapest 
After breakfast, it is time to say farewell to your 
fellow guests and disembark your Star-Ship for 
your transfer to the airport, taking memories 
of Prague’s peaceful enchantment and a cruise 
through the heart of Europe with you.

Meals: Breakfast

This itinerary is a guide only and may be amended for 
operational reasons such as high and low water. As 
such, the cruise may operate altered from that stated 
above. Please refer to our terms and conditions on 
page 120.

*These departures operate in reverse order from Budapest to Regensburg.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWPB

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Apr 4,17*,21: May 15*, 21*: Oct 15*, 19 $4,095 $4,295 $4,845 $4,795 $5,195 $5,345 $5,895 $6,595
May 19, 25: Jun 10*, 11*, 14, 18*, 15, 22 $4,295 $4,495 $5,045 $4,995 $5,395 $5,545 $6,095 $6,795
Jul 2*, 9*, 6, 13, 24*, 28 $3,795 $3,995 $4,545 $4,495 $4,895 $5,045 $5,595 $6,295
Aug 13*, 20*, 17, 24 $3,995 $4,195 $4,745 $4,695 $5,095 $5,245 $5,795 $6,495
Sep 2*, 6, 10*, 17*, 14, 21 $4,395 $4,595 $5,145 $5,095 $5,495 $5,645 $6,195 $6,895
Oct 28*, 30* $3,895 $4,095 $4,645 $4,595 $4,995 $5,145 $5,695 $6,395

Buda Castle, Budapest, HungaryBratislava, Slovakia

DANUBE RIVER
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AUSTRIA

HUNGARY

SLOVAKIA
BratislavaBratislava

ViennaViennaMelkMelk

PassauPassau
DürnsteinDürnstein

BudapestBudapest

RegensburgRegensburg

MunichMunich

GERMANY

River cruise
Coach transfer

Map is a guide only

Number of nights7

This insightful itinerary crosses into 
four countries, offering a unique 
perspective into their past and 
present simultaneously. Guided 
walks along the cobblestone streets 
of Germany tell their own story, and 
city tours of Vienna and Budapest 
exemplify how the past can shape 
the future. Celebrate the ancient as 
it co-exists with the modern in the 
Austrian and Hungarian capitols, and 
gain a personal understanding of 
why the iconic Danube has acted as 
inspiration to so many.

Danube River

Departing: 
May - October 2022

Day 1 Munich – Regensburg

Day 2 Regensburg

Day 3 Passau

Day 4 Melk – Dürnstein

Day 5 Vienna

Day 6  Bratislava

Day 7 Budapest

Day 8 Budapest

8-Day 
Danube Delights

Vienna, Austria

Budapest, Hungary

44
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CRUISE BETWEEN REGENSBURG AND BUDAPEST

EmeraldDISCOVERY Highlights  
unique to your itinerary

EmeraldPLUS

 A traditional Bavarian band on board.

  Home-hosted coffee and cake with a  
Slovakian family.

 A traditional Hungarian folklore show.

EmeraldACTIVE

  A guided bike tour along the Danube River from  
Melk to Dürnstein.

 A guided hike to Dürnstein Castle.

 A guided Vienna bike tour.

 A guided hike to Bratislava Castle.

 A guided hike to Buda Hill.

 A guided hike to Veste Oberhaus.

Included Excursions

  6 Shore excursions, including visits to UNESCO  
World Heritage-listed sites.

And of course, our exceptional  
EmeraldVALUE inclusions come  
as standard

 n Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

 n 7 nights in a suite or stateroom of your choice,  
all with a river view.

 n 20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners 
including a Welcome and Farewell Reception & Dinner.

 n Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks to accompany 
lunch & dinner on board. 

 n Complimentary tea & coffee on board. 

 n Complimentary bottled water in your suite or 
stateroom, restocked daily.

 n A variety of on board evening entertainment. 
 n Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

 n  Complimentary bicycles on board. 

 n First-class service from English-speaking crew and 
knowledgeable local guides. 

 n Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points. 

 n Complimentary River Cruise Cover. 
 n All port charges and overseas transfers.

Plus we include all gratuities, saving you up to  
$300 per couple on this cruise

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/emeraldexperience/emeraldexplorer


Slovakia

Regensburg to Budapest
Departing: 
May - October 2022

Day 1 Munich – Regensburg 
Upon arrival at Munich airport, you’ll be 
transferred to Regensburg to board your 
contemporary Emerald Cruises Star-Ship.

Meals: Dinner

Day 2 Regensburg 
This morning, enjoy a tour of the medieval center 
of Regensburg, exploring the UNESCO World 
Heritage-listed old town as your local guide 
leads you down cobblestone streets and past 
historic patrician houses.

This evening, enjoy a welcome dinner and 
reception followed by a traditional Bavarian band 
on board.

  A traditional Bavarian band on board

  A guided tour of Regensburg

  Excursion to Nuremberg

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 3 Passau
Today’s cruising will take you to the heart of 
Passau, where three of Europe’s main rivers 
converge in the shadows of the castle. Your 
guided tour of this illustrious city will unveil how 
it was rebuilt following fires in the 17th century. 
Italian architects left their mark with a scattering 
of Baroque architecture, including  
St. Stephen’s Cathedral. 

Enjoy exploring the city before returning to  
your Star-Ship for lunch.

  A guided hike to Veste Oberhaus 

  A guided tour of Passau

   Excursion to the Bavarian Forest

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 4 Melk – Dürnstein 
History is brought to life in the quaint village 
of Melk. This morning, enjoy a guided tour of 
its UNESCO World Heritage-listed Benedictine 
abbey, stopping to admire beautiful relics in the 
museum and an extensive collection of ancient 
manuscripts in the library. Afterwards, your Star-
Ship will sail through the fascinating Wachau 
Valley, part of the UNESCO World Heritage-
listed Wachau Cultural Landscape, and on to 
Dürnstein.

If you are feeling active, join a guided hike 
to Dürnstein Castle, a medieval castle where 
Richard the Lionheart was held prisoner. 

Alternatively, embark on a guided bike tour from 
Melk to Dürnstein, passing terraced vineyards, 
castles and ruins along the way, before arriving 
where your Star-Ship is docked in Dürnstein.

 Included Excursion

Walk the halls of the magnificent Benedictine 
abbey in Melk. Situated overlooking the Danube, 
it was once a palace and now houses the remains 
of Austria’s first ruling dynasty. 

 

   A guided bike tour along the Danube River 
from Melk to Dürnstein

  A guided hike to Dürnstein Castle

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 5 Vienna
Welcome to Vienna. The “City of Dreams” was home 
to the father of psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud. 
Today, you can explore the capitol with a drive along 
the magnificent Ringstrasse and a walking tour of 
the city. Soak in the opulent façades of the Vienna 
State Opera and City Hall before admiring the multi-
colored tiled roof of St. Stephen’s Cathedral.

Alternatively, embark on a guided cycling tour 
from where your Star-Ship is docked at the idyllic 
Danube Island.

  A guided bike tour

   A tour of Vienna

   Viennese evening concert

   Tastes of Vienna 

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 6 Bratislava 
A delightful scattering of Baroque palaces, 
Gothic architecture and blocks that tell tales of a 
communist past are yours to uncover as we sail 
towards Bratislava. Enjoy a guided tour of the city’s 
enchanting past, taking in the neo-Renaissance 
glory of the Slovak National Theater and the 
Episcopal Summer Palace.

Alternatively, embark on a guided hike to Bratislava 
Castle and its idyllic Baroque gardens, offering the 
perfect backdrop to the Shakespeare festival that 
takes place during the summer months.

This afternoon, enjoy home-hosted coffee and cake 
with a Slovakian family before being welcomed to 
your Farewell Dinner on board.

   Home-hosted coffee and cake with a Slovakian 
family

  A guided hike to Bratislava Castle

  A walking tour of Bratislava

  Skoda tour of Post-Communist Bratislava

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Bratislava, SlovakiaRegensburg, Germany

DANUBE RIVER
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Day 7 Budapest
Welcome to Budapest, a city generously steeped 
in history and culture, where ancient architecture 
exists alongside contemporary buildings. Enjoy 
a guided tour, starting at the Liberty Statue 
and touching on many of Budapest’s highlights, 
including Heroes’ Square and the Buda Castle 
district, before a walking tour showcases 
Matthias Church and panoramic views best 
admired from the Fisherman’s Bastion. 
Alternatively, enjoy a guided hike to Buda Hill 
and gaze over the Danube.

  A traditional Hungarian folklore show

  A guided hike to Buda Hill

  A guided coach tour of Budapest

  Jewish heritage tour

  Excursion to Szentendre

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 8 Budapest
After breakfast, it is time to say farewell to your 
fellow guests and disembark your Star-Ship for 
your transfer to the airport, taking memories of 
a Viennese skyline and Baroque masterpieces 
with you.

Meals: Breakfast

This itinerary is a guide only and may be amended for 
operational reasons such as high and low water. As such, 
the cruise may operate altered from that stated above. 
Please refer to our terms and conditions on page 120.

10-Day Danube Delights with Oberammergau Passion Play from $4,490 per person  

Witness a world famous performance taking 
place only once a decade, available when you 
extend your Danube Delights river cruise on 
select dates. Performed since 1634, the play 
recounts the miraculous sparing of the villagers of 
Oberammergau from the plague. The production 
depends on 200 committed local actors, singers, 
musicians, and cast residents from the surrounding 
village. You'll visit the origins of this momentous 
tradition performed live, at the edge of the Bavarian 
Alps, where it all began over 380 years ago.
	§ Transfer from airport to 4-star Munich hotel*

	§  2 Nights: 1 night in Munich, 1 night in 
Oberammergau

	§ Orientation tour in Munich

	§  Breakfast and dinner daily at  
Oberammergau hotel

	§ Transfer from Munich hotel to Oberammergau

	§ 1 day admission to the Passion Play

	§ Transfer to your Emerald Cruises Star-Ship

Visit emeraldcruises.com/passionplay

*These departures operate in reverse order from Budapest to Regensburg.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWNB

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Apr 7, 17*, 24; May 15*, 21*; Aug 13*, 20*, 
20, 27; Oct 15*, 22 $3,495 $3,695 $4,245 $4,195 $4,595 $4,745 $5,295 $5,995

May 22, 28;  Jun 10*, 11*, 17, 18, 18*, 25 $3,695 $3,895 $4,445 $4,395 $4,795 $4,945 $5,495 $6,195
Jul 2*, 9*, 9, 16, 24*, 31; Oct 28*, 30* $3,295 $3,495 $4,045 $3,995 $4,395 $4,545 $5,095 $5,795
Sep 2*, 9, 10*, 17, 17*, 24 $3,795 $3,995 $4,545 $4,495 $4,895 $5,045 $5,595 $6,295

DANUBE RIVER

http://emeraldcruises.com
http://www.emeraldwaterways.com/passionplay
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CZECH REPUBLIC

AUSTRIA

HUNGARY

ViennaViennaMelkMelk
LinzLinzMunichMunich

PassauPassau DürnsteinDürnstein

Český KrumlovČeský Krumlov

BudapestBudapest

BratislavaBratislava

SLOVAKIA

River cruise
Coach transfer

Map is a guide only

Number of nights7

The iconic Danube river guides you 
on a gentle journey, enabling you to 
soak up Europe’s cultural wonders 
at leisure. Sail the picturesque 
Wachau Valley to enchanting 
Dürnstein. Visit the castle where 
Richard the Lionheart was 
imprisoned, drive around Vienna’s 
famous Ringstrasse to view the 
city’s marvellous architecture, and 
let inspiring Budapest tell tales of its 
past, while proudly looking forward 
to the future.

Danube River

Departing: 
April - October 2022

Day 1 Munich – Passau

Day 2 Passau

Day 3 Linz – Český Krumlov

Day 4 Melk – Dürnstein

Day 5 Vienna

Day 6 Bratislava

Day 7 Budapest

Day 8 Budapest

8-Day 
Danube Explorer

Dürnstein, Austria

Wachau Valley, Austria
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And of course, our exceptional  
EmeraldVALUE inclusions come  
as standard

 n Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

 n 7 nights in a suite or stateroom of your choice,  
all with a river view.

 n 19 meals: 7 breakfasts, 5 lunches and 7 dinners including 
a Welcome and Farewell Reception & Dinner.

 n Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks to accompany 
lunch & dinner on board. 

 n Complimentary tea & coffee on board. 

 n Complimentary bottled water in your suite or 
stateroom, restocked daily.

 n A variety of on board evening entertainment. 
 n Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

 n  Complimentary bicycles on board. 

 n First-class service from English-speaking crew and 
knowledgeable local guides. 

 n Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points. 

 n Complimentary River Cruise Cover. 
 n All port charges and overseas transfers.

Plus we include all gratuities, saving you up to  
$300 per couple on this cruise

EmeraldDISCOVERY Highlights  
unique to your itinerary

EmeraldPLUS

 A guided tour of Český Krumlov.

 Local Slovakian entertainment on board. 

 A traditional Hungarian folklore show.

EmeraldACTIVE

 A guided hike to Veste Oberhaus.

  A guided bike tour along the Danube River  
from Melk to Dürnstein.

 A guided hike to Dürnstein Castle.

 A guided Vienna bike tour.

 A guided hike to Bratislava Castle.

 A guided hike to Buda Hill.

Included Excursions

  5 Shore excursions, including visits to UNESCO  
World Heritage-listed sites.

CRUISE BETWEEN PASSAU AND BUDAPEST

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/emeraldexperience/emeraldexplorer


Day 1 Munich – Passau 
Upon your arrival in Munich, you will be greeted 
by one of our Emerald Cruises representatives 
and transferred to your contemporary  
Star-Ship, where a warm welcome awaits you 
from the captain and crew. This evening, join 
your fellow guests for dinner on board.

Meals: Dinner

Day 2 Passau
Passau effortlessly reflects the work that was 
undertaken in the city by Italian architects,  
who brought a little piece of Venice with them to 
Germany.

Enjoy a sightseeing tour of the city, including 
the ornate exterior of St. Stephen’s Cathedral, 
perfectly mirroring the beautifully restored 
interior, and the Altes Rathaus, or Town Hall, 
which comprises of an ensemble of eight historic 
patrician houses. Alternatively, set off on a 
guided hike around Passau, catching sights of 
the Mariahilf, a place of pilgrimage, and  
St. Severin, an ancient church that can be  
dated back to the Ottonian dynasty.

   A guided hike to Veste Oberhaus 

  A guided tour of Passau

   Bavaria Live

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 3 Linz – Český Krumlov
Today, you will visit the UNESCO World Heritage-
listed town of Český Krumlov. This quaint town 
has one of the best-preserved ancient centers in 
Europe, with more than three hundred protected 
medieval buildings and an iconic castle complex. 

Enjoy a guided tour of the area, including the  
15th-century St. Vitus’ Church and a series of 
delightful High Gothic façades, each taking you 
back to the heart of the Middle Ages.

  A guided tour of Český Krumlov

Meals: Breakfast and dinner

Day 4 Melk – Dürnstein 
Relax as we cruise down the Danube River early 
this morning, passing beautiful terraced vineyards 
that produce some of the world’s best wine and 
delightful apricot orchards before arriving in Melk. 

During an included tour of Melk Abbey, gaze 
upon ornate gold leaf walls and walk around the 
magnificent gardens. After your tour, enjoy sailing 
through the idyllic Wachau Valley.

When you arrive in charming Dürnstein, you 
will have the opportunity to hike to Dürnstein 
Castle. Alternatively, stay in Melk to cycle from 
Melk to Dürnstein, traversing a route that offers a 
different perspective on the region’s viticulture. 

 EmeraldACTIVE 

 Stretch your legs and join a guided bike tour 
along the Danube from Melk to Dürnstein. A 
wonderful way to enjoy the riverbanks from a 
different perspective. 

   A guided hike to Dürnstein Castle 

   A tour of Melk Abbey 

   Visit to Schallaburg Castle

   Vineyards hike & tasting in Weissenkirchen

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 5 Vienna
Discover the classical charms of Vienna today, as 
we take you through the heart of the city, pointing 
out all of the best cafés and artisan studios as 
you discover its imperial grandeur. The UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed historic center was once a 
fortified Roman frontier city, and a drive around 
the Ringstrasse will introduce you to architecture 
from across the last millennia. 

Alternatively, enjoy a bike tour along the serene 
trails on Danube Island.

  A guided bike tour

   A guided tour of Vienna

   Viennese evening concert

   Tastes of Vienna 

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 6 Bratislava
Cobbled streets pave the course for daily life 
in Bratislava, where winding alleys and a rural 
atmosphere blend together to create a truly 
distinctive Slovakian capitol.

Enjoy a guided hike to Bratislava Castle, with 
a silhouette that looks as though it was pulled 
from the pages of a fairytale. This striking 
landmark was most recently rebuilt in a 
Renaissance style.

Alternatively, embark on a guided tour of the 
compact town center, where everything is 
within walking distance. Later, enjoy free time 
to explore at leisure, perhaps visiting the Slovak 
National Theater.

   Local Slovakian entertainment on board

   A guided hike to Bratislava Castle

   A guided tour of Bratislava 

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Passau to Budapest
Departing: 
April - October 2022

Český Krumlov, Czech RepublicPassau, Germany

DANUBE RIVER
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Day 7 Budapest
Welcome to Budapest. Once the ancient 
Roman city of Aquincum, it is a true historic 
marvel, with bathhouses and homes with 
heated floors thanks to the surrounding hot 
springs. The UNESCO World Heritage-listed 
center will enable you to follow the chapters of 
architecture through the ages as you set off on 
a coach tour of Budapest, passing Romanesque, 
Baroque and classical façades.

This evening, enjoy a traditional Hungarian 
folklore show on board. 

  A traditional Hungarian folklore show

  A guided hike to Buda Hill 

  A guided bus tour of Budapest

  Jewish heritage tour

  Excursion to Szentendre

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 8 Budapest   
After breakfast, it is time to say farewell to your 
fellow guests and disembark your Star-Ship for your 
transfer to the airport, taking memories of apricot 
orchards and ancient Roman cities with you.

Meals: Breakfast

This itinerary is a guide only and may be amended for 
operational reasons such as high and low water. As such, 
the cruise may operate altered from that stated above. 
Please refer to our terms and conditions on page 120.

10-Day Danube Explorer with Oberammergau Passion Play from $5,190 per person

Witness a world famous performance taking 
place only once a decade, available when you 
extend your Danube Delights river cruise on 
select dates. Performed since 1634, the play 
recounts the miraculous sparing of the villagers of 
Oberammergau from the plague. The production 
depends on 200 committed local actors, singers, 
musicians, and cast residents from the surrounding 
village. You'll visit the origins of this momentous 
tradition performed live, at the edge of the Bavarian 
Alps, where it all began over 380 years ago.
	§ Transfer from airport to 4-star Munich hotel*

	§  2 Nights: 1 night in Munich, 1 night in 
Oberammergau

	§ Orientation tour in Munich

	§  Breakfast and dinner daily at  
Oberammergau hotel

	§ Transfer from Munich hotel to Oberammergau

	§ 1 day admission to the Passion Play

	§ Transfer to your Emerald Cruises Star-Ship

Visit emeraldcruises.com/passionplay

*These departures operate in reverse order from Budapest to Passau.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWPA

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Apr 3*, 10: Oct 9, 27* $3,195 $3,395 $3,945 $3,895 $4,295 $4,445 $4,995 $5,695

May 1*, 8, 12*, 19: Sep 3*, 3, 10 $3,595 $3,795 $4,345 $4,295 $4,695 $4,845 $5,395 $6,095

Jul 10*, 17, 21*, 28: Aug 14, 27* $3,395 $3,595 $4,145 $4,095 $4,495 $4,645 $5,195 $5,895

DANUBE RIVER

http://emeraldcruises.com
http://www.emeraldwaterways.com/passionplay
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VidinVidin ArbanasiArbanasi
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Tarnovo

Veliko
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SERBIASERBIA

BelgradeBelgrade

OsijekOsijek
CROATIACROATIA

Donji MilanovacDonji Milanovac
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KalocsaKalocsa

Iron GatesIron Gates
BucharestBucharest

GiurgiuGiurgiu

HUNGARYHUNGARY

River cruise
Coach transfer

Map is a guide only

Number of nights8

Day 1 Budapest

Day 2 Kalocsa

Day 3 Osijek

Day 4 Belgrade

Day 5 Golubac – Donji Milanovac

Day 6  Vidin

Day 7 Rousse – Veliko Tarnovo & Arbanasi

Day 8 Giurgiu – Bucharest

Day 9 Bucharest 

Departing: 
April - October 2022

9-Day Enchantment  
of Eastern Europe

Five countries, all unique in their 
own way, accompany the Danube 
on its journey towards the furthest 
reaches of Eastern Europe. In 
Kalocsa, visit a Puszta Horse 
Show, enjoy lunch in the home of 
a local Croatian family in Osijek 
and, in Belgrade, enjoy a guided 
city tour, before a Serbian folklore 
show on board. Taste Romanian 
wine, attend a choir concert in 
Arbanasi, and journey by road to 
Bucharest.

Danube River

Iron Gates, Romania

Bucharest, Romania
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EmeraldDISCOVERY Highlights  
unique to your itinerary

EmeraldPLUS

 A Puszta horse show.

 Home-hosted lunch with a Croatian family.

 Meet the local village students.

 A Serbian folklore evening show.

 A choir concert in Arbanasi.

EmeraldACTIVE

 A guided bike tour of Belgrade.

 A guided hike to Belogradchik Fortress.

 A guided hike to Ivanovo Church.

Included Excursions

  6 Shore excursions, including visits to UNESCO  
World Heritage-listed sites.

And of course, our exceptional  
EmeraldVALUE inclusions come  
as standard

 n Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

 n 7 nights in a suite or stateroom of your choice,  
all with a river view.

 n 1 night city stay in Bucharest.
 n 21 meals: 8 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners 

including a Welcome and Farewell Reception & Dinner.

 n Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks to 
accompany lunch & dinner on board. 

 n Complimentary tea & coffee on board. 

 n Complimentary bottled water in your suite or 
stateroom, restocked daily.

 n A variety of on board evening entertainment. 
 n Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

 n  Complimentary bicycles on board. 

 n First-class service from English-speaking crew and 
knowledgeable local guides. 

 n Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points. 

 n Complimentary River Cruise Cover. 
 n All port charges and overseas transfers.

Plus we include all gratuities, saving you up to  
$300 per couple on this cruise

Belgrade, Serbia

CRUISE BETWEEN BUDAPEST AND BUCHAREST

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/emeraldexperience/emeraldexplorer


Budapest to Bucharest
Departing: 
April - October 2022

Day 1 Budapest
When you arrive in Budapest, you will be met 
at the airport and transferred to your Emerald 
Cruises Star-Ship, where your friendly captain 
and crew will be waiting to greet you.

This afternoon, enjoy free time to explore 
eastern Europe’s liveliest city at leisure. The 
“Paris of the East” is a truly breathtaking 
sight, where dozens of lights adorn the 
stone bridges that cross the mighty Danube, 
separating both sides of the city.

This evening, join your fellow guests for dinner 
on board. 

Meals: Dinner

Day 2 Kalocsa
In the morning, we’ll sail out of Budapest 
towards Kalocsa, best known for its vibrant 
paprika festivals. Traditional folk art and culture 
are yours to discover here, as you sail through 
one of the oldest towns in Hungary.

This afternoon, you’ll venture to the Puszta, 
or Great Hungarian Plain, for a traditional 
performance showcasing the exceptional 
equestrian skills of the Magyar cowboys. Relax 
as you watch their spectacular horse parade and 
witness their exercise drills, most of which were 
readily practiced for wartime.

Tonight enjoy a welcome dinner on board. 

 EmeraldPLUS

Spend your day out in rural Hungary, where you’ll 
have the opportunity to visit a Puszta horse farm 
for a traditional horse show in the picturesque 
countryside. 

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 3 Osijek
Cruise into the border region of Croatia and to 
Osijek, a historic university town full of leafy 
boulevards and promenades. Damage from the 
Homeland War is still visible across the city,  
but it is easily forgotten when you immerse 
yourself in the peaceful surroundings that can 
be found here.

Today, you will be able to meet students from 
a local village who will be delighted to perform 

for you during your EmeraldPLUS excursion, 
before embarking on a walk around Osijek 
Fortress, nestled in the center of the romantic 
old town. This ensemble of well-preserved 
Baroque buildings is laid out like a traditional 
star fort, with bastions, armouries, a guardhouse 
and a military hospital all protected within  
its walls.

Later, sail further down the Danube and into 
Serbia, where remnants of recent conflicts can 
be seen on the riverbanks.

 EmeraldPLUS

Enjoy delicious traditional cuisine with a local 
Croatian family as they welcome you into their 
home. Enjoy learning about their culture in the 
perfect setting. 

  Meet the local village students

  A guided walking tour of  
         Osijek Fortress

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Osijek, CroatiaBuda Castle, Budapest, Hungary

DANUBE RIVER
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Day 4 Belgrade
The capitol of Serbia awaits you today, as a city 
tour introduces you to the highlights of one 
of Europe’s oldest cities, including Belgrade 
Fortress. Relax as your coach takes you  
through the center of the city, where remnants 
of a chaotic past look out of place among 
peaceful surroundings.

Witness the symmetrical façade of the Church 
of Saint Sava, one of the world’s largest church 
buildings, and stop for a tour of the Museum of 
Yugoslavia. Enjoy learning about the life of the 
leader of the Partisans, Josip Broz Tito, and the 
way that they became one of the most effective 
resistance movements in occupied Europe. 
Alternatively, learn about the history of Belgrade 
during a guided bike tour of the city.

This evening, relax in the Horizon Bar & Lounge 
and watch a traditional Serbian folklore show.

  A Serbian folklore evening show

  A guided bike tour in Belgrade

  A guided tour of Belgrade

  National Opera Theater tour

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 5 Golubac – Donji Milanovac
In eastern Serbia, within the Majdanpek 
municipality, the town of Donji Milanovac sits 
on the right bank of the Danube. Today, you will 
have the opportunity to visit the Palaeolithic 
site of Lepenski Vir on an included excursion. 
Enjoy learning about the importance of this 
archaeological site and its illustrious history, 
spanning more than 8 millennia. Archaeologists 
have used this site to track the development 
of prehistoric culture in Europe, and numerous 
Stone Age settlements have been found in  
the area.

The day ends as we sail through the Iron Gates, 
a scenic narrow gorge that meanders between 
the Carpathian Mountains and the  
European Alps.

   A visit to Lepenski Vir archaeological site 
and museum

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 6 Vidin
This morning, we’ll arrive in Vidin, a beautiful 
town in north-west Bulgaria. Situated on the 
right bank of the Danube, it is one of the oldest 
along the Bulgarian Danube bank, prospering 
from the surrounding countryside, renowned 
for producing wines. Your included tour will 
introduce you to the best of Vidin’s viticulture, 
as you stroll through a local vineyard and enjoy 
a tasting of their produce.

Later, venture to Baba Vida, a medieval fortress 
whose name can be translated to mean “Granny 
Vida”. Construction began on the fortress in the 
10th century, and it has been steeped in legend 
ever since. Alternatively, hike to Belogradchik 
Fortress, a well-preserved stronghold that sits 
against a series of impressive rock formations.

 Included Excursion

Try some of Bulgaria’s most delicious wines 
on a visit to a local vineyard, before visiting its 
medieval Baba Vida fortress, the town’s  
primary landmark. 

  A hike to Belogradchik Fortress 

   Traditional Bulgarian pastry making

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 7  Rousse – Veliko Tarnovo  
& Arbanasi

Today, your Star-Ship will cruise into Rousse. 
You will have the opportunity to visit Veliko 
Tarnovo, stopping to learn about its rich history 
as the former capitol of the Second Bulgarian 
Empire. This medieval city was built atop three 
hills, and its fortifications and cobbled streets 
are certain to delight history lovers. Nearby, 
Arbanasi sits on a high plateau overlooking 
the Yantra. Each street in the area is lined with 
traditional houses, and old churches offer 
centuries of exploration during your guided tour 
of Veliko Tarnovo and Arbanasi.

Alternatively, embark on a guided hike to the 
UNESCO World Heritage-listed Rock-Hewn 
Churches of Ivanovo, a complex of churches, 
chapels and monasteries. Witness the incredible 
nature of the 14th-century painted frescoes 
and learn about their composition and the 
emotional atmosphere that they convey, 
something that was far ahead of its time.

Tonight, your captain will welcome you on 
board for a farewell reception.

 EmeraldACTIVE

Embark on a guided hike to the Rock-Hewn 
Churches of Ivanovo. Marvel at the 14th century 
murals, which highlight the skill of the artists. 

  A choir concert in Arbanasi

  A tour of Veliko Tarnovo and Arbanasi

   Paint & wine

  Wine-tasting at Leventa Complex

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

St. Sava Church, Belgrade, SerbiaBucharest, Romania

DANUBE RIVER
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Day 8 Giurgiu – Bucharest
This morning, relax and enjoy the passing 
scenery as we drive towards Bucharest, including 
the Romanian city of Giurgiu, set among the 
mud flats and marshes of  the Danube.

Visit the Spring Palace to see the elegant exterior 
of a well-kept secret and the plush interior of the 
private residence of Nicolae Ceaușescu, before 
enjoying free time to explore the city at leisure. 

Learn about Bucharest’s vibrant history on a 
guided coach tour.

This evening, settle into the comfortable 
ambience of your hotel, perhaps going for a 
stroll down one of the wide avenues or leafy 
boulevards that give Bucharest a distinctly 
French feel.

  A guided drive through Bucharest

Meals: Breakfast

Day 9 Bucharest 
After breakfast, it is time to say farewell to your 
fellow guests and transfer to the airport, taking 
memories of the Great Hungarian Plain and 
medieval fortresses with you. 

Meals: Breakfast

This itinerary is a guide only and may be amended for 
operational reasons such as high and low water. As 
such, the cruise may operate altered from that stated 
above. Please refer to our terms and conditions on 
page 120.

*These departures operate in reverse order from Bucharest to Budapest.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWBB

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Apr 28: Oct 23* $3,755 $3,955 $4,505 $4,455 $4,855 $5,005 $5,555 $6,255

May 26, 29; Jun 1*, 4, 4*, 10*, 25:  
Sep 21*: Oct 1 $4,255 $4,455 $5,005 $4,955 $5,355 $5,505 $6,055 $6,755

May 4*: Jul 1*: Sep 15: Oct  7*, 16 $4,055 $4,255 $4,805 $4,755 $5,155 $5,305 $5,855 $6,555

Extend your Enchantment of Eastern 
Europe river cruise and enjoy… 

	§ Budapest City Stay
	§  Two nights at a centrally  

located hotel
	§ Breakfast included
	§ Guided city tour of Budapest
	§ Transfers to and from airport

Extend your Enchantment of Eastern 
Europe river cruise and enjoy… 

	§  Flight between Istanbul  
and Bucharest 

	§ Three nights at a centrally  
 located hotel
	§ Breakfast daily
	§ Flight from Istanbul to Bucharest
	§ Guided tour of Istanbul 
	§ Bosphorus cruise
	§ Transfers to and from the airport

Extend your Enchantment of Eastern 
Europe river cruise and enjoy…
	§ Four nights at a centrally  

 located hotel
	§ Breakfast daily
	§ Two lunches
	§ Guided City Tour of Brasov
	§ Guided tour of Bran Castle
	§ Peles Castle visit
	§ Transfer to Brasov
	§ Transfers to & from airport

11-Day Enchantment  
of Eastern Europe  
with Budapest  
from $4,470 per person  

12-Day Enchantment  
of Eastern Europe  
with Istanbul  
from $5,520 per person  

13-Day Enchantment  
of Eastern Europe  
with Transylvania  
from $4,960 per person  

DANUBE RIVER
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BratislavaBratislava
ViennaViennaMelkMelk

PassauPassauRegensburgRegensburg

NurembergNuremberg

CologneCologne

WürzburgWürzburg
WertheimWertheim

RüdesheimRüdesheim
MiltenbergMiltenberg

BambergBamberg

AmsterdamAmsterdam

DürnsteinDürnstein

BudapestBudapest

Rhine GorgeRhine Gorge

GERMANY

AUSTRIA

HUNGARY

NETHERLANDS

SLOVAKIA

River cruise
Coach transfer

Map is a guide only

Number of nights14

An iconic glass-top canal boat 
cruise in Amsterdam marks the 
beginning of this wonderful 
itinerary through the Netherlands, 
Germany, Austria, Slovakia and 
Hungary. Promising natural beauty, 
medieval towns and hikes to hilltop 
fortresses, four capitol cities offer a 
unique insight into the region’s past, 
present and future.

Danube River

Day 1 Amsterdam

Day 2 Amsterdam - Cruising

Day 3 Cologne

Day 4 Rüdesheim

Day 5 Miltenberg – Wertheim

Day 6  Würzburg

Day 7 Bamberg

Day 8 Nuremberg

Day 9  Regensburg

Day 10 Passau

Day 11 Melk – Dürnstein

Day 12 Vienna

Day 13 Bratislava

Day 14 Budapest

Day 15 Budapest

Departing: 
April - October 2022

15-Day 
Splendors of Europe

Rüdesheim, Germany

Amsterdam, Netherlands
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And of course, our exceptional  
EmeraldVALUE inclusions come  
as standard

 n Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

 n 14 nights in a suite or stateroom of your choice,  
all with a river view.

 n 41 meals: 14 breakfasts, 13 lunches and 14 dinners 
including a Welcome and Farewell Reception & Dinner.

 n Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks to accompany 
lunch & dinner on board. 

 n Complimentary tea & coffee on board. 

 n Complimentary bottled water in your suite or 
stateroom, restocked daily.

 n A variety of on board evening entertainment. 
 n Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

 n  Complimentary bicycles on board. 

 n First-class service from English-speaking crew and 
knowledgeable local guides. 

 n Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points. 

 n Complimentary River Cruise Cover. 
 n All port charges and overseas transfers.

Plus we include all gratuities, saving you up to  
$600 per couple on this cruise

EmeraldDISCOVERY Highlights  
unique to your itinerary

EmeraldPLUS

 A Bavarian band on board. 

  Home-hosted coffee and cake with a local  
Slovakian family.

 Traditional Hungarian folklore show.

EmeraldACTIVE

 A guided bike tour to Waterland.

 An active walk through vineyards in Rüdesheim.

 A guided active walk to Mildenburg Castle.

 A guided bike tour along the Danube River.

 A guided hike to Dürnstein Castle.

 A guided Vienna bike tour.

 A guided hike to Bratislava Castle.

 A hike to Buda Hill.

Included Excursions

  13 Shore excursions, including visits to UNESCO  
World Heritage-listed sites.

CRUISE BETWEEN AMSTERDAM AND BUDAPEST

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/emeraldexperience/emeraldexplorer


Day 1 Amsterdam
Welcome to Amsterdam, a postcard-worthy 
destination of picturesque canals, cafés and 
innovative galleries that showcase contemporary 
art and the works of world-renowned artists, like 
van Gogh and Rembrandt.

You will be met and transferred from the airport 
to your boutique Emerald Cruises Star-Ship and, 
after boarding, will enjoy some time to explore 
the narrow cobbled streets and gabled houses of 
Amsterdam at leisure.

This evening, join your fellow guests for dinner 
on board.

Meals: Dinner

Day 2 Amsterdam Cruising
This morning, you can decide to explore the 
Dutch Golden Age as you board a glass top 
canal boat cruise to explore the UNESCO World 
Heritage-listed canal system or enjoy a guided 
bike tour to Waterland.

Both excellent ways to experience the city in all 
its authenticity, take to its charming waterways, 
passing iconic buildings and elegant merchant’s 
residences that reflect a time when Amsterdam 
was one of the most lucrative ports in the world. 
If you are feeling more active, then explore on 
two wheels, cycling alongside a backdrop of 
pretty historical villages.

Upon returning to your Star-Ship, your first 
day of sailing will take you through the Dutch 
countryside to the Rhine River.  
This evening, join your fellow guests for a 
welcome dinner on board.

  A guided bike tour to Waterland

  A canal cruise  

  Haarlem Discovery visit

  Floriade Expo visit

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 3 Cologne
Founded by the Romans in 50 AD, the cathedral 
city of Cologne is one of the oldest cities in 
Germany and the largest on the Rhine. The 
historic capitol of the Rhineland, this illustrious 
city has been generously peppered with ancient 
architecture, from Roman ruins to medieval 
structures, despite much of the inner city being 
completely destroyed during WWII.

Join your local guide and explore the city, 
including the Old Town with its beautiful 
squares, historic monuments and contemporary 
architecture. Your tour will conclude at the 
UNESCO World Heritage-listed Cologne 
Cathedral, whose filigree twin towers form 
an iconic part of the skyline. During your free 
time, shop for trinkets or explore further before 
returning to your ship.

   A guided tour of Cologne’s Old Town

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 4 Rüdesheim
Today’s cruising will be a highlight of your 
trip, as we meander through the fairytale-like 
appearance of the UNESCO World Heritage-
listed Rhine Gorge. Hilltop castles and fortresses 
will be yours to admire as we sail.

We will pass the infamous Lorelei Rock, 
where sailors are said to have been lured onto 
treacherous rocks by an enchanting siren, and 
the impressive Pfalzgrafenstein Castle, a  
former stronghold.

This afternoon, arrive in Rüdesheim, a town with 
a vibrant wine-growing heritage. You will have 
a choice of either riding on the Winzerexpress 
and visiting Siegfried’s Mechanical Music Cabinet 
Museum or, if you feel active, take a guided hike 
to a local vineyard to explore this section of the 
Rheingau wine region.

 Included Excursion

Enjoy a charming guided tour showcasing over 
350 mechanical musical instruments, collected 
from over three centuries, including a selection of 
rare music boxes.

  An active walk through the vineyards

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 5 Miltenberg – Wertheim
Welcome to Miltenberg, a picturesque village 
on the Main River, which creates an inimitable 
feeling of Bavarian life in medieval times due to 
the 15th-century half-timbered buildings.

On your included walking tour, stroll down 
cobblestone streets that are lined with these 
colorful houses and view the Gothic Merchant 
Hall, an impressive symbol of past affluence 
created by trade from river traffic.

Alternatively, enjoy an active walk through 
the forest to Mildenburg Castle. This iconic 
landmark was once lost to time and now houses 
a wonderful collection of contemporary art and 
old masters.

   A guided active walk to Mildenburg Castle

   A guided tour of Miltenberg

Amsterdam to Budapest
Departing: 
April - October 2022

Kölner Dom, Cologne, Germany Amsterdam, Netherlands

DANUBE RIVER
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Day 9 Regensburg
This morning, you’ll sail the final stretch of the 
fascinating Main-Danube Canal to Regensburg. 
As you continue sailing along the Danube, one 
of Germany’s best-preserved medieval cities 
welcomes you with two millennia of history.

For almost 150 years, the Old Town Hall was 
the seat of parliament and, dating back to the 
13th century, it consists of the Town Hall Tower, 
the Imperial Chamber building and the Town 
Hall. Wander the streets with your guide as the 
romantic narrow alleys of the UNESCO World 
Heritage-listed Old Town enable you to live 
through the city’s history, in the present. 

The main highlight of your tour will be the 
12th-century Stone Bridge, a medieval structure 
crossing the Danube. Enjoy time to explore 
Regensburg at leisure after your guided tour.

 EmeraldPLUS 

Make your way to the Horizon Bar & Lounge for 
a special performance from a Bavarian band, 
who will play traditional music and wear their 
authentic lederhosen.

  A guided tour of Regensburg  

  Visit to a local brewery

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

  Vineyard visit & Franconian wine

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 6 Würzburg
Known as the “Pearl of the Romantic Road”, 
Würzburg is a center for grape-growing, the 
product of the sloping vineyard-laden hills which 
surround the former capitol of Franconia.

The architects behind the UNESCO World 
Heritage-listed Würzburg Residence drew 
inspiration from a spectrum of different styles, 
including Viennese Baroque and secular features 
from Italy, but it was heavily damaged during 
WWII. Enjoy learning about how this impressive 
building was restored to its former glory with a 
guided tour. 

After the tour, enjoy a short walking tour of 
the city, seeing the Town Hall and Gothic 
Marienkapelle before returning to the comfort of 
your Star-Ship. 

 Included Excursion

Join a walking tour of Bavarian Würzburg, 
renowned for its Baroque and Rococo 
architecture. Particularly the 18th century 
Würzburg Residence, with its spectacular wine 
cellar and lavish frescoes.

  Excursion to Rothenburg

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 7 Bamberg
This morning, relax on board with a drink in hand 
or witness the beauty of Europe’s waterways 
from your plush suite or stateroom as we cruise 
to Bamberg. The UNESCO World Heritage-listed 
town boasts one of the largest medieval centers 
in Europe, with around 2,400 listed buildings 
gracing its streets.

Feel the magic of the past as you explore the 
city with your local guide, marveling at the 
opulence of the New Residence, once resided 
in by the prince bishops and now home to a 
plethora of old German and Baroque paintings 
from the Bavarian State collection. Enjoy the 
chance to stroll around the Rose Garden.

  A guided tour of Bamberg

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 8 Nuremberg
Your included excursion today is a sightseeing 
tour of the historic city of Nuremberg, touching 
on the architectural wonders that have inspired 
famous artists for centuries and exploring the 
effects that the war years had. 

After driving the short distance to the city 
center via St. John’s cemetery, Maxbrücke, you’ll 
enjoy a guided walking tour starting at the main 
market. You’ll take in Nuremberg’s key buildings 
before enjoying free time exploring Nuremberg 
at leisure.

  A guided tour of Nuremberg

   World War II tour

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Würzburg, GermanyNuremberg, Germany
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Day 10 Passau
Passau is a picturesque city shaped by the 
surrounding rivers over the years, sitting right on 
the confluence of the Danube, Inn and Ilz. This 
memorable destination is dominated by large 
squares, magical promenades and romantic 
lanes.

Cobblestone streets and graceful arcades 
welcome you in the beautiful city of Passau.

On this morning’s walking tour, stroll through 
streets lined by Baroque buildings dating back 
to the 17th century and look at the Gothic Town 
Hall, Bishop’s Residence and St. Stephen’s 
Cathedral, a wonderful example of Baroque 
architecture and home to the largest church 
organ in Europe. 

Return for lunch on board and an afternoon 
peacefully cruising along the Danube.

  A guided tour of Passau

  Excursion to Salzburg

  Excursion to Český Krumlov  

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 11 Melk – Dürnstein 
Situated within Austria’s wine-growing region, 
Melk is home to a 900-year-old Benedictine 
abbey, a UNESCO World Heritage-listed site, 
which is yours to explore today during an 
included tour. 

Later, you’ll sail through the UNESCO World 
Heritage-listed Wachau Valley and on to 
Dürnstein, one of the most enchanting villages 
in the Wachau wine region. If you are feeling 
active, then you can choose to hike to Dürnstein 
Castle, the site where Richard the Lionheart was 
imprisoned after returning from the Crusades.

Alternatively, enjoy an EmeraldACTIVE 
guided bike ride along the Danube from Melk  
to Dürnstein, passing famous vineyards and 
quaint towns before settling down for a picnic 

on the riverbanks. 

  A guided bike tour along the Danube

  A guided hike to Dürnstein Castle

  A tour of Melk Abbey

   Vineyards hike & tasting in Weissenkirchen

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 12 Vienna
Austria’s breathtaking capitol is recognized for 
its cultural legacy. As the former residence of 
Mozart and Beethoven, a multitude of imperial 
palaces represent a rich history, and the museum 
district boasts contemporary buildings, housing 
the work of some of the world’s most prolific 
artists.

Explore the famous sights of the Ringstrasse and 
Vienna’s city center by coach and on foot, or join 
a guided bike tour. Marvel at the Renaissance-
style arches that adorn the façades of the Opera 
House, the Baroque Burgtheater and the Flemish 
Gothic Parliament before enjoying time to 
explore Vienna at leisure.

 Included Excursion

Drive around Vienna’s magnificent Ringstrasse 
and witness its numerous monumental buildings 
before viewing their opulent façades up close 
during your included walking tour.

  A guided bike tour in Vienna

   Viennese evening concert

  Visit to Schönbrunn Palace

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 13 Bratislava 
Set at the crossroads of ancient trade routes 
in the heart of Europe, Bratislava, the capitol 
of Slovakia, is a place where Baroque palaces, 
boutiques and cafés adorn cobblestone streets. 

In the morning, enjoy a sightseeing tour, 
including the enchanting Old City or hike to 
Bratislava Castle.

Your local guide will take you through the heart 
of the city. Pass by the botanical gardens of the 
Episcopal Summer Palace, the Old Town Hall 
and its delightful Renaissance courtyard and the 
Slovak National Theater, where busts of famous 
composers adorn the façade. After your tour, 
enjoy free time to explore at leisure.

This afternoon, a local family will be happy to 
welcome you into their home for some great 
conversation over traditional sweet treats  
and coffee.

 EmeraldPLUS

You’ll be welcomed into the home of a local 
Slovakian family, to enjoy delicious sweet treats 
over excellent conversation. 

  A guided hike to Bratislava Castle

  A walking tour of Bratislava

  Skoda tour of Post-Communist Bratislava

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Slovak National Theater, Bratislava, SlovakiaVienna, Austria

DANUBE RIVER
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Day 14 Budapest
Budapest is Eastern Europe’s liveliest and most 
cosmopolitan city. Divided by the Danube River, 
Buda and Pest on either side can be reached via 
the Chain Bridge, one of the city’s most symbolic 
structures.

Enjoy a guided tour of the city, including the 
heart of the Castle District. Alternatively, embark 
on a guided hike to Buda Hill, traversing winding 
cobblestone streets underneath the massive 
Baroque masterpiece that is  
Buda Castle.

This evening, you will enjoy a Hungarian  
folklore show. 

  Traditional Hungarian folklore show

  A guided hike to Buda Hill

  A guided coach tour of Budapest

  Jewish heritage tour

  Excursion to Szentendre

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 15 Budapest 
After breakfast, it is time to say farewell to your 
fellow guests and disembark the ship for your 
transfer to the airport, taking memories of the 
delightful Danube with you.

Meals: Breakfast

This itinerary is a guide only and may be amended for 
operational reasons such as high and low water. As such, 
the cruise may operate altered from that stated above. 
Please refer to our terms and conditions on page 120.

*These departures operate in reverse order from Budapest to Amsterdam.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

Extend your Splendors of Europe  
river cruise and enjoy… 

	§  Three nights in a centrally  
located hotel

	§ Breakfast daily
	§  A guided bus tour of Paris and a 

Seine cruise
	§  Coach transfer between Paris and 

Amsterdam
	§  Optional DiscoverMORE, Taste of 

Paris and a retro car tour
	§ Transfers to and from the airport

18-Day Splendors of Europe 
with Paris  
from $6,495 per person  

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWCR

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Apr 9, 23*: $5,395 $5,795 $6,795 $6,845 $7,395 $7,695 $8,995 $10,195
May 1, 7, 27, 28; Jun 9*, 12*; $5,995 $6,395 $7,395 $7,445 $7,995 $8,295 $9,595 $10,795
Jun 24*, 26; Sep 16*, 18, 24*, 29* $5,995 $6,395 $7,395 $7,445 $7,995 $8,295 $9,595 $10,795
Jul 7, 10, 16*, 23*, 24*, 30 $5,695 $6,095 $7,095 $7,145 $7,695 $7,995 $9,295 $10,495
Aug 4*, 6, 18, 19, 21* $5,695 $6,095 $7,095 $7,145 $7,695 $7,995 $9,295 $10,495
Oct 13, 14, 22 $5,395 $5,795 $6,795 $6,845 $7,395 $7,695 $8,995 $10,195
Oct 29* $4,995 $5,395 $6,395 $6,445 $6,995 $7,295 $8,595 $9,795

Extend your Splendors of Europe  
river cruise and enjoy… 

	§  Three nights in a centrally  
located hotel

	§ Breakfast daily
	§  Coffee & cake at Lobkowicz 

Palace 
	§  Coach transfer between Budapest 

and Prague
	§  Included guided walking tour  

of Prague
	§  Optional DiscoverMORE,  

Taste of Czechia
	§ Transfers to and from the airport 

18-Day Splendors of Europe 
with Prague  
from $7,120 per person  

Extend your Splendors of Europe  
river cruise and enjoy… 

	§  Two nights in a centrally  
located hotel

	§ Breakfast included 
	§ Transfers to & from the airport
	§  Visit to Floriade Horticulture Expo 

on selected departures, or guided 
city tour of Amsterdam

17-Day Splendors of Europe 
with Amsterdam  
from $6,420 per person              NEW

DANUBE RIVER

http://emeraldcruises.com


Great for  
garden 

enthusiasts

Without doubt a must-visit for the green-thumbed and taking 
place only once every decade, this International Horticultural 
Exhibition in the Netherlands, Floriade Expo 2022, promises 
to be a once-in-a-lifetime experience. Covering 148 acres, it’s 
the largest and greenest event of 2022. This unique exhibition 
includes special pavilions from over 40 participating countries, 
and their innovative ideas regarding building green cities in the 
future. Visit Floriade on selected city stays.

The legendary rivers 
A mighty river by anyone’s 
standards, the Rhine flows through 
six countries and has served as a 
link between the north and south of 
Europe since the Romans. The Main 
River is considered one of its major 
tributaries, while the ‘romantic’ 
Moselle meets it in Koblenz. 

Starting its life in the Swiss Alps, this exceptional 
waterway has long functioned as a border between 
the fairytale-like landscapes of western Germany and 
France’s Alsace. It meanders through steep vine-clad 
hillsides, past age-old castles and medieval towns, until 
it reaches the Netherlands, ending its journey in the 
North Sea. 

Reaching over 760 miles, this magical river picks up 
a number of major cities along the way. Quirky and 
enigmatic Amsterdam is the first stop on many of our 
Rhine, Main and Moselle river cruise itineraries, while 
Basel, Strasbourg and Cologne, all call its banks home. 
Once trading posts, they have since flourished into the 
major cities they are today.

You’ll experience fascinating sights as you sail through 
the ‘heart of Europe’ where rich history, inimitable 
landscapes and proud cultures have thrived for years, 
and will do so for many more.

Rhine, Main & Moselle Rivers



 

“Amazing. Amazing. Amazing. 
This cruise was very interesting 
and informative. The ship is 
beautiful. The crew could not 
have been better. To say they 
were wonderful would be an 
understatement. The ship is 
beautiful.”

Harperlewis

Amsterdam

The Dutch capitol may be small, but 
it certainly packs a lot of personality.
Recognized for its artistic heritage 
and postcard-worthy narrow terraced 
houses with gabled facades, the 
romantic cobbled streets and winding 
canal system reminds you of a simpler 
time, while an eclectic museum 
district attracts fans of history, art, 
science and culture. 2022 sees the 
famous Floriade Expo take place in 
in the Dutch town of Almere. This 
once in a decade horticultural fair is a 
must-see for garden enthusiasts.

Rüdesheim

In Germany’s Rhine region, the quaint 
town of Rüdesheim is surrounded 
by soaring hills lathered in Riesling 
producing vineyards. Ancient 
fortresses and monuments from the 
country’s past speckle the landscape, 
beneath which snug wine bars and 
taverns offer cups of Rüdesheimer 
coffee or glasses of regional wine. A 
visit to Siegfried’s Mechanical Musical 
Instrument Museum showcases three 
centuries of musical instruments, from 
self-playing music boxes to a gigantic  
piano-orchestrion.

Bernkastel

Famous not only for glorious wine, 
but also for the endless hiking and 
cycling opportunities, Bernkastel is 
a gem of a town. Tucked gently into 
the picturesque Moselle Valley, the 
scenery will certainly delight you, 
perhaps even more so than the wine! 
Dating back to 3000 BC, the well 
preserved buildings and medieval 
marketplace can be explored during 
your guided walking tour. Offering a 
relaxed pace of life, and packed with 
charm and character, Bernkastel is 
truly a delight.

https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/why-emerald-waterways/city-guides/amsterdam
https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/why-emerald-waterways/city-guides/rudesheim
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KoblenzKoblenz

BreisachBreisach
KehlKehl

BaselBasel

MannheimMannheim

SWITZERLAND

FRANCE

GERMANY

NETHERLANDS

CologneCologne

AmsterdamAmsterdam

StrasbourgStrasbourg

Black ForestBlack Forest

HeidelbergHeidelberg

River cruise
Coach transfer

Map is a guide only

Number of nights7

Explore modern and quintessential 
Holland on a glass-top canal boat 
cruise, before sailing through 
the countryside and witnessing 
traditional windmills. Enjoy a guided 
walking tour of magnificent Cologne 
and the juxtaposition of ancient 
Koblenz, continuing upstream to 
Heidelberg. Soak up Strasbourg’s 
beautiful architecture and, in 
Breisach, attend a Black Forest 
gateau presentation with tasting, 
and visit a typical Black Forest 
destination.

Rhine, Main & Moselle Rivers

Koblenz, Germany

Departing: 
April - October 2022

Day 1 Amsterdam

Day 2 Amsterdam

Day 3 Cologne

Day 4 Koblenz

Day 5 Mannheim – Heidelberg

Day 6 Kehl – Strasbourg

Day 7 Breisach

Day 8 Basel 

8-Day 
Jewels of the Rhine

Heidelberg, Germany

66

https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/tours/sensations-of-lyon-and-provence/11087/tours/jewels-of-the-rhine/10904
https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/tours/sensations-of-lyon-and-provence/11087/tours/jewels-of-the-rhine/10904
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EmeraldDISCOVERY Highlights  
unique to your itinerary

EmeraldPLUS

 A Black Forest gateau demonstration and tasting.

EmeraldACTIVE

 A guided bike tour to Waterland.

 A hike from Mount Königstuhl to Heidelberg.

 A guided hike through the Black Forest region.

Included Excursions

  6 Shore excursions, including visits to UNESCO  
World Heritage-listed sites.

And of course, our exceptional  
EmeraldVALUE inclusions come  
as standard

 n Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

 n 7 nights in a suite or stateroom of your choice,  
all with a river view.

 n 20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners 
including a Welcome and Farewell Reception & Dinner.

 n Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks to 
accompany lunch & dinner on board. 

 n Complimentary tea & coffee on board. 

 n Complimentary bottled water in your suite or 
stateroom, restocked daily.

 n A variety of on board evening entertainment. 
 n Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

 n  Complimentary bicycles on board. 

 n First-class service from English-speaking crew and 
knowledgeable local guides. 

 n Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points. 

 n Complimentary River Cruise Cover. 
 n All port charges and overseas transfers.

Plus we include all gratuities, saving you up to  
$300 per couple on this cruise 

 A hike from Mount Königstuhl to Heidelberg

CRUISE BETWEEN AMSTERDAM AND BASEL

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/emeraldexperience/emeraldexplorer


Day 1 Amsterdam
Upon arrival in Amsterdam, you will be met at 
the airport and transferred to your innovative 
Emerald Cruises Star-Ship, where your friendly 
captain and crew will be waiting for your arrival.

Meals: Dinner

Day 2 Amsterdam
Every narrow street and gabled façade in 
Amsterdam tells tales of the Dutch Golden Age, 
a prosperous time when Dutch art was among 
the most acclaimed in the world.

Today, you can choose to relax during a glass 
top canal boat tour through Amsterdam’s 
elaborate UNESCO World Heritage-listed canal 
system, sailing through the medieval center of 
the city and past Roman patrician houses.

Alternatively, embark on a guided bike tour 
to Waterland, passing quintessential villages, 
traditional windmills and fields that are bursting 
with color.

Enjoy sailing through the countryside and on 
towards the Rhine River this afternoon, perhaps 
enjoying a drink on the Terrace while watching 
the passing scenery before your welcome 
dinner on board.

   A guided bike tour to Waterland

  A canal cruise

  Floriade Expo visit

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 3 Cologne 
With a history spanning two millennia, Cologne 
is one of the oldest cities in Germany. Set out 
on an exploration of the past today, as a guided 
walking tour takes you through the ancient 
heart of the city, touching on Roman mosaics 
and the Great St. Martin Church, built on the 
remnants of a Roman chapel. Your tour will 
conclude at Cologne Cathedral, a UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed site.

  A guided city walking tour

  A visit to Eau de Cologne Museum  

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 4 Koblenz
Immerse yourself in fairytale-like landscapes 
today as we cruise to Koblenz, a town with a 
postcard-worthy backdrop of vineyards and 
mountain ranges. Your included walking tour of 
the town will unveil the twin-towered façade of 
the Church of Our Lady, the point at which two 
of Europe’s great rivers meet at the German 
Corner and Ehrenbreitstein Fortress, one of the 
largest preserved fortresses in Europe.

Enjoy sailing through the UNESCO World 
Heritage-listed Rhine Gorge this afternoon, 
where romantic castles sit atop tree-covered 
canyons and half-timbered medieval villages 
appear as though they have been suspended 
in time.

 Included Excursion

Explore this ancient German city, including the 
Ehrenbreitstein Fortress, which boasts exquisite 
views of the city and the river.

  Moselle Valley & Cochem Castle visit

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 5 Mannheim – Heidelberg
Heidelberg is the idyllic UNESCO City of 
Literature and has inspired the likes of  
Mark Twain and famed British artist  
William Turner.

Enjoy a guided tour of the town, starting at 
the Renaissance ruins of Heidelberg Castle, a 
building that has been partially rebuilt over the 
centuries. Enjoy a panoramic view of the Neckar 
River, Heidelberg and, on a clear day, Mannheim.  

   A hike from Mount Königstuhl  
to Heidelberg

   A guided tour of Heidelberg with  
wine tasting

  Evening Concert at Bruchsal Palace

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 6 Kehl – Strasbourg
This morning, dock in Kehl and be transferred 
by coach to the picturesque town of Strasbourg, 
where a medieval past is yours to discover 
among cobbled squares surrounded by half-
timbered houses.

Your included walking tour of the UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed old town will touch on 
many of Strasbourg’s highlights, including the 
astrological signs that adorn the façade of 
the Maison Kammerzell and the idyllic historic 
scenery around Petite France. This afternoon, 
enjoy free time to explore Strasbourg at leisure. 

  A guided tour of Strasbourg

  Excursion to Riquewihr

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Amsterdam to Basel
Departing: 
April - October 2022

Strasbourg, FranceAmsterdam, Netherlands

RHINE, MAIN & MOSELLE RIVERS
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Day 7 Breisach
Today, you’ll have the opportunity to visit an 
open air museum, witnessing the living history 
and culture of the people who have lived among 
the mountains and forests here for generations. 
Alternatively, embark on a guided active walk 
through the Black Forest region, weaving 
through the woodland and admiring the lush 
canopy of evergreens. 

Later, have chance to witness a Black Forest 
gateau demonstration. 

   A Black Forest gateau demonstration  
and tasting

   A guided active walk through the Black 
Forest region

   A visit to a traditional Black Forest          
destination

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 8 Basel 
After breakfast, it is time to say farewell to your 
fellow guests and disembark your Star-Ship for 
your transfer to the airport, taking memories of 
traditional cuckoo clocks and the Black Forest 
with you.

Meals: Breakfast

This itinerary is a guide only and may be amended for 
operational reasons such as high and low water. As such, 
the cruise may operate altered from that stated above. 
Please refer to our terms and conditions on page 120.

Extend your Jewels of the Rhine river 
cruise and enjoy… 

	§  Two nights in a centrally  
located hotel

	§ Breakfast included 
	§ Transfers to & from the airport
	§  Visit to Floriade Horticulture Expo 

on selected departures, or guided 
city tour of Amsterdam

10-Day Jewels of the Rhine with Amsterdam from $4,490 per person              NEW

*These departures operate in reverse order from Basel to Amsterdam.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWAB

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

May 6*, 13, 14, 20*, 21*, 29: Jun 23, 30*: Sep 30 $3,695 $3,895 $4,445 $4,395 $4,795 $4,945 $5,495 $6,195
Jul 3*, 8, 15*, 22: Aug 5, 7, 12*:  
Oct 7*, 8, 15* $3,595 $3,795 $4,345 $4,295 $4,695 $4,845 $5,395 $6,095

Oct 23* $3,195 $3,395 $3,945 $3,895 $4,295 $4,445 $4,995 $5,695

Enjoy an active walk through the Black Forest

RHINE, MAIN & MOSELLE RIVERS

http://emeraldcruises.com
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KoblenzKoblenz
FrankfurtFrankfurt

KehlKehl

BaselBasel

MannheimMannheim
MainzMainz

FRANCE

GERMANY

StrasbourgStrasbourg

ColmarColmar BreisachBreisach

HeidelbergHeidelberg

SWITZERLAND

RüdesheimRüdesheim

RastattRastatt
Baden-BadenBaden-Baden

River cruise
Coach transfer

Map is a guide only

Number of nights7

Your journey through Germany 
and France includes a visit to 
Rüdesheim to see Siegfried’s 
Mechanical Musical Instrument 
Museum. While ancient Koblenz 
and Mannheim’s beautifully diverse 
architecture will be sure to amaze, 
as will your following exploration of 
the picturesque spa town of  
Baden-Baden in the north of the 
Black Forest region. Take a coach 
to the Alsace capitol Strasbourg 
and cross the border into France 
on a visit to Colmar, before heading 
home from Basel.

Rhine, Main & Moselle Rivers

Day 1 Frankfurt – Mainz

Day 2 Rüdesheim

Day 3 Koblenz

Day 4 Mannheim – Heidelberg

Day 5 Rastatt – Baden-Baden

Day 6 Kehl – Strasbourg

Day 7 Breisach – Colmar

Day 8 Basel 

Departing: 
July - October 2022

8-Day 
The Majestic Rhine

Vineyards of Rüdesheim, Germany

Baden-Baden, Germany

70

https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/tours/the-majestic-rhine/11075
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/tours/the-majestic-rhine/11075
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EmeraldDISCOVERY Highlights  
unique to your itinerary

EmeraldPLUS

 A canal boat tour in Strasbourg.

 Entrance to Casino Baden-Baden.

EmeraldACTIVE

 A hike from Mount Königstuhl to Heidelberg.

 A guided hike to Altes Schloss in Baden-Baden.

 A guided bike tour to Colmar.

 A bike tour in Koblenz.

Included Excursions

  5 Shore excursions, including visits to UNESCO  
World Heritage-listed sites.

And of course, our exceptional  
EmeraldVALUE inclusions come  
as standard

 n Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

 n 7 nights in a suite or stateroom of your choice,  
all with a river view.

 n 20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners 
including a Welcome and Farewell Reception & Dinner.

 n Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks to accompany 
lunch & dinner on board. 

 n Complimentary tea & coffee on board. 

 n Complimentary bottled water in your suite or 
stateroom, restocked daily.

 n A variety of on board evening entertainment. 

 n Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

 n  Complimentary bicycles on board. 

 n First-class service from English-speaking crew and 
knowledgeable local guides. 

 n Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points. 

 n Complimentary River Cruise Cover. 

 n All port charges and overseas transfers.

Plus we include all gratuities, saving you up to  
$235 per couple on this cruise 

A canal boat tour in Strasbourg

CRUISE BETWEEN MAINZ AND BASEL

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/emeraldexperience/emeraldexplorer


Day 1 Frankfurt – Mainz
Welcome to Frankfurt, where you will be  
met at the airport and transferred to your  
award-winning Emerald Cruises Star-Ship in 
Mainz. This evening, join your fellow guests for 
dinner on board.

Meals: Dinner

Day 2 Rüdesheim
Rüdesheim is a charming town that perfectly 
encapsulates the spirit of Germany; where stalls 
adorned with cuckoo clocks captivate and live 
oompah bands playing in beer gardens during 
the summer months entertain.

Today, ride a mini-train to Siegfried’s Mechanical 
Music Cabinet Museum. When you arrive, peruse 
exhibits full of rare music boxes inside of a 15th-
century knight’s tower with vaulted ceilings and 
painted frescoes.

   A visit to Siegfried’s Mechanical Music 
Cabinet Museum

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 3 Koblenz
The ancient city of Koblenz is the gateway to 
the Rhine Gorge. Once a Roman stronghold, the 
area is now full of postcard-worthy parks and 
flowers. These are yours to discover today during 
a guided tour of the city, including the German 
Corner, where the Moselle meets the Rhine. This 
confluence is best viewed during a cable car ride 
across the water to Ehrenbreitstein Fortress, 
part of the UNESCO World Heritage-listed Rhine 
Valley.

Later, sail through the Rhine Gorge and soak 
in breathtaking vistas along the way. This 
fascinating area has a storyline that has crossed 
the centuries, moving from people fighting and 
leaving ruins behind to the Romantics of the 19th 
century immortalising its beauty.

   A bike tour in Koblenz

   A tour of Koblenz and a visit to the 
Ehrenbreitstein Fortress

   Moselle Valley & Cochem Castle visit

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 4 Mannheim – Heidelberg
German Romanticism often depicts idealistic 
cityscapes and fairytale-like scenes, full of 
Baroque buildings and charming narrow streets. 
It’s easy to see why so many of the most notable 
poets and composers of the era lost their 
imaginations to the beauty of Heidelberg.

Hike from Mount Königstuhl to Heidelberg and 
enjoy superb views.

 Included Excursion

Enjoy a guided tour of Heidelberg, the historic 
university town, starting in the grounds of 
Heidelberg Castle, once a royal residence. Visit 
some of the town’s main highlights, including the 
oldest university in Germany.

 

   A hike from Mount Königstuhl  
to Heidelberg

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 5 Rastatt – Baden-Baden
This morning, a coach will take you from 
where your Star-Ship is docked in Rastatt to 
whimsical Baden-Baden, a spa town that has 
been frequented by celebrities and royalty for 
centuries.

If you are feeling active, then you may choose 
to embark on a guided hike to Altes Schloss, 
the Old Castle, a fascinating ruin full of hidden 
dungeons and winding staircases. Enjoy 
panoramic views of the Black Forest and the 
Rhine Valley as you trace the footsteps of former 
residents.

Alternatively, enjoy a guided walking tour of 
Baden-Baden, soaking in the nostalgic elegant 
boutiques and timeless gardens. 

 EmeraldACTIVE

Join your guide on an active hike to the 12th 
century Altes Schloss. With its dungeons and 
winding staircase, you can walk the footsteps 
of former residents during this exhilarating 
excursion.

 

   Entrance to Casino Baden-Baden

   A guided walking tour of Baden-Baden

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 6 Kehl – Strasbourg
This morning, dock in Kehl and be transferred by 
coach to the medieval capitol of France’s Alsace 
Region, Strasbourg. The best way to discover 
Strasbourg’s charm is from its quaint waterways, 
which is why today’s EmeraldPLUS activity will 
involve embarking on a traditional canal tour. 

Mainz to Basel
Departing: 
July - October 2022

Colmar, FrancePfalzgrafenstein Castle, Koblenz, Germany
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Relax as you pass through Petite France, full 
of storybook canals, half-timbered houses and 
narrow lanes. Witness the Covered Bridges and 
the Vauban Dam before reaching the UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed Neustadt imperial 
quarter, a place where many of Strasbourg’s 
administrative buildings are based.  
This afternoon, enjoy free time to explore  
at leisure. 

   A canal boat tour in Strasbourg

   Alsace wine route with tasting

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 7 Breisach – Colmar 
Commence your magical morning with a tour 
to Colmar. As you walk down the cobblestone 
lanes, it’s easy to imagine the characters from 
the Grimm’s Fairy Tales here, where half-
timbered façades are adorned with window 
boxes full of colorful blooms. Alternatively, 
embark on a guided bike tour from Breisach  
to Colmar. 

   A guided bike tour to Colmar

   A guided tour of Colmar

   Freiburg tour with local tasting

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 8 Basel 
After breakfast, it is time to say farewell to your 
fellow guests and disembark your Star-Ship for 
your transfer to the airport, taking memories of 
the picturesque Rhine Gorge with you. 

Meals: Breakfast

This itinerary is a guide only and may be amended for 
operational reasons such as high and low water. As 
such, the cruise may operate altered from that stated 
above. Please refer to our terms and conditions on 
page 120.

*These departures operate in reverse order from Basel to Mainz.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWFB

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Apr 2* $3,195 $3,395 $3,945 $3,895 $4,295 $4,445 $4,995 $5,695
Apr 23: Aug 14*: Oct 16 $3,595 $3,795 $4,345 $4,295 $4,695 $4,845 $5,395 $6,095
Jun 5*, 26: Sep 4, 11* $3,795 $3,995 $4,545 $4,495 $4,895 $5,045 $5,595 $6,295

Extend your Majestic Rhine river cruise and enjoy… 

	§ Three nights in a centrally located hotel
	§ Breakfast daily
	§  Included guided city tour of Lucerne and Zurich
	§ Coach transfer from Basel
	§ Transfers to and from the airport
	§  Optional DiscoverMORE, train & cable car to Rigi  

Kulm-Weggis

11-Day Majestic Rhine with Lucerne & Zurich  
from $4,555 per person

Extend your Majestic Rhine river cruise and enjoy… 

	§  Flight between Frankfurt and Berlin 
	§ Two nights in a centrally located hotel
	§ Breakfast daily
	§ Guided city tour 
	§ Transfers to and from the airport

10-Day Majestic Rhine with Berlin  
from $4,285 per person

RHINE, MAIN & MOSELLE RIVERS
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KoblenzKoblenz
FrankfurtFrankfurt

MainzMainz
WiesbadenWiesbaden

FRANCE

GERMANY

SWITZERLAND

RüdesheimRüdesheim
CochemCochem

BernkastelBernkastel
TrierTrier 7

River cruise
Coach transfer

Map is a guide only

Number of nights7

Beginning in Mainz, you’ll sail to 
Wiesbaden, a spa town known for 
its mineral springs. Sail onwards to 
Rüdesheim in the Rheingau region 
and visit picturesque settings fit for 
TV and film sets. Marksburg Castle 
brings fairytale-like Braubach to 
life, while the slopes of the Moselle 
Valley are yours to explore by bike in 
Cochem. Uncover Trier’s beautifully 
preserved Roman remains on a 
guided walk and, in Bernkastel, 
you’ll taste the town’s finest wines 
within a truly majestic surrounding.

Rhine, Main & Moselle Rivers

Day 1 Frankfurt – Mainz

Day 2 Wiesbaden

Day 3 Rüdesheim

Day 4 Koblenz

Day 5 Cochem

Day 6  Trier

Day 7 Bernkastel

Day 8 Bernkastel

Departing: 
June to August 2022

8-Day 
Legendary Rhine  
& Moselle

Moselle River, Germany

Bernkastel, Germany
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EmeraldDISCOVERY Highlights  
unique to your itinerary

EmeraldPLUS

 Cochem Castle visit.

 A wine-tasting in Bernkastel.

EmeraldACTIVE

 A guided hike to Niederwalddenkmal.

 A guided bike tour near Bernkastel.

 A guided bike tour in Cochem.

Included Excursions

  6 Shore excursions, including visits to UNESCO  
World Heritage-listed sites.

And of course, our exceptional  
EmeraldVALUE inclusions come  
as standard

 n Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

 n 7 nights in a suite or stateroom of your choice,  
all with a river view.

 n 20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners 
including a Welcome and Farewell Reception & Dinner.

 n Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks to accompany 
lunch & dinner on board. 

 n Complimentary tea & coffee on board. 

 n Complimentary bottled water in your suite or 
stateroom, restocked daily.

 n A variety of on board evening entertainment. 
 n Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

 n  Complimentary bicycles on board. 

 n First-class service from English-speaking crew and 
knowledgeable local guides. 

 n Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points. 

 n Complimentary River Cruise Cover. 
 n All port charges and overseas transfers.

Plus we include all gratuities, saving you up to  
$300 per couple on this cruise 

Enjoy a guided bike tour in Cochem

CRUISE BETWEEN MAINZ AND BERNKASTEL

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/emeraldexperience/emeraldexplorer


Day 1 Frankfurt – Mainz 
Welcome to Frankfurt, where you will be  
met at the airport and transferred to your  
award-winning Emerald Cruises Star-Ship  
in Mainz. This evening, join your fellow guests for 
dinner on board.

Meals: Dinner

Day 2 Wiesbaden
Arrive into Wiesbaden this morning, famous for 
its mineral springs dating back to Roman times.

This morning, your guided tour will pass by 
the Russian Orthodox Chapel, from which you 
can enjoy magnificent views over the city and 
the Rhine valley. You’ll see some fine examples 
of Wilhelmine architecture on the way to the 
Kochbrunnen fountain, where you can take a sip 
of its hot water. On your walking tour, you’ll see 
the Old Town, the castle and the Kurhaus. 

   Walking tour of Wiesbaden

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 3 Rüdesheim
Start your day with a visit to Eberbach Abbey, 
one of the best-preserved medieval monasteries 
along the Rheingau Region. 

Founded in 1136 by St. Bernard of Clairvaux, 
it was one of the most active monasteries in 
Germany, boasting the largest medieval vineyard 
in the country. As a major filming location for 
the 1986 film ‘In the Name of the Rose’, adapted 
from Umberto Eco’s thrilling novel with same 
name, Eberbach deserves a visit. 

Today the abbey continues to make exquisite 
wines and offers guided tours, enabling everyone 

to enjoy its history and architectural splendor. It 
also serves as a TV and film set, including Game 
of Thrones. 

Alternatively, enjoy a hike up the 
Niederwalddenkmal, a monument located in the 
Niederwald, near Rüdesheim am Rhein in Hesse. 
It overlooks the valley of the Rhine and was built 
between 1870 and 1880 to commemorate the 
Unification of Germany.

   A guided hike to Niederwalddenkmal

   A visit to Eberbach Abbey

   Wine tasting at Schloss Johannisberg

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 4 Koblenz
Wonderfully maintained inside and out, fairytale-
like Marksburg Castle boasts a selection of 
typical interiors including the castle kitchen, 
knight’s hall, armoury, and even an inviting 
wine cellar. The attractive light-stone walls are 
protected by an outer fortress, with a single 
tower peering over the turrets and walls, not 
unlike something you would find in a story from 
Brothers Grimm. 

This evening, enjoy a visit to the imperial 
Castle in Cochem which stands majestically 
over the Moselle River valley. An invitation for 
every history and culture enthusiast to enjoy 
a beautiful afternoon in one of the highest hill 
castles on the Moselle River. 

Soaring over Cochem, this medieval castle was 
heavily damaged while in the possession of 
the electoral princes of Trier. However, it was 
restored in the neo-gothic style associated with 
German castle romanticism in the 19th century.

   Cochem Castle visit with entertainment

   A visit to Marksburg Castle

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 5 Cochem 
In the morning, you will embark on a guided walk 
through the numerous well-preserved sites of 
the quaint town of Cochem, or you may choose 
to explore by bike. 

 Included Excursion

Enjoy this enchanting town on a guided walk, 
including the remains of the historic town wall 
with its old fortifications, the town hall and its 
many other gems.  

 

   A guided bike tour

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 6 Trier
In southwest Germany, near the Luxembourg 
border, the city of Trier is a hidden treasure 
often called the “Rome of the North”. During 
your guided tour, explore the ruins of the old 
city baths, once a hive of activity during ancient 
times, and the Porta Nigra, the best-preserved 
Roman city gate north of the Alps.

   A guided tour of Trier 

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 7 Bernkastel 
Dating back to 3000 BC, Bernkastel is situated 
along the banks of the Moselle River and home 
to well-preserved buildings dating back to 1416. 
Enjoy a guided walking tour, where you will have 
the opportunity to stroll through the medieval 
marketplace with its gabled timber-framed 
houses, castle ruins and town gate. Or, take part 
in a guided bike tour of the area.

Mainz to Bernkastel
Departing:
April - October 2022

Trier, GermanyEberbach Abbey, Rüdesheim, Germany

RHINE, MAIN & MOSELLE RIVERS
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 EmeraldACTIVE 

Enjoy a guided bike tour along the Moselle near 
Bernkastel, recognized for its half-timbered 
houses, historic buildings and medieval 
marketplace.

   A wine tasting in Bernkastel

  A walking tour of Bernkastel

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 8 Bernkastel – Frankfurt 

After breakfast, it is time to say farewell to your 
fellow guests and disembark your Star-Ship for 
your transfer to the airport. 

Meals: Breakfast

This itinerary is a guide only and may be amended for 
operational reasons such as high and low water. As such, 
the cruise may operate altered from that stated above. 
Please refer to our terms and conditions on page 120.

Extend your Legendary Rhine & Moselle river cruise with a stay in a 
centrally located hotel, where you will enjoy breakfast before a guided 
city tour of the intriguing German capitol. 

Closely located to transport links and many main attractions, like the 
Brandenburg Gate and the Reichstag building, immerse yourself in 
this historic city, as its numerous landmarks, monuments, museums 
and bars bring it to life. 

	§  Flight between Frankfurt and Berlin
	§ Two nights in a centrally located hotel
	§ Breakfast daily
	§ Guided city tour 
	§ Transfers to and from the airport

10-Day Legendary Rhine & Moselle with Berlin from $3,955 per person  

*These departures operate in reverse order from Bernkastel to Mainz.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWGM

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Apr 9, 16* $3,295 $3,495 $4,045 $3,995 $4,395 $4,545 $5,095 $5,795
Jun 12, 19*: Sep 18, 25*: Aug 21, 28 $3,795 $3,995 $4,545 $4,495 $4,895 $5,045 $5,595 $6,295
Oct 2, 9* $3,495 $3,695 $4,245 $4,195 $4,595 $4,745 $5,295 $5,995

Marksburg Castle, Braubach, Germany
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KoblenzKoblenz

BreisachBreisach
KehlKehl

BaselBasel

MannheimMannheim

SWITZERLAND

FRANCE

GERMANY

NETHERLANDS

CologneCologne

AmsterdamAmsterdam

StrasbourgStrasbourg

Black ForestBlack Forest

HeidelbergHeidelberg

River cruise
Coach transfer

Map is a guide only

Number of nights7

A vibrant celebration of all things 
quintessentially Dutch, Amsterdam’s 
winding canals and a trip to 
Keukenhof Gardens are the perfect 
start to your river cruise. View 
traditional windmills en-route along 
the river towards Cologne, where 
a guided excursion will introduce 
you to its Gothic cathedral. Discover 
even more of archaic Germany in 
Koblenz and Heidelberg, before 
crossing the border into Strasbourg 
and concluding in the enchanting 
Black Forest.

Rhine, Main & Moselle Rivers

Day 1 Amsterdam

Day 2 Amsterdam

Day 3 Cologne

Day 4 Koblenz

Day 5 Mannheim – Heidelberg

Day 6  Kehl – Strasbourg

Day 7 Breisach

Day 8 Basel 

Departing: 
April 2022

8-Day 
Tulips & the Rhine

Traditional windmills, Netherlands

Cologne, Germany
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EmeraldDISCOVERY Highlights  
unique to your itinerary

EmeraldPLUS

 A Black Forest gateau demonstration and tasting.

EmeraldACTIVE

 A hike from Mount Königstuhl to Heidelberg.

 A guided hike through the Black Forest region.

Included Excursions

  6 Shore excursions, including visits to UNESCO  
World Heritage-listed sites.

And of course, our exceptional  
EmeraldVALUE inclusions come  
as standard

 n Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

 n 7 nights in a suite or stateroom of your choice,  
all with a river view.

 n 20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners 
including a Welcome and Farewell Reception & Dinner.

 n Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks to 
accompany lunch & dinner on board. 

 n Complimentary tea & coffee on board. 

 n Complimentary bottled water in your suite or 
stateroom, restocked daily.

 n A variety of on board evening entertainment. 

 n Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

 n  Complimentary bicycles on board. 

 n First-class service from English-speaking crew and 
knowledgeable local guides. 

 n Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points. 

 n Complimentary River Cruise Cover. 

 n All port charges and overseas transfers.

Plus we include all gratuities, saving you up to  
$300 per couple on this cruise 

Spring flowers, Amsterdam

CRUISE BETWEEN AMSTERDAM AND BASEL

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/emeraldexperience/emeraldexplorer


Day 1 Amsterdam 
Welcome to Amsterdam. You will be met at the 
airport and transferred by your friendly Emerald 
Cruises representative to your contemporary 
Star-Ship, where a quintessentially Dutch 
adventure awaits.

Meals: Dinner

Day 2 Amsterdam
This morning, you’ll visit the iconic Keukenhof 
Gardens. Boasting 32 hectares of millions of 
spring-flowering bulbs, this scenic area is infused 
with delightful aromas and a swathe of ethereal 
colors. 

 Included Excursion

A visit to the ‘Garden of Europe’ is sure to delight 
as the multicolored carpet of flowers stretches as 
far as the eye can see. A must-visit while in the 
Netherlands.

  Floriade Expo visit

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 3 Cologne 
Once the ancient Roman settlement of Colonia, 
Cologne is bursting with ancient architecture. 
Your included walking tour of the city will touch 
on the historical charm of its old town, and 
you will have the opportunity to traverse rustic 
alleyways, visit iconic monuments and see how 
archaeologists have uncovered a Jewish quarter 
that can be dated back to the 13th century.

Your insightful tour will conclude at the UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed Cologne Cathedral, a 
Gothic building whose twin spires dominate 
the skyline. The original medieval plans for the 
building were partly found in the attic, and 
partly found on the stall of a bookseller in France 
centuries later, meaning that, while construction 
of the cathedral started back in 1248, it wasn’t 
finished until 1880. 

  A guided tour of Cologne  

  A visit to Eau de Cologne Museum 

 Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 4 Koblenz
Once a Roman stronghold desired for its 
strategic value, Koblenz is now a city with a 
unique blend of historic and contemporary 
architecture. Today, join your local guide for 
an insightful walking tour of Koblenz, passing 
examples of architecture that survived the war 
years, including the Church of Our Lady.

Admire the natural splendor of your 
surroundings as you ride on the Koblenz 
Cable Car, embarking on an aerial journey to 
Ehrenbreitstein Fortress.

Later, a sailing journey through the UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed Rhine Gorge will highlight 
the extraordinary beauty of an area that left 
the philosophers and artists of the German 
Romanticism movement entranced. 

   Orientation walk of Koblenz & visit to 
Ehrenbreitstein Fortress 

  Moselle Valley & Cochem Castle visit

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 5 Mannheim – Heidelberg 
Heidelberg is a fascinating place, famously 
described by revered author Mark Twain as “a 
fallen Milky Way”. Join an orientation tour of 
the old town to discover an “intricate cobweb 
of streets”, and pass many of Heidelberg’s 
highlights.

Alternatively, embark on an active hike from 
Mount Königstuhl to Heidelberg.

   A hike from Mount Königstuhl  
to Heidelberg with wine tasting

        A guided tour of Heidelberg with  
wine tasting

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 6 Kehl – Strasbourg 
Dock in Kehl and be transferred to Strasbourg, a 
city that promises much in the way of beautiful 
architecture. The UNESCO World Heritage-listed 
Neustadt district is particularly iconic.

The Neustadt district is yours to discover today 
during your included tour, as is the Maison 
Kammerzell, a prime example of German 
Renaissance architecture. Paying homage to 
the region’s artistic past, Petite France is an 
exceptional historic quarter that looks as though 
it has been pulled directly from an artist’s easel.

   A guided tour of Strasbourg  

  Excursion to Riquewihr

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Amsterdam to Basel
Departing: 
April 2022

Heidelberg, GermanyKoblenz, Germany
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Day 7 Breisach 
A world of ornate cuckoo clocks awaits, as you 
set off in search of the fairytales of the Black 
Forest region. 

Watch a Black Forest gateau demonstration 
or alternatively, follow forest trails that twist 
underneath a lush canopy of evergreens in the 
Black Forest region, passing beautiful scenery 
and waterfalls. Mark Twain famously wrote, 
“Here you can lose track of time in ten minutes 
and the world in twenty” about his time in the  
Black Forest region. 

   A Black Forest gateau demonstration  
and tasting

   A guided active walk through the  
Black Forest region

   Visit a traditional village

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 8 Basel   
Welcome to Switzerland. Basel graces the 
banks of the Rhine River and is known for its 
high concentration of museums, showcasing 
everything from contemporary art to scientific 
achievements.

After breakfast, it’s time to bid farewell to your 
fellow guests as you transfer to the airport, 
taking memories infused with vibrant tulip 
gardens with you. 

Meals: Breakfast

This itinerary is a guide only and may be amended for 
operational reasons such as high and low water. As such, 
the cruise may operate altered from that stated above. 
Please refer to our terms and conditions on page 120.

Extend your Tulips of the Rhine river cruise and enjoy… 

	§ Three nights in a centrally located hotel
	§ Breakfast daily
	§  Included guided city tour of Lucerne and Zurich
	§ Coach transfer from Basel
	§ Transfers to and from the airport

10-Day Tulips & the Rhine  
with Amsterdam  
from $4,490 per person              

Extend your Tulips of the Rhine river cruise and enjoy… 

	§  Two nights in a centrally located hotel
	§ Breakfast included 
	§ Transfers to & from the airport
	§  Visit to Floriade Horticulture Expo on selected 

departures, or guided city tour of Amsterdam

NEW
11-Day Tulips & the Rhine  
with Lucerne & Zurich  
from $4,495 per person  

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWAC

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Apr 15, 22* $3,595 $3,795 $4,345 $4,295 $4,695 $4,845 $5,395 $6,095

German District, Strasbourg, France
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BELGIUM

NETHERLANDS

AntwerpAntwerp

ArnhemArnhem

AmsterdamAmsterdam

Zaanse
Schans
Zaanse
Schans

RotterdamRotterdam
Veere Delta WorksVeere Delta Works

VeereVeere

River cruise
Coach transfer

Map is a guide only

Number of nights7

Zaanse Schans, Netherlands 

A fascinating trip through time, this 
wonderful itinerary acknowledges 
the history of working Dutch 
communities, dating as far back 
as the 13th century, before an 
excursion to the Storm Surge 
Barrier exemplifies the excellence 
of modern technology. Discover 
what attracts art-lovers to Antwerp’s 
intriguing medieval heart, before 
technicolor Amsterdam and 
Keukenhof Gardens create a lasting 
impression on the senses.

Rhine, Main & Moselle Rivers

Day 1 Amsterdam

Day 2 Amsterdam – Zaanse Schans

Day 3 Rotterdam

Day 4 Veere

Day 5 Antwerp

Day 6  Arnhem

Day 7 Amsterdam

Day 8 Amsterdam 

Departing: 
April 2022

8-Day Holland  
& Belgium in Bloom

Amsterdam, Netherlands
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EmeraldDISCOVERY Highlights  
unique to your itinerary

EmeraldPLUS

 Clog painting on board.

 A tour of the Delta Works project.

EmeraldACTIVE

 A guided bike tour to Waterland.

 A guided bike tour of Veere.

 A guided bike tour of Arnhem.

Included Excursions

  6 Shore excursions, including visits to UNESCO  
World Heritage-listed sites.

And of course, our exceptional  
EmeraldVALUE inclusions come  
as standard

 n Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

 n 7 nights in a suite or stateroom of your choice,  
all with a river view.

 n 20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners 
including a Welcome and Farewell Reception & Dinner.

 n Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks to accompany 
lunch & dinner on board. 

 n Complimentary tea & coffee on board. 

 n Complimentary bottled water in your suite or 
stateroom, restocked daily.

 n A variety of on board evening entertainment. 
 n Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

 n  Complimentary bicycles on board. 

 n First-class service from English-speaking crew and 
knowledgeable local guides. 

 n Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points. 

 n Complimentary River Cruise Cover. 
 n All port charges and overseas transfers.

Plus we include all gratuities, saving you up to  
$235 per couple on this cruise 

A guided bike tour of Arnhem

CRUISE BETWEEN AMSTERDAM AND AMSTERDAM

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/emeraldexperience/emeraldexplorer


Day 1 Amsterdam
Holland in the spring is truly a memorable sight, 
and the perfect introduction to any river cruising 
itinerary that touches on the traditional side of 
Dutch life. You will be met and transferred from 
the airport to your boutique Emerald Cruises 
Star-Ship. 

Meals: Dinner

Day 2  Amsterdam – Zaanse Schans
This morning, you will have the opportunity to 
experience one of Holland’s many highlights as 
you venture to Zaanse Schans. Relax on board 
your Star-Ship, as your delightful EmeraldPLUS 
experience this afternoon involves welcoming a 
local clog painter for a demonstration and the 
opportunity to try your hand at this unique craft.

Your tour to the Zaanse Schans historic windmills 
will highlight the distinctive wooden houses 
and artisan workshops that make up the 
quintessentially Dutch town, where the smell of 
freshly baked goods and the sight of spinning 
windmills offers a truly memorable experience. 

Alternatively, enjoy a guided bike tour to 
Waterland, passing picturesque scenery. 

  Clog painting on board

  A guided bike tour to Waterland

  A tour to Zaanse Schans windmills

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 3 Rotterdam 

Rotterdam is a unique example of a Dutch city 
because it had to be reconstructed following the 
air raids of WWII, leaving behind a patchwork of 
different styles.

Today you will have the opportunity to explore 
this contemporary city, perhaps trying to 
imagine how the gabled houses of Amsterdam 
would have once sat here. 

  A tour of Rotterdam with local tasting

  Delft Pottery factory visit

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 4 Veere
Today, you will arrive in Veere, a delightful 
historic town where normal houses are adorned 
with miniature classical palace gardens and 
elegant architecture adorns the surprisingly 
quiet streets that you will stroll down during your 
guided tour.

Afterwards, visit the Dutch Delta Works. Witness 
the sheer enormity of the world’s biggest storm 
surge barrier and be left  
awe-inspired by the immense feat of 
engineering. If you are feeling active, then you 
can also enjoy a guided bike tour of Veere.

 EmeraldPLUS

A guided tour with a bit of a difference. You’ll 
be able to witness the Delta Works, a series of 
construction projects built to protect the land 
from flooding. A truly awe-inspiring feat of 
engineering.

  A guided bike tour of Veere

  A guided tour of Veere

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 5 Antwerp 
This morning you’ll arrive in Antwerp, Belgium’s 
biggest port, positioned on the River Scheldt 
with a large harbor linking to the sea. Home to 
the famous Baroque artist Peter Paul Rubens, it 
attracts art-lovers and diamond dealers from all 
over the world.

Enjoy a guided tour of the city center, with 
its café-filled cobbled lanes, admiring the 
Renaissance City Hall and Hat Steen, a medieval 
fortress that was built during the early Middle 
Ages and one of the oldest buildings in  
the country.

Afterwards, enjoy free time to explore Antwerp 
at leisure. 

  A walking tour of Antwerp

  Rubens Museum and Cathedral tour

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 6 Arnhem
Relax in comfort aboard your Star-Ship this 
morning as you sail down Dutch waterways, 
passing wonderful windmills and quaint 
traditional villages.

Arnhem is most famous for its great battle 
during WWII, best learned about during your 
included excursion to the Airborne Museum, 
where you will have the opportunity to walk 
in the footsteps of British parachutists and 
immerse yourself in what the battle would have 
felt like.

Alternatively, embark on a guided bike tour of 
Arnhem, famous for its postcard-worthy streets, 
scenic parks and fine museums. 

Amsterdam to Amsterdam
Departing: 
April 2022

Antwerp City Hall,, Belgium Veere, Netherlands

RHINE, MAIN & MOSELLE RIVERS
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https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/search?keywords=Holland%2B%26%2BBelgium%2Bin%2BBloom%2B(EWTU)
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/search?keywords=Holland%2B%26%2BBelgium%2Bin%2BBloom%2B(EWTU)
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/search?keywords=Holland%2B%26%2BBelgium%2Bin%2BBloom%2B(EWTU)
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 Included Excursion

Dedicated to the battle of Arnhem, walk in the 
footsteps of British parachutists on a visit to the 
Airborne Museum.

 

   A guided bike tour of Arnhem

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 7 Amsterdam 
Touch on Holland’s traditional heart today with a 
visit to Keukenhof Gardens, nestled in the middle 
of Holland’s tulip farm area, where fields full of 
rows of colorful flowers run as far as the eye can 
see.

The beloved Keukenhof Gardens feature 
incredible displays that consist of millions of 
flowers and tulips, each assembled by an expert 
landscape architect. 

  A visit to Keukenhof Gardens

  Floriade Expo visit  

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 8 Amsterdam 
After breakfast, it’s time to bid farewell to your 
fellow guests and quintessential Holland as you 
disembark your Star-Ship for your transfer to the 
airport, taking memories of wooden windmills 
and spring-blooming flowers with you. 

Meals: Breakfast

This itinerary is a guide only and may be amended for 
operational reasons such as high and low water. As such, 
the cruise may operate altered from that stated above. 
Please refer to our terms and conditions on page 120.

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWTU

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Apr 2, 8 $3,495 $3,695 $4,245 $4,195 $4,595 $4,745 $5,295 $5,995

Keukenhof Gardens, Amsterdam, NetherlandsDelft Pottery, Rotterdam, Netherlands

RHINE, MAIN & MOSELLE RIVERS

http://emeraldcruises.com


Great for  
foodies

You’ll have so much opportunity to taste your way around 
France, whether you’re trying indulgent Lyonnais food 
in a traditional Bouchon, or journeying to the center of 
Burgundy’s wine region. And on board, you’ll be invited to 
try a selection of locally sourced cheese and olives, before 
celebrating Provençal cuisine prepared by esteemed chef, 
Fabien Morreale, on board your Star-Ship.

Few countries inspire travelers quite 
like France, a culture of elegance 
and fine cuisine exists with the 
most picturesque of backdrops and 
exquisite architecture. 

Journey south along the Rhône  
and Saône as you navigate  
between Lyon and Arles, via  
Chalon-sur-Saône and Avignon, 
exploring all things quintessentially 
French. Cut a dramatic course 
through the mountain ranges and 
world-class wine estates, as ancient 
castle ruins dot the riverbanks, 
offering an insight into the charming 
past of this beautiful country.

Dreamy days spent along these beautiful waterways 
give you a whole new perspective on the region, 
providing the most relaxing way to experience its 
vibrant cities, market towns and quaint river villages, 
all in one. 

Our Emerald Liberté Star-Ship has been specially 
commissioned to effortlessly mirror the breathtaking 
beauty of the French countryside, boasting a range 
of contemporary innovations, a wealth of amenities 
and generous inclusions you’d expect from a world-
class hotel. Authentic dining experiences and a level 
of service that’s second-to-none combine to provide 
a wonderful setting from which to enjoy the unfolding 
landscapes. 

Rhône & Saône Rivers

8686



 

“This was our first river cruise 
with Emerald and it won’t 
be our last. Everything was 
so well organized from the 
embarkation at Lyon to 
disembarkation at Arles. We 
were only back three days and 
we booked another river cruise 
with them for next year.”

Paulinelesley

Lyon

Widely considered the world’s 
gastronomic capitol, Lyon has risen to 
rival Nice and Strasbourg as France’s 
second city. Fine restaurants promise 
exquisite food, while local bouchons 
showcase authentic dishes in cozy 
quarters and tea rooms and coffee 
shops satisfy the sweet tooth. The 
newly excavated remains of the 
Roman city of Lugdunum, evoke 
memories of former rule and, the 
iconic white stone of the Basilica of 
Notre-Dame de Fourvière offers some 
of the best views of the city. 

Avignon

In France’s stunning Provençal region 
on the left bank of the Rhône River, 
Avignon is brimming with history and 
beauty. At the city’s heart, the Place 
de l’Horloge boasts the 19th century 
city hall and the municipal theater, a 
common meeting place for locals. The 
equally as impressive Place du Palais 
encompasses three of the city’s main 
attractions. The Palais des Papes, the 
largest Gothic palace in the world, the 
Hotel des Monnaies, and the Rocher 
des Doms, providing unrivaled views 
of the river and Le Pont D’Avignon.

Arles

Arles was once France’s largest city 
and the provincial capitol of Ancient 
Rome, reminders of which remain in 
the form of the amphitheater, built 
in 90 AD. Now a UNESCO World 
Heritage-listed site, it was originally 
built to hold 20,000 as the setting 
for centuries of battles, chariot races 
and performances. The city has been 
known to inspire artists, such as Van 
Gogh, who chose the city as his home 
for a year, during which he created 
much, driven by his curiosity of the 
inspiring surroundings.

https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/why-emerald-waterways/city-guides/lyon
https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/why-emerald-waterways/city-guides/avignon
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LyonLyon

Chalon-sur-SaôneChalon-sur-Saône

BeauneBeaune

TournonTournon

AvignonAvignon

ArlesArles

FRANCEFRANCE

Rhône RiverRhône River

ViviersViviers

Saône RiverSaône River

MarseilleMarseilleRiver cruise
Coach transfer

Map is a guide only

Number of nights7

It is no surprise that the South 
of France is recognized as the 
birthplace of photography, its 
unrivaled beauty comprises the 
finest examples of French 15th 
century architecture, with Roman 
ruins and sun-soaked vineyards 
nestled at the foot of colossal 
mountain ranges. Journey to the 
country’s gastronomic beating 
heart, Lyon, before enjoying an 
authentic Provençal dinner on 
board, hosted by renowned French 
chef, Fabien Morreale.

Rhône & Saône Rivers

Day 1  Lyon

Day 2 Chalon-sur-Saône – Beaune

Day 3 Lyon

Day 4 Tournon

Day 5 Viviers

Day 6  Avignon

Day 7 Arles

Day 8 Arles – Marseille 

Departing: 
April - October 2022

8-Day 
Sensations of Lyon  
& Provence

Provence, France

Avignon, France

88

https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/tours/sensations-of-lyon-and-provence/11087
https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/tours/sensations-of-lyon-and-provence/11087
https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/tours/sensations-of-lyon-and-provence/11087
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EmeraldDISCOVERY Highlights  
unique to your itinerary

EmeraldPLUS

 A regional wine tasting on board.

 Silk presentation on board.

 A cheese and olive tasting on board.

 Provençal dinner on board with Fabien Morreale.

EmeraldACTIVE

 A guided bike tour of Lyon.

 A guided bike tour to Glun.

 A guided hike to the vineyards of Tournon.

 A canoeing excursion in Avignon.

Included Excursions

  6 Shore excursions, including visits to UNESCO  
World Heritage-listed sites.

And of course, our exceptional  
EmeraldVALUE inclusions come  
as standard

 n Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

 n 7 nights in a suite or stateroom of your choice,  
all with a river view.

 n 20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners 
including a Welcome and Farewell Reception & Dinner.

 n Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks to accompany 
lunch & dinner on board. 

 n Complimentary tea & coffee on board. 

 n Complimentary bottled water in your suite or 
stateroom, restocked daily.

 n A variety of on board evening entertainment. 
 n Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

 n  Complimentary bicycles on board. 

 n First-class service from English-speaking crew and 
knowledgeable local guides. 

 n Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points. 

 n Complimentary River Cruise Cover. 
 n All port charges and overseas transfers.

Plus we include all gratuities, saving you up to  
$300 per couple on this cruise 

A guided bike tour to Glun

CRUISE BETWEEN LYON AND ARLES

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/emeraldexperience/emeraldexplorer


Day 1 Lyon
On the confluence of the Rhône and Saône 
rivers, Lyon can be found set across twin hills. 
Here, you will be met and transferred from the 
airport to the deluxe Emerald Liberté Star-Ship.

Meals: Dinner

Day 2 Chalon-sur-Saône – Beaune
Chalon-sur-Saône is known for its art and history. 
Today, you will have the opportunity to witness 
the areas architectural heritage and peaceful 
surroundings as you travel to the quaint village 
of Beaune and visit the Hospices de Beaune, 
originally a hospital for the poor, and now home 
to one of Burgundy’s most popular wine auctions.

 Included Excursion

Visit the former almshouse in Beaune, founded 
by Nicolas Rolin in 1443.  
Once a hospital for the poor, notice the 
shimmering colors of the exquisite roof.

  A cheese and olive tasting on board

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 3 Lyon
France’s third-largest city, Lyon is a former 
Roman capitol, steeped in history and considered 
to be the gastronomic heartbeat of the country 
and the home of traditional Lyonnaise cuisine.

Today, enjoy a guided tour of Lyon, including the 
UNESCO World Heritage-listed Basilica Notre-
Dame de Fourvière, part of the inscribed historic 
site of Lyon. Wander through the city and soak 
in its vividly illustrated history, as buildings from 
all time periods can be seen adorning narrow 
cobblestone streets. Alternatively, embark on a 
guided bike tour of Lyon. 

  A silk presentation on board 

  A guided bike tour

  A guided tour of Lyon

  Excursion to Pérouges 

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 4 Tournon
The picturesque village of Tournon borders the 
gently meandering Rhône, dominated by a 16th-
century castle that overlooks the village and a 
number of iconic landmarks, including a set of 
ancient watchtowers.

Your guided tour of the village will showcase 
its intangible cultural heritage, granting every 
opportunity for you to immerse yourself in 
your surroundings. Alternatively, embark on an 

EmeraldACTIVE hike through some of the 
local vineyards.

Later, a guided bike tour to Glun will showcase 
rural life in the French countryside.

  A regional wine tasting on board

  A guided bike tour to Glun

  A guided hike through the vineyards

  A guided tour of Tournon

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 5 Viviers 
Arrive in Viviers, a town with much Middle 
Age flair and home to one of France’s oldest 

cathedrals. Your included walking tour of Viviers 
will showcase some of its numerous listed 
monuments, along with their ornate windows 
and lavish façades. 

  A guided tour of Viviers

  A fishing class on the Rhône

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 6 Avignon
Your included walking tour of Avignon will take 
you past the ornate beauty of the UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed Palais des Papes, as well as 
Pont d’Avignon, an ancient stone bridge crossing 
the Rhône. This afternoon is yours to explore at 
leisure.

This evening, return to your Star-Ship for a 
delightful Provençal dining experience, expertly 
prepared by Top Chef finalist, Fabien Morreale. 

 EmeraldPLUS 

Finalist of the French culinary program, Top Chef, 
Fabien Morreale will be joining us on board for a 
once-in-a-lifetime dining experience, celebrating 
authentic Provençal cuisine.

 

   A canoeing excursion in Avignon

  A guided tour of Avignon

  Guided tour of the Pont du Gard

  Classical concert

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Lyon to Arles
Departing: 
April - October 2022

Palais des Papes, Avignon, France Lyon, France

RHÔNE & SAÔNE RIVERS
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Day 7 Arles
The past is yours to discover in Arles, once 
an important Phoenician trading port that 
was captured by the Romans, who peppered 
the city with iconic monuments. Today, your 
included tour of the city will showcase some of 
the UNESCO World Heritage-listed Roman and 
Romanesque monuments of Arles, showcasing 
how the city has evolved over the centuries.

Visit the 2,000-year-old Arles Amphitheater and 
follow in the footsteps of world-renowned artist, 
Vincent van Gogh. The rest of the day is yours 
to explore at leisure, perhaps stopping at a local 
café or returning to your Star-Ship to relax on 
board.

  A guided tour of Arles with arena visit

  Excursion to Camargue  

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 8 Arles – Marseille 
After breakfast, it’s time to bid farewell 
to your fellow guests and disembark the 
Emerald Liberté for your transfer to Marseille 
airport, taking memories of the idyllic French 
countryside and delightful cuisine with you. 

Meals: Breakfast

This itinerary is a guide only and may be amended for 
operational reasons such as high and low water. As such, 
the cruise may operate altered from that stated above. 
Please refer to our terms and conditions on page 120.

Extend your Sensations of Lyon & Provence  
river cruise and enjoy… 

	§  Two nights in a centrally located hotel
	§ Breakfast daily
	§  Guided bus tour of Paris and Seine cruise  
	§  TGV Train transfer between Paris and Lyon 
	§  Transfers to and from the airport 

Extend your Sensations of Lyon & Provence  
river cruise and enjoy… 

	§  Three nights in a centrally located hotel
	§ Breakfast daily
	§  Coach transfer between Arles and Aix-en-Provence
	§  Included guided tour
	§ Transfers to and from the airport 

10-Day Sensations of Lyon & Provence  
with Paris from $4,340 per person  

11-Day Sensations of Lyon & Provence  
with Aix-en-Provence from $4,540 per person  

*These departures operate in reverse order from Arles to Nice.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EFRC

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Apr 9*, 16, 23*: Jul 2*, 9, 16*, 23, 30*; 
Oct 29 $3,395 $3,595 $3,995 $4,045 $4,345 $4,395 $5,595 $6,095

Apr 30; May 7*, 14: Jun 25: Aug 6, 13*, 
20, 27*: Oct 1, 15 $3,695 $3,895 $4,295 $4,345 $4,645 $4,695 $5,895 $6,395

May 21*, 28; Jun 4*, 11, 18*: Sep 10*, 24* $3,995 $4,195 $4,595 $4,645 $4,945 $4,995 $6,195 $6,695

Follow in the footsteps of Van Gogh, Arles, France

RHÔNE & SAÔNE RIVERS

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/tours/sensations-of-lyon-and-provence--paris/11091
https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/tours/aixenprovence--sensations-of-lyon-and-provence/11098


Where better to enjoy a delectable glass of wine than on 
the premises in which it began its life? The sunshine truly 
brings the flavors of the Douro to life, whether it’s one of 
the region’s renowned table wines or a glass of Port that  
catches your eye.

Great for  
wine 

lovers

The Golden River 
Rusty golden rooftops and  
sun-drenched vineyards provide 
the perfect accompaniment to 
your river cruise down the beautiful 
Douro. The third-largest river in the 
Iberian Peninsula, it stretches over  
490 miles, 70 of which make up the 
border between Spain and Portugal. 

The steep patchwork green banks are home to vineyards 
and wine estates, or quintas, which have been producing 
the country’s signature fortified wine, Port, for centuries. 
You’ll be able to pick out each unique placard locating 
the company’s residences, as they dot the awe-inspiring 
landscape of the Douro Valley, where endless beauty 
seemingly stretches on forever.

You’ll travel in contemporary style on board Emerald 
Radiance, our most intimate Star-Ship to date, where 
comfort and innovation combine with a wealth of world-
class amenities. Purpose-built to suit the Portuguese 
climate, the Star-Ship’s plentiful open-air spaces provide 
the perfect vantage point from which to enjoy the 
passing scenery or a cold drink. You’ll also find our spa-
style Serenity Pool on the Sun Deck, for a relaxing dip 
under the Iberian sky. 

Douro River

9292



 

“The meals were superb, 
enhanced by the included 
wine and beer, and the service 
exceptionally friendly and 
helpful. The shore excursions 
were well organized and 
interesting. We enjoyed this 
cruise enormously.”

Pardent

Porto

At the mouth of the Douro, Portugal’s 
second-largest city is recognized 
primarily for its production of Port 
wine. Its center is UNESCO World 
Heritage-listed site, encouraging 
historians, creatives, gastronomes and 
shoppers alike. Its popular district, the 
Ribeira, boasts authentic cafés and 
bars, as narrow cobbled streets lead 
to the riverbank, where traditional 
Fado bands serenade a passing 
audience. And, no visit to Portugal 
would be complete without calling at 
a wine cellar to taste its Port.

Salamanca

In northwest Spain, just an hour coach 
drive from the Portuguese border, 
Salamanca, or the ‘The Golden One’, is 
a true spectacle. Its historic UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed center boasts 
beautiful plazas and pedestrian-only 
streets, as well as ancient architecture 
constructed in sandstone. A unique 
food scene, supplied fresh from 
the surrounding mountains and 
countryside, is certain to excite the 
taste buds after an awe-inspiring day 
acquainting yourself with the rich 
cultural heritage of this beautiful city.

Pinhão

This sleepy and picturesque town in 
the heart of the Douro Valley resides 
at the confluence of the Douro and 
Pinhão rivers, and is surrounded by 
beautiful vineyard-terraced hillsides, 
producing not only some of the 
world's best port but also glorious 
table wines. Enjoy an insightful visit 
to the Quinta do Tedo vineyard, 
taste their delicious port wine and 
learn about the port making process. 
Alternatively, embark on a guided 
walk through their famous vineyards.  

To book call 833.858.5796, visit emeraldcruises.com or contact your professional travel advisor 93

https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/why-emerald-waterways/city-guides/porto
https://www.emeraldwaterways.com/why-emerald-waterways/city-guides/salamanca
http://emeraldcruises.com
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PocinhoPocinho

RéguaRégua

SalamancaSalamanca

SPAINSPAIN

PortoPorto

PinhãoPinhão

Douro RiverDouro River

Vega de TerrónVega de Terrón

PORTUGALPORTUGAL

River cruise
Coach transfer

Map is a guide only

Number of nights7

Day 1 Porto

Day 2 Porto – Pinhão

Day 3 Pinhão – Vega de Terrón

Day 4 Vega de Terrón – Salamanca

Day 5 Pocinho – Régua

Day 6  Régua

Day 7 Porto

Day 8 Porto 

Departing: 
April - November 2022

8-Day 
Secrets of the Douro

A symbol of Portugal’s birth and 
growth as a nation, the Douro has 
long been the country’s lifeline. 
Leaving the pastel-colored 
metropolis of Porto, venture 
through the enchanting countryside. 
Terraced vineyards rise from the 
river banks, historic landmarks 
pepper distant horizons and 
charming townships lay hidden in 
the rural hillsides. Salamanca is 
a delight to explore, and a visit to 
elegant Lamego introduces the 
Shrine of Our Lady of Remedies.

Douro River

Terraced vineyards of the Douro Valley, Portugal

Porto, Portugal

94

https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/tours/secrets-of-the-douro/8630
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/tours/secrets-of-the-douro/8630
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EmeraldDISCOVERY Highlights  
unique to your itinerary

EmeraldPLUS

 A cruise through Porto.

 A Portuguese cooking demonstration on board.

 A Port wine cocktail lesson on board.

  A highlight dinner hosted at a traditional rural  
wine estate in Régua.

 A mosaic tile painting lesson on board.

 Tuna music band in Salamanca.

EmeraldACTIVE

 A guided walk through the vineyards in Pinhão.

 An active walk through Porto.

   Walk down the stairs of the Sanctuary of  
Our Lady of Remedies.

 A guided canoeing excursion on the Douro.

Included Excursions

  5 Shore excursions, including visits to UNESCO  
World Heritage-listed sites.

And of course, our exceptional  
EmeraldVALUE inclusions come  
as standard

 n Airport transfers to and from your Star-Ship.

 n 7 nights in a suite or stateroom of your choice,  
all with a river view.

 n 19 meals: 7 breakfasts, 5 lunches and 7 dinners 
including a Welcome and Farewell Reception & Dinner.

 n Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks to 
accompany lunch & dinner on board. 

 n Complimentary tea & coffee on board. 

 n Complimentary bottled water in your suite or 
stateroom, restocked daily.

 n A variety of on board evening entertainment. 
 n Complimentary Wi-Fi on board.

 n  Complimentary bicycles on board. 

 n First-class service from English-speaking crew and 
knowledgeable local guides. 

 n Earn EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty points. 

 n Complimentary River Cruise Cover. 
 n All port charges and overseas transfers.

Plus we include all gratuities, saving you up to  
$300 per couple on this cruise 

CRUISE BETWEEN PORTO AND PORTO

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldwaterways.co.uk/emeraldexperience/emeraldexplorer


Porto to Porto
Departing: 
April - November 2022

Day 1 Porto
Welcome to Porto! You will be met at the 
airport and transferred to your contemporary 
Emerald Radiance Star-Ship, where you will 
enjoy dinner on board this evening.

Meals: Dinner

Day 2 Porto – Pinhão
Relax on board today and enjoy a full day of 
sailing through the UNESCO World Heritage-
listed Douro Valley. This fascinating area was 
inscribed because it hones in on two millennia 
of wine producing history, where viticulture has 
shaped the surrounding landscape and small, 
sleepy villages are peppered with dozens of 
sun-drenched vineyards.

Tonight, your captain will host a welcome dinner 
and cocktail reception. 

   On board Portuguese cooking 
demonstration

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 3 Pinhão – Vega de Terrón
Begin your day with a visit to the beautiful 
Quinta do Tedo vineyard in the heart of 
Portugal’s Douro Valley, nestled on the 
confluence of the Douro and Tedo rivers. This 
18th-century estate is environmentally sound, 
creating organic produce by using traditional 
viticulture methods.

Alternatively, enjoy a guided walk through local 
vineyards, stopping along the way to admire 
your surroundings.

This afternoon, sail to Vega de Terron.

   A guided walk through the vineyards  
with tasting

   A visit to Quinta do Tedo with wine tasting

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 4 Vega de Terrón – Salamanca 
Founded in Roman times, the ancient city of 
Salamanca and its UNESCO World Heritage-
listed old quarter have an illustrious past,  
having been held by the Carthaginians,  
Romans and Moors.

Travel to the beautiful golden city for a walking 
tour, starting among the postcard-worthy 
galleries and arcades that adorn Plaza Mayor. 
You will have the opportunity to see Casa de 
las Conchas, a building that has been lovingly 
decorated with more than 300 shells. 

   Local entertainment from a  
tuna music band

  A guided tour of Salamanca

Meals: Breakfast and dinner

Day 5 Pocinho – Régua
This morning, arrive in Pocinho where you’ll 
have the opportunity to embark on a canoeing 
excursion or to visit the Côa Valley Museum. 
Later, return to Emerald Radiance for lunch and 
soak up the idyllic scenery as you sail towards 
Régua, taking part in a cocktail demonstration on 
board. A rural dinner at a wine estate is certain 
to be a highlight of your trip. 

 EmeraldACTIVE 

Take to the water on a canoeing excursion with 
expert guides, inviting you to really experience 
this truly magnificent river for yourself. A fun and 
exciting activity, never to be forgotten.

   Port wine cocktail demonstration

   
A rural dinner with entertainment at  
Quinta da Pacheca

  A visit to the Côa Valley Museum

   Archaeological tour by 4x4 at the  
Coa Museum 

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 6 Régua
Today, on an included excursion, you will visit the 
marvellous Baroque village of Lamego, stopping 
to see the picturesque Shrine of Our Lady of 
Remedies, a structure that stands gracefully over 
the town. 

 Included Excursion

In Northern Portugal, the elegant town of 
Lamego boasts much Baroque influence. Located 
on the hill of St. Stephen, visit the Shrine of Our 
Lady of Remedies.

   
A mosaic tile painting lesson on board

   Walk down the steps of the Sanctuary of 
Our Lady of Remedies

   AVisit to Mateus Manor House

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner 

Day 7 Porto
Located at the mouth of the Douro River, Porto is 
a fascinating eclectic mix of modern and ancient 
architecture. Famous for its exports of Port 

Pinhão, Portugal Quinta Vineyard, Portugal

DOURO RIVER

96 Key:   Included Excursion       EmeraldPLUS       EmeraldACTIVE       DiscoverMORE
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wines, it’s easy to imagine how British merchant 
ships would have once clustered together in 
the medieval harbor, waiting to take Port wines 
across the water. 

Your included tour of the coastal city will touch 
on the fortified structures of Castelo da Foz and 
Castelo do Queijo, a building whose pentagonal 
façades overlook the ocean.

   Evening cruise through Porto

  A guided active walk in Porto

  A guided tour of Porto

   Visit to Quinta da Aveleda 

  Taylor’s Port wine tasting  

Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner

Day 8 Porto 
After breakfast, it’s time to say farewell to your 
fellow guests, taking memories of sun-drenched 
vineyards with you. 

Meals: Breakfast

This itinerary is a guide only and may be amended for 
operational reasons such as high and low water. As 
such, the cruise may operate altered from that stated 
above. Please refer to our terms and conditions on 
page 120.

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). The Emerald Radiance sailing on the Douro River does not have bikes, indoor pool/cinema,  
a putting green or a games area, instead there is a spa-style Serenity Pool on the Sun Deck. DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EPDC

F 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

E  
Emerald  

Stateroom

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

R  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

P  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

SA 
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

RA  
Emerald  

Riverview  
Suite

From From From From From From From From From From

Apr 2, 16, 23; Jul  9, 16, 
30: Oct 1, 15, 22

$3,995 $4,095 $4,195 $4,495 $4,695 $5,195 $5,245 $5,395 $6,720 $6,920

May 7, 14, 21, 28;  
Jun 4, 11, 18, 25: Jul 2

$4,395 $4,495 $4,595 $4,895 $5,095 $5,595 $5,645 $5,795 $7,120 $7,320

Aug 6, 13, 20, 27:  
Sep 10, 17, 24

$4,395 $4,495 $4,595 $4,895 $5,095 $5,595 $5,645 $5,795 $7,120 $7,320

Oct 29: Nov 5, 12 $3,595 $3,695 $3,795 $4,095 $4,295 $4,795 $4,845 $4,995 $6,320 $6,520

Extend your Secrets of the Douro river cruise and enjoy… 

	§  Three nights in a centrally located hotel
	§ Breakfast daily
	§ Guided city tour 
	§  Coach transfer between Porto and Lisbon
	§  Transfers to and from the airport

Extend your Secrets of the Douro river cruise and enjoy… 

	§  Two nights in a centrally located hotel
	§ Breakfast daily
	§ Guided city tour of Madrid
	§ Flight transfer between Porto and Madrid
	§ Transfers to and from the airport

11-Day Secrets of the Douro with Lisbon 
from $4,595 per person   

10-Day Secrets of the Douro with Madrid 
from $4,780 per person  

DOURO RIVER

http://emeraldcruises.com
https://www.emeraldcruises.com/search?keywords=Secrets%2Bof%2Bthe%2BDouro%2B%26%2BLisbon%2B(EPDL)
https://www.emeraldcruises.com/tours/secrets-of-the-douro-with-madrid/11905


Thoughtfully curated by our expert journey 
planners, we have reimagined three of our most 
popular river cruising itineraries to feature a 
collection of specially selected excursions and 
experiences, with a focus on celebrating the arts, 
culture and traditional spas of the Rhine and 
Danube, and the centuries of wine-making history 
along the banks of the Moselle. 

Perfect for those who wish to indulge their special 
interests while enjoying the ever-changing beauty 
of Europe’s much-loved rivers.

Special Interest River Cruises

8-Day  

Wines of the Moselle Cruise

A wonderful exploration of the Moselle Valley, a region rich in wine-making history and considered to produce the best 
Riesling in the world. Included within this wonderful itinerary are tours of renowned wine estates, complemented with 
exciting tasting sessions, along with guided tours of interesting towns along the way. Visit the Schloss Vollrads wine estate 
and taste its outstanding Riesling while learning of their 800 years of knowledge and tradition. 
You’ll also discover Eberbach Abbey’s 900 years of viniculture, enjoy a hike through the vineyards of a family-owned wine 
estate in Koblenz, and attend an insightful on board presentation, all while admiring the passing views of the picturesque, 
sun-drenched terraced hillsides which make the Moselle so charming.

Departing: August 2022

Moselle Valley Vineyards, Germany

Hike through the vineyards of a 
family-owned wine estate

NEW

Day 1 Mainz - Embarkation

Day 2 Wiesbaden 
Tour Schloss Vollrads wine estate and taste the famous Riesling.

Day 3 Rüdesheim 
Visit Eberbach Abbey and enjoy a wine tasting. 

Day 4 Koblenz 
Venture on a morning walking tour of Koblenz and visit a family-owned 
winery for a hike and tasting.

Day 5 Cochem 
In the morning, embark on a guided walking tour of Cochem.  
Then, attend an on board wine presentation with your cruise director, 
complete with tasting.  

Day 6 Trier 
Explore Trier this morning, on a guided tour. 

Day 7 Bernkastel 
Tour Bernkastel on foot, then enjoy a wine tasting.

Day 8 Bernkastel - Disembarkation

See Legendary Rhine & Moselle river cruise (pages 74-77) for detailed itinerary and map.

*These departures operate in reverse order from Bernkastel to Mainz.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWMW

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  

Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Aug, 21, 28* $3,945 $4,145 $4,695 $4,645 $5,045 $5,195 $5,745 $6,445
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Packed with special experiences, this spa, arts and culture-focused cruise begins in mighty Budapest, where following 
an arts and crafts tour of Szentendre you’ll enjoy a Budapest spa experience, before visiting the home of a Slovakian 
family for coffee and cake in Bratislava. Vienna is full of wonder, and here you will visit the Kunsthistorisches Museum 
as part of a Viennese art tour before heading to Melk and seeing its famous Abbey. Hike through Austria’s famous 
wine producing Wachau Velley, tasting local fare en-route before sailing to Linz, where you can join an insightful 
photography tour which concludes with a tasting of delicious Linzer torte. Your cruise ends in Passau where you’ll visit 
a local farm for a delicious typical Bavarian brunch.

Day 1 Budapest - Embarkation
Day 2 Budapest  In the morning, venture out on an arts and 
crafts tour of Szentendre, before indulging in a traditional Budapest spa 
experience.

Day 3 Bratislava  A local Slovakian family will welcome you into their 
home for coffee and cake.

Day 4 Vienna  Take part in a Viennese art tour, complete with a visit to 
the Kunstmuseum. 

Day 5 Melk  This morning, visit Melk Abbey. In the afternoon, take part 
in a hike in the Wachau Valley before trying some local fare.

Day 6 Linz  Join a photography tour with Linzer torte tasting. 

Day 7 Passau  Delight in a Bavarian brunch at a local farm. 

Day 8 Passau - Disembarkation

8-Day  

Danube Spa, Arts & Culture Cruise
Departing: July 2022

See Danube Explorer river cruise (pages 48-51) for detailed itinerary and map.Kunsthistorisches Museum

8-Day  

Rhine Spa, Arts & Culture Cruise

Enjoy a wine tasting in the medieval halls of Eberbach Monastery in Rüdesheim, tour charming Koblenz ending at the magnificent 
culture center Forum Confluentes, which you can visit during free time. Visit Heidelberg’s university library during a romantic 
philosopher’s walk, and unwind on a spa day in the famous spa town of Baden Baden, which attracts visitors from around the 
world. Caracalla Spa is renowned for its healing properties of the twelve thermal springs discovered over 2000 years ago.

You will also have the opportunity to take a photography tour of picture-perfect Strasbourg, and taste your way around pretty 
Colmar as part of a delicious Alsace culinary tour.

Departing: June 2022

Eberbach Monastery, Rüdesheim

Day 1 Mainz - Embarkation
Day 2 Rüdesheim  Visit Eberbach Abbey for a wine tasting in the 
morning, before enjoying a bird's-eye view of Rüdesheim.  

Day 3 Koblenz  A walking tour of Koblenz and enjoy shopping near the 
Forum Confluentes. 

Day 4 Mannheim  Take part in a romantic philosopher's walk and visit 
Heidelberg University library.

Day 5 Rastatt  Unwind during a relaxing spa day in Baden-Baden. 

Day 6 Strasbourg  Embark on a photography tour of Strasbourg. 

Day 7 Breisach  Indulge in a culinary walk in Alsace. 

Day 8 Basel - Disembarkation

See The Majestic Rhine river cruise (pages 70-73) for detailed itinerary and map.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWPS

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony  Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Jul 21 $3,595 $3,795 $4,345 $4,295 $4,695 $4,845 $5,395 $6,095

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS
Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

Departure Date 
Journey Code: EWFS

E 
Emerald  

Stateroom  

D  
Emerald  

Stateroom

ES  
Emerald  
Single  

Stateroom

C  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony Suite

B  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony Suite

A  
Emerald  

Panorama  
Balcony Suite

S  
Grand  

Balcony  
Suite 

SA  
Owner’s  

One-Bedroom 
Suite 

From From From From From From From From

Jun 26 $3,895 $4,095 $4,645 $4,595 $4,995 $5,145 $5,695 $6,395
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Cruise through the heart of Europe’s finest cities, many of which host large 
traditional Christmas markets. There’s nothing quite like taking a Rhine 
River cruise at Christmas time, and you’ll enjoy taking advantage of the 
hundreds of stalls all selling beautiful Christmas presents for the folks back 
home. Sail from vibrant Amsterdam, taking in Cologne and Strasbourg as 
you journey towards Basel on this wonderfully festive adventure. 

Europe during the winter is unlike 
anywhere else, as the gingerbread 
stalls and row-upon-row of twinkling 
fairylights welcome the festive period. 
Visit the home of the Christmas markets, 
as you celebrate Yuletide as the 
Germans, Austrians and Hungarians do. 
Sip glühwein, treat yourself to traditional 
snacks and shop for unique souvenirs 
to take home, with the awe-inspiring 
backdrop of some of the most iconic 
architecture on the continent.

For full details of our collection visit 
emeraldcruises.com/christmas

Christmas Market River Cruises

Day 1 Amsterdam

Day 2 Amsterdam

Day 3 Cologne

Day 4 Koblenz

Day 5  Mannheim – Heidelberg

Day 6 Kehl - Strasbourg 

Day 7 Breisach

Day 8 Basel 

8-Day 
Christmas Markets  
on the Rhine
Departing: December 2022

See Jewels of the Rhine river cruise (pages 66-69)  
for detailed itinerary and map.

*These departures operate in reverse order from Basel to Amsterdam.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS

2022 Departure Date
Journey Code: EWXB

Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

CAT E CAT D CAT ES CAT C CAT B  CAT A  CAT S  CAT SA 

From From From From From From From From

Nov 28*;  Dec: 5 $3,295 $3,495 $4,045 $3,995 $4,395 $4,545 $5,095 $5,795

German Christmas Market

Cologne Christmas Market, Germany

100100 For more details on our Christmas market cruises visit emeraldcruises.com/christmas
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Day 1  Amsterdam

Day 2  Amsterdam Cruising

Day 3 Cologne

Day 4  Rhine Gorge – Rüdesheim

Day 5 Miltenberg –  Wertheim

Day 6 Würzburg 

Day 7 Bamberg

Day 8 Nuremberg

Day 9  Regensburg

Day 10 Passau

Day 11 Melk –  Dürnstein

Day 12 Vienna 

Day 13 Bratislava

Day 14 Budapest

Day 15 Budapest

15-Day 
Christmas Markets  
of Europe

Immerse yourself in the pageantry of Christmas the European way. An 
extra-special treat awaits you on our Christmas Markets of Europe river 
cruise. Celebrate the festive season in style on our ultimate festive adventure, 
cruising from Amsterdam to Budapest across 15-days. Enjoy stops in 
Bratislava, Vienna, Nuremberg, Wurzburg and Cologne and explore some of 
the most iconic and picturesque Christmas markets.

See Splendors of Europe river cruise (pages 58-63)  
for detailed  itinerary and map.

Departing: December 2022

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS

2022 Departure Date
Journey Code: EWXS

Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

CAT E CAT D CAT ES CAT C CAT B  CAT A  CAT S  CAT SA 

From From From From From From From From

Dec: 3 $4,995 $5,395 $6,395 $6,445 $6,995 $7,295 $8,595 $9,795

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom).

Wander the Christmas Markets of Europe

To book call 833.858.5796, visit emeraldcruises.com or contact your professional travel advisor 101
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Enjoy the splendor of the Danube at Christmas time with this mini itinerary. Sail from Vienna to Budapest over five festive days, and wander twinkling 
festive markets, taking in the waft of delicious mulled wine and roasting chestnuts. Uncover the eastern charm of Bratislava, before having opportunity to 
explore the majesty of Budapest at Christmas time. There is something undeniably magical about seeing the Christmas markets in all their glory in front of 
the city’s grand St Stephen’s Basilica cathedral. 

Day 1  Vienna

Day 2 Vienna

Day 3 Bratislava

Day 4 Budapest

Day 5  Budapest 

Departing: November & December 2022
5-Day Christmas Time on the Danube

This special festive twist on our classic itinerary down the Danube makes time for explorations of quirky Budapest, a traditional lunch with Slovakian locals, 
and marveling at Vienna’s iconic architecture. All before perusing the Christmas markets of Regensburg, highly regarded as ‘one of the loveliest’. Remaining 
true to their roots, many stall-holders at these wonderfully festive markets are local trades-people selling hand-crafted gifts and decorations. 

Day 1  Budapest

Day 2 Budapest

Day 3 Bratislava

Day 4 Vienna

Day 5  Dürnstein – Melk

Day 6 Passau 

Day 7 Regensburg

Day 8 Regensburg – Munich 

8-Day Christmas Markets on the Danube
Departing: November & December 2022

See Danube Delights river cruise (pages 44-47) for detailed itinerary and map.

*These departures operate in reverse order from Regensburg to Budapest. Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom).

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS

2022 Departure Date
Journey Code: EWXD

Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

CAT E CAT D CAT ES CAT C CAT B  CAT A  CAT S  CAT SA 

From From From From From From From From

Dec: 3*, 10 $3,295 $3,495 $4,045 $3,995 $4,395 $4,545 $5,095 $5,795

2022 Departure Date
Journey Code: EXVB

Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

CAT E CAT D CAT ES CAT C CAT B  CAT A  CAT S  CAT SA 

From From From From From From From From

Nov 29*; Dec 17 $1,695 $1,810 $2,145 $2,095 $2,345 $2,395 $2,695 $3,145

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS

Christmas in Budapest, HungaryRegensburg Christmas Market, Germany

CHRISTMAS MARKET RIVER CRUISES

102102

*These departures operate in reverse order from Budapest to Vienna.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom). DiscoverMORE optional excursions are at an additional cost (see pages 106-109).   
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 110-119.
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Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom).

Sail from Mainz through Germany’s beloved wine region on a wonderfully festive adventure. Visit the spa town of Baden Baden and journey from Kehl to 
stroll the fairytale streets of Strasbourg, with its cobbled streets and timber-framed houses. Explore the enchanting Black Forest region with a visit to the 
reconstructed medieval old town of Freiburg, and enjoy traditional Christmas carols on board.

Day 1  Mainz

Day 2 Rastatt

Day 3 Kehl

Day 4 Breisach

Day 5  Basel 

Departing: December 2022
5-Day Christmas Time on the Rhine

Journey from Avignon and enjoy the many festive celebrations that take place in the city, such as carol singing, parades and folk dances. From Tarascon 
visit a traditional olive mill, and explore the twinkling Christmas markets of Arles. This mini itinerary takes you on a festive journey through medieval 
southern France, while you feast on traditional fare and witness Christmas in true Provence style. 

Day 1  Nice/Marseille - Avignon

Day 2 Avignon

Day 3 Tarascon

Day 4 Arles

Day 5 Arles - Nice/Marseille

Departing: December 2022

5-Day Christmas in Southern France

2022 Departure Date
Journey Code: EXAA

Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

CAT E CAT D CAT ES CAT C CAT B  CAT A  CAT S  CAT SA 

From From From From From From From From

Dec 10, 14 $1,895 $2,045 $2,345 $2,295 $2,445 $2,495 $3,145 $3,445

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS

*These departures operate in reverse order from Basel to Mainz. Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, based on double occupancy (excluding ES Emerald Single Stateroom).

2022 Departure Date
Journey Code: EXKR

Riviera Deck Vista Deck Horizon Deck

CAT E CAT D CAT ES CAT C CAT B  CAT A  CAT S  CAT SA 

From From From From From From From From

Dec 12, 16* $1,695 $1,810 $2,145 $2,095 $2,345 $2,395 $2,695 $3,145

2022 DEPARTURE DATES, PRICES AND OFFERS

Christmas in Avignon, France

CHRISTMAS MARKET RIVER CRUISES

To book call 833.858.5796, visit emeraldcruises.com or contact your professional travel advisor 103
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It’s important to us that you feel 
completely informed before  
you travel, so we’ve answered a 
selection of our frequently asked 
questions, including anything 
from water levels and deck plans, 
to clothing advice and travel 
insurance. 

If we’ve missed something, please 
visit emeraldcruises.com/faq or 
call us on  833.858.5796 and we’ll 
be happy to help. Or, if you think of 
something while you’re on board, 
our friendly crew will always be on 
hand to assist, day or night. 

River Cruise Cover
Your Emerald Cruises river cruise automatically includes 
peace of mind River Cruise Cover. This may be enacted in 
the event of a deviation to compensate you for any changes 
to your itinerary. 

Emerald Cruises is committed to open and transparent 
communication. Should information about potential issues 
be available prior to your departure we will notify you 
and allow you to make an informed decision about your 
travel plans. Should the impact happen during your cruise, 
you will be notified by your Cruise Director on board that 
River Cruise Cover has been enacted. Once your cruise is 
complete, we will review the total number of days that were 
disrupted and provide you with a letter upon your return 
home with the amounts that can be claimed and details of 
the claims process. 

We appreciate that you’ve invested a lot of time and 
funds for your vacation with us, so we want to ensure that 
we provide you with peace of mind when traveling with 
Emerald Cruises.

For more information on our River Cruise Cover 
visit emeraldcruises.com/rivercover

River cruise information
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Helpful information
Water levels
Cruise itineraries may be varied due to high or low water levels, flooding, lock 
closures, unscheduled vessel maintenance or for any other circumstances 
beyond our control. If we’re unable to continue sailing certain rivers due to 
water level problems, we’ll do everything we can to minimise the impact it 
has on your holiday and make alternative arrangements for the rest of the 
itinerary. This could mean arranging coach transfers, organising ship swaps, 
providing hotel accommodation or finding alternative attractions to visit - all 
of which are weather dependent.

Sun Deck
The Sun Deck operational hours may be limited due to the passage through 
low bridges or other restrictions by local authorities. This may mean that the 
deck is completely closed for a period of sailing time on certain rivers.

Double Docking
In popular ports we will on occasion be required to dock next to other ships, 
which may mean accessing the shore via the Sun Deck, requiring you to 
ascend and descend stairs, this will not prevent you leaving the ship or your 
ability to get on and off.

Health & Vaccinations
Health facilities, hygiene and disease risks vary worldwide. To ensure  
your safety throughout your cruise, seek advice regarding your specific 
health requirements as early as possible. Further information can be found 
from the Center for Disease Control on its website: cdc.gov. If you have any 
pre-existing medical conditions or mobility difficulties, you should inform us 
at the time of booking.

Travel Insurance
We strongly advise you to take out adequate and appropriate travel 
insurance which includes cover against loss of deposit or cancellation fees. 
Please read your policy details carefully and take them with you on your 
cruise. It’s your responsibility to ensure that the cover you purchase is suitable 
and adequate for your needs and the cost of the vacation.

Mobility
Emerald Cruises welcomes disabled guests but wishes all guests to 
understand that limitations could exist on board and during shore excursions. 
The lifts on our ships service three out of four decks, with access to the Sun 
Deck only possible using stairs. Under appropriate circumstances guests are 
welcome to use collapsible wheelchairs on board. Many tours are conducted 
from coaches, so guests need to be able to climb up and down the stairs to 
board. Some shore excursions may require movement over cobblestones or 
up and down stairs; accordingly, guests with limited mobility will require the 
services of a responsible companion to be traveling with them, since crew 
availability is limited. If you have any medical, physical or other special needs, 
please contact our travel advisors for further information. 

On-board currency
On board your ship, any accounts can be paid in cash in Euros or by credit or 
debit card.

Clothing
We recommend casual and comfortable clothing - for sightseeing and 
walking tours you’ll need comfortable shoes. For the winter months, you’ll 
need a warm coat, gloves and water-resistant footwear. Dinner is an informal 
affair; relaxed evening wear is perfect. On certain evenings such as the 
Welcome and Farewell Dinners, you might like to dress up.

Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi connection availability and speed will vary depending on where the 
ship is positioned and the number of users, Wi-Fi can be slow to use and 
there may be occasions when no signal is available.

Plug sockets and voltage
On-board electricity is 220v and a European plug adaptor will be needed to 
use electrical items. All rooms have a hair dryer.

For more information and a full list of our frequently 
asked questions visit emeraldcruises.com/faq

To book call 833.858.5796, visit emeraldcruises.com or contact your professional travel advisor 105
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Explore even more with our optional tours

       DiscoverMORE

If you’re looking to explore even 
more of the continent’s rich 
cultural tapestry, our extra-special 
DiscoverMORE excursions have  
been created specially to grant you 
rare insights that venture beyond the 
ordinary travel encounters.

Available at an additional cost, 
these optional tours compliment 
our extensive daily included tours 
as well as our EmeraldPLUS and 
EmeraldACTIVE programs. We’d 
advise you to book before you travel 
to ensure you secure your place on 
your chosen activities, just look out 
for the DiscoverMORE icon across 
our itineraries. 

Rhine, Main, Moselle & Danube Rivers
Austria

Dürnstein
Vineyards hike & tasting in Weissenkirchen  From $67 per person
Hike through the vineyards of this picturesque village and learn about its long 
wine-growing heritage. Enjoy tasting local wine, jam, chutney, chocolate and 
Mohnzelten, a local delicacy.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Local tastings
Please note: This tour happens at the same time as the EmeraldACTIVE hike to Dursntein Castle. 
Good fitness level required.

Melk
Visit to Schallaburg Castle  From $49 per person
See 1000 years of architecture and how three architectural styles exist beside 
each other, try longbow-archery and taste typical pear and apple ciders.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Castle entrance
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Vienna
Viennese evening concert  From $86 per person
Emerald Cruises invite you to a private concert exclusively for you to enjoy 
favorites such as the Blue Danube and the Radetzky March.
Includes: Coach transfer • Concert ticket • Glass of sparkling wine
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Visit to Schönbrunn Palace  From $67 per person
The former summer residence of the Habsburg Empire is considered one of the 
most beautiful Baroque palaces in Europe. Follow our local expert and hear the 
fascinating tales surrounding this UNESCO World Heritage-listed cultural icon. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Entrance
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Tastes of Vienna  From $63 per person
Renowned for its pastries, enjoy a tour of the Austrian capitol and learn more 
about Viennese culture and cuisine in the home of the waltz. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Tasting

Austria, Vienna continued
Excursion to Salzburg  From $82 per person
A full day tour to the birthplace of Mozart and the picturesque setting for 
the theatrical masterpiece The Sound of Music. Your guide will showcase the 
highlights of this unique city with all its Baroque architecture and Alpine charm.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide
Please note: This excursion happens at the same time as the included Passau walking tour and Cesky 
Krumlov excursion optional tour.

Belgium

Antwerp 
Rubens Museum and Cathedral tour From $50 per person
Enjoy a walking tour of Antwerp Old Town. Visit the cathedral to admire the 
artwork of Peter Paul Rubens, before heading to the Rubens House museum.  
Includes: Coach transfer • Entrance to the Cathedral • Entrance to Rubens house

Bulgaria

Rousse 
Paint & wine From $56 per person
Join an on board painting workshop with a local artist who will demonstrate 
basic techniques for painting on canvas. Enjoy a glass of wine as you let your 
inner Picasso run wild. 
Includes: Painting materials • Painting instructor, wine
Please note: This tour happens on board and at the same time as the DiscoverMORE Wine tasting. 
at Levanta

Wine-tasting at Leventa Complex  From $56 per person
The Leventa Complex is a fascinating winery. Enjoy canapés on arrival and 
taste three varieties of wine. Explore the grounds and learn about the history of 
Bulgarian wine. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Wine-tasting
Please note: This tour happens on board and at the same time as the DiscoverMORE Painting class. 

Vidin 
Traditional Bulgarian pastry making From $49 per person
Watch your host prepare a traditional Banitsa pastry, before trying to make 
your own. Enjoy a tasting - served with a bowl of the famous Lactobasilicus 
Bulgaricus yoghurt. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Pastry making lesson

Please note - All details and ‘from’ prices are correct at the time of going to print. DiscoverMORE 
excursions are subject to availability and may not take place if minimum attendees are not met. Emerald 
Cruises reserve the right to change or cancel DiscoverMORE excursions at any time. 

For more information on our DiscoverMORE excursions visit emeraldcruises.com/more106
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Czech Republic

Prague 
Tastes of Czechia  From €37 per person
Discover some of the city’s interesting hidden corners before arriving at a local 
restaurant. Meet your sommelier and enjoy a welcome drink of Czech sparkling 
wine, followed by a selection of red, white and rosé wines. All accompanied by
traditional charcuterie and cheeses.
Includes: Local guide • Wine tasting
Please note: This tour is only for passengers on the Prague (city) extension.

Českỳ Krumlov 
Excursion to Českỳ Krumlov   From $82 per person
Located in the South Bohemia region of the Czech Republic, Českỳ Krumlov is a 
UNESCO World Heritage-listed site, famous for its Old Town.  
Includes: Coach transfers • Local guide
Please note: This tour happens at the same time as the included Passau walking tour and Salzburg 
excursion optional tour.

Germany

Breisach
Excursion to Colmar  From $63 per person
Enjoy a walking tour of Colmar, during which you’ll discover Little Venice, and 
visit a local winery for a wine tasting.
Includes: Local guide • Coach transfer • Wine tasting 
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Freiburg tour with local tasting  From $88 per person
Enjoy a fascinating guided tour of the city. Sample some local delicacies during a 
visit to a local market, such as Black Forest bread and Black Forest ham. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Local produce tasting 
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Cologne
Visit to the Eau de Cologne museum  From $41 per person
Tour the Old Town before stepping into the world of Giovanni Maria Farina, the 
legendary Italian perfumer, to learn about the process of perfume-making. 
Includes: Local guide • Entrance to the Eau de Cologne museum
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Kehl 
Alsace wine route with tasting  From $100 per person
Travel through the beautiful wine-growing area of the Alsace to the pretty town 
of Mittelbergheim. Taste local wines before enjoying free time to explore this 
enchanting little town. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Wine tasting 
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Excursion to Riquewihr  From $75 per person
Enjoy an orientation tour of the small French town of Riquewihr, along the Alsace 
Wine Route. You’ll also have the opportunity to taste the wines of a local winery. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Wine tasting 
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Koblenz
Moselle Valley & Cochem Castle visit  From $72 per person
Take an insightful walking tour of the town including a visit to the magnificent 
Reichsburg Castle, boasting impressive views of the Moselle Valley.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Castle entrance
Please note: This tour happens at the same time as the included tour of Koblenz.

Mannheim
Evening concert at Bruchsal Palace  From $100 per person
Bruchsal Palace is a stunning Baroque Palace. In one of the most beautiful rooms 
in the palace known as Kammermusiksaa, guests will enjoy a one hour classical 
concert.
Includes: Coach transfer • Concert 
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Miltenberg
Vineyard visit & Franconian wine  From $85 per person
Visit a local vineyard and learn about the region’s winemaking heritage, before 
trying local varieties for yourself.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Local products tasting 
Please note: This tour conflicts with the included tour of Miltenberg.

Germany continued

Nuremberg 
Excursion to Nuremberg  From $59 per person
Discover the history and heritage of one of Bavaria’s most picturesque cities on a 
guided walking tour of Nuremberg Old Town.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Gingerbread cooking demonstration   From $56 per person
Learn the techniques of traditional gingerbread-making during a demonstration 
with a local chef, before tasting it for yourself.  
Includes: Coach transfer • Local chef • Tasting

World War II tour From $56 per person
This tour highlights many of the main events that took place in Nuremberg 
during Germany’s Nazi regime. Visit the Nazi Rally grounds and the famous 
Courtroom 600, where the Major War Criminals Trial and "Subsequent Trials" 
were held from 1945 to 1949.
Includes: Coach transfers • Local guide • Entrance
Please note: Tour happens at the same time as the Nuremberg tour. Must be pre-booked prior  
to departure.

Passau 
Bavaria Live  From $57 per person
Learn about the 800 year-old history of Passau beer and experience a traditional 
Bavarian tavern with entertainment. 
Includes: Local guide • Entertainment & beer
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Excursion to the Bavarian forest  From $76 per person
Walk among the treetops up to 25 meters above the forest floor. Experience 
nature from a 1,300 meter elevated pathway and a 44 meter tree tower. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Entrance to the Baumwipfelpfad  • Glass blowing 
demonstration
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Rastatt
Baden Baden Opera House  
behind the scenes  From $75 per person
Tour of the Festspielhaus, see backstage and enjoy a delightful  
short-performance while you sip a glass of bubbly.
Includes: Local guide • Coach transfer • Drink • Short performance 
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Regensburg
Visit to a local brewery   From $66 per person
Visit one of the many local breweries in Regensburg, to see where Germany’s 
much-loved beer is brewed. You’ll see how traditional brewery techniques have 
merged with latest industry technology before having the opportunity to taste 
various beers for yourself.
Includes: Beer tasting • Expert guide

Rüdesheim
Wine tasting at Schloss Johannisberg   From $104 per person
Schloss Johannisberg is steeped in history, cultivating exquisite wine for over 
1000 years. Enjoy a sparkling wine upon arrival before a guided tour through the 
palace grounds and impressive cellar. Sample three specially selected wines.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Wine tasting
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Würzburg 
Excursion to Rothenburg  From $57 per person
The best-preserved medieval town in Germany, walk the wall that encircles 
Rothenburg, climb to the top of the town hall tower and admire the beautiful 
Gothic, Renaissance, and Baroque houses and fountains.  
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Local sausage tasting
Please note: This DiscoverMORE operates at the same time as included excursion.

Please note - All details and ‘from’ prices are correct at the time of going to print. DiscoverMORE excursions are subject to availability and may not take place if minimum attendees are not met. Emerald Cruises 
reserve the right to change or cancel DiscoverMORE excursions at any time.
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Rhine, Main, Moselle & Danube Rivers continued
Hungary

Budapest 
Jewish Heritage tour  From $59 per person
Discover the city’s Jewish heritage on a guided tour with a local expert.  
You’ll learn about significant events from history which have shaped  
Budapest’s culture.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide
Please note: The Jewish heritage tour will be replaced by a tour of Szentendre on Friday & Saturday.
Please note: This excursion happens at the same time as the excursion to Szentendre.

Excursion to Szentendre  From $38 per person
Explore the pretty cobblestone streets, shops and cafés as you soak up the 
Mediterranean atmosphere that continues to inspire local artists. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Entrance to Micro Museum
Please note: This excursion happens at the same time as the DiscoverMORE Jewish Heritage tour. 

Netherlands

Amsterdam
Floriade Expo visit  From $114 per person
Held once every ten years, this international horticultural expo will be a living 
laboratory with exhibitions from cities and innovative businesses. Expect 
fascinating attractions, art and culture, and extravagant displays of trees, shrubs 
and flowers.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Entrance to Floriade Expo
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Haarlem Discovery visit  From $54 per person
This compact community provides a wonderful insight into quintessential 
Holland. Enjoy a guided tour of this hidden gem and indulge in a beer tasting.
Includes: Coach transfers • Local guide • Beer tasting
Please note: This tour happens at the same time as the DM Floriade Expo visit. Must be pre-booked 
prior to departure.

Rotterdam
Delft Pottery factory visit  From $59 per person
Learn about one of the most popular forms of earthenware in the Netherlands, 
Delft pottery, during a visit to a functioning factory. Hear about how the local 
people maintain this rich tradition, dating back to the 1500s.  
Includes: Coach transfers • Local guide • Entrance
Please note: This tour happens at the same time as Rotterdam guided tour. Must be pre-booked 
prior to departure.

Romania

Brasov
Prejmer & Harman UNESCO Heritage  
fortified churches  From $25 per person
Visit two of the most famous Saxon fortified churches. The Harman fortification 
dates back to the 13th century, and the Prejmer fortified church is a UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed site.
Includes: Coach transfer • Entrance fees

Sibiu & Clay Castle Valea Zanelor  From $45 per person
Visit Clay Castle and uncover its unusual architecture before heading to Sibiu, 
where Romanian, Saxon, Hungarian and Jewish flavors come together in a 
Transylvanian fusion. Enjoy a tasting of local products and drinks. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Castle entrance • Product tasting
Please note: Tour coincides with Sighisoara & Viscri Village tour. Must be pre-booked prior  
to departure.

Sighisoara & Viscri Village  From  $63 per person
Discover Sighisoara, a UNESCO World Heritage-listed site. Walk through the hilly 
streets of this perfectly intact 16th century gem before visiting Viscri Village and 
enjoying a delicious lunch with locals.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Church entrance • Lunch
Please note: Tour coincides with Sibiu & Clay Castle Valea Zanelor tour. Must be pre-booked prior  
to departure.

Please note - All details and ‘from’ prices are correct at the time of going to print. DiscoverMORE excursions are subject to availability and may not take place if minimum attendees are not met. Emerald Cruises 
reserve the right to change or cancel DiscoverMORE excursions at any time.

Turkey

Istanbul
Topkapi Palace & Harem section  From $77 per person
Visit Topkapi Palace, built as the center of administration of the Ottoman Empire 
when Ottoman Turks conquered the city in 1453 AD. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Entrance fee
Please note: This tour coincides with the Whirling Dervishes Ceremony. Must be pre-booked prior 
to departure.

Whirling Dervishes Ceremony   From $77 per person
Attend a Whirling Dervishes Ceremony at Hocapasha Cultural Center. Founded 
in the 13th century, the order of Whirling Dervishes introduced cohesion and 
understanding of various faiths. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Entrance fee
Please note: This tour coincides with the Istan tour. Must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Turkish Bath at Roxelana   From $177 per person
Enjoy the Turkish Bath tradition at the Baths of Roxelana, established in 1556. The 
interior of this unique property reflects Ottoman style, with silk fabrics covering 
its handmade furniture. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Entrance fee
Please note: This tour coincides with the Street food tour. Must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Street food tour  From $71 per person
Explore the streets of Istanbul and savor delicious street food as your 
knowledgeable local guide explains the area’s history, and points out landmarks 
and famous buildings. 
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Street food tasting
Please note: This tour coincides with Turkish Bath at Roxelana. Must be pre-booked prior  
to departure.

Serbia

Belgrade
National Opera Theater tour  From $38 per person
The home of opera, ballet and drama, tour the backstage area, the dressing 
room, make up rooms and costumes areas. Stand on the stage as the 
professionals do, and enjoy a concert at the end, performed by two singers in the 
Museum Area.
Includes: Coach transfer • Tour guide • Entrance • Glass of sparkling wine

Slovakia

Bratislava
Skoda tour of post-communist Bratislava  From $105 per person
A truly insightful tour of Bratislava in a Skoda car, with authentic local 
communist-era refreshments. 
Includes: Local guide • Entrance
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure. 3 passengers per car.

Switzerland

Lucerne
Train & cable car ride to Mt. Rigi & Weggis  From $66 per person
Enjoy an unguided visit to Mount Rigi, one of the most iconic mountains in 
central Switzerland. Take a train to the top and a cable car back down the 
mountain.
Includes: Train to the top + cable car 
Please note: This tour can only operate on the Lucerne/Zurich (city extension) + cruise.

Topkapi Palace, Istanbul

Prejmer Fortified Church, Brasov County, Transylvania

DiscoverMORE



With limited places available, secure your place 
on your chosen DiscoverMORE activities  
before you travel. 

Please note - All details and ‘from’ prices are correct at the time of going to print. DiscoverMORE excursions are subject to availability and may not take place if minimum attendees are not met. Emerald Cruises 
reserve the right to change or cancel DiscoverMORE excursions at any time.

For more information on our DiscoverMORE 
activities visit emeraldcruises.com/more

Régua 
Visit to Mateus Manor House  From $36 per person
Built in the 18th century, Mateus Manor House is one of the finest representations 
of Baroque architecture in Portugal. Consisting of the main house, the gardens, 
a winery and a chapel, you may recognize these wonderful dwellings from the 
label of Portugal’s famous rosé wine.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Entrance to palace
Please note: This tour happens at the same time as the included visit to Lamego and Sanctuary.

Lyon 
Excursion to Pérouges  From $50 per person
Overlooking the Ain River Valley, this medieval walled town thrives on its wine 
and weaving industries. Explore from the upper gate to the 15th century church, 
passing the 33-meter-deep well and the Maison du Sergent de Justice. 
Includes: Coach transfers • Local guide

Rhône & Saône Rivers
France

Arles
Excursion to Camargue  From $88 per person
Tour the estate and learn of Le Mas de Peint and the 500 hectare estate’s 
agricultural and cattle breeding history. Enjoy home-made cake and coffee.
Includes: Coach transfer • Guide • Tractor-drawn wagon ride

Avignon
Guided tour of the Pont du Gard  From $48 per person
The UNESCO World Heritage-listed aqueduct is technically and architecturally 
impressive. Marvel at the three-level, 48-meter-high Roman structure, which 
served as an aqueduct until the 6th century, transporting 20,000m3 of water  
a day.
Includes: Coach transfers • Guide • Entrance to Pont du Gard site & museum
Please note: This tour must be pre-booked prior to departure.

Classical concert  From $84 per person
Enjoy a wonderful evening classical concert within the halls of one of the 
Provençal city’s churches, just a short stroll from your Star-Ship. 
Includes: Concert entry

Nice 
Visit to Saint Paul de Vence  From $72 per person
Embark on a guided tour of this medieval town, including the Colombe d’Or 
hotel and restaurant, the houses of James Baldwin and Marc Chagall, as well  
as the 13th century Collegiate church. Afterwards, admire the views of the  
Côte d’Azur. 
Includes: Coach transfers • Local guide

Paris 
Tastes of Paris  From $47 per person
Discover one of the most authentic medieval districts of Paris, Le Marais. Pass 
by the royal square, churches and private mansions. Wander through streets full 
of designer boutiques and delicious street food, before a cheese and cold cuts 
tasting in a typical Parisian café.
Includes: Local guide • Product tasting 
Please note: This tour is only available during a Paris city extension, Journey Code EWCR.

Retro car tour of Paris  From $117 per person
Today, embark on an adventure by sidecar from your hotel through Paris, where 
you will experience some of the main sites of the City of Lights.
Includes: Side car ride • Local guide 

Viviers
Fishing class on the Rhône   From $72 per person
On the banks of the Rhône river, guests will have the opportunity to experience a 
static fishing lesson with a qualified fishing instructor. Learn all you need to know, 
and put your skills to the test in the most picturesque of settings. 
Includes: Fishing class with qualified instructor • Equipment hire 

Douro River
Portugal

Lisbon 
Excursion to Sintra  From $54 per person
Just north of Lisbon, enjoy a guided tour of Sintra, a UNESCO World Heritage-
listed site which dates back to Moorish times, including a tour of Sintra Palace.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Sintra Palace entrance 
Please note: This tour can only be done by passengers on the Lisbon (city extension) + cruise. 

Pocinho 
Archeological tour by 4x4 at the Coa Museum  From $49 per person
Canada do Inferno is located on the left bank of the Côa, in the municipality and 
parish of Vila Nova de Foz Côa. The tour begins at the Côa Museum. Board your 
jeep and drive to the area where the abandoned Côa dam was being built, and 
onwards through a landscape marked by the construction work that determined 
the recent history of the Côa rock art. The final part of the tour is on foot.
Includes: Coach transfer • Guide • 4x4 tour
Please note: This tour happens at the same time as included tours.

Porto 
Taylor's Port wine tasting  From $49 per person
Taylor’s is one of the oldest of the founding Port houses and is dedicated entirely 
to the production of Port wine. Tour the wine cellars with your guide and taste 
three delicious premium Ports.
Includes: Coach transfer • Guide • Tasting 
Please note: This tour happens at the same time as Visit to Quinta da Aveleda.    

Visit to Quinta da Aveleda  From $49 per person
Explore the fairytale-like property of Quinta Aveleda, a renowned sparkling wine 
producer set on an estate boasting incredible gardens. A highlight of this tour 
are the enchanting gardens.
Includes: Coach transfer • Guide • Tasting 
Please note: This tour happens at the same time as Taylor's Port wine tasting.   

Taylor's Port wine tasting, Porto, PortugalSaint Paul de Vence, Nice, France

DiscoverMORE
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Owner's One-Bedroom Suite
CAT SA

Our Owner’s One-Bedroom Suites boast their very own 
bedroom which closes off from the rest of the suite. A 
separate lounge area and outdoor balcony, complete with 
open-air system, allows you to enjoy the views of your 
surroundings whatever the weather. 

These suites also include a selection of special features 
including a spacious bathroom, walk-in wardrobe and 
Nespresso™ machine. Your complimentary mini-bar is 
restocked daily and, so you can keep up-to-date with 
the latest news, you’ll have an iPad to use throughout 
your cruise. In order to offer you a more intimate dining 
experience, you can also order a continental breakfast,  
pre-dinner canapés and after-dinner sweet treats to enjoy in 
the privacy of your suite.

Your Owner's  
One-Bedroom Suite^

	n Between 285ft2 (26.5m2) and 315ft2 (29.3m2)
	n Outdoor private balcony with open-air system
	n Separate bedroom and lounge area
	n Queen-size or twin hotel-style beds
	n Pillow menu
	n En-suite bathroom with shower, indulgent 

toiletries, hair dryer, on-board complimentary 
bathrobes and slippers

	n Walk-in wardrobe
	n Complimentary in-suite mini- bar, restocked daily 

with wine, beer and soft drinks
	n Complimentary Nespresso™ machine
	n Continental breakfast, pre-dinner canapés and 

after-dinner sweet treats served in your suite
	n Four items of laundry per day
	n Invite to dinner at the Captain’s Table
	n Complimentary water, restocked daily
	n Complimentary Wi-Fi
	n Use of an iPad
	n Flat screen TV and infotainment system
	n Individual climate control
	n Personal safe
	n Umbrella
	n Telephone
	n Walking sticks

^On board Emerald Radiance, the layout of each Owner’s One-Bedroom Suite 
differs, visit emeraldcruises.com/star-ships

Star-Ship cabin plans
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Emerald Riverview Suite
CAT RA

Guests sailing Portugal’s Douro on board Emerald Radiance 
will have the opportunity to book our Riverview Suite. 
Thoughtfully located at the back of the Star-Ship,  
floor-to-ceiling windows and our innovative indoor balcony 
system offers endless views of the magnificent locations 
that line the riverbanks, at any time of day. 

At 300ft² (27.9m²), the size and layout of this wonderful 
suite is unique to the ship and features most of the fantastic 
inclusions you’d expect from the Owner’s  
One-Bedroom Suite. Enjoy hotel-style beds, a pillow menu, a 
Nespresso™ machine and a complimentary in-suite  
mini-bar. 

Your Riverview Suite
	n 300ft2 (27.9m2)
	n Private balcony with open-air system
	n Separate bedroom and lounge area
	n Queen-size or twin hotel-style beds
	n Pillow menu
	n En-suite bathroom with shower, indulgent 

toiletries, hair dryer, on board complimentary 
bathrobes and slippers

	n Walk-in wardrobe
	n Complimentary in-suite mini-bar, restocked daily 

with wine, beer and soft drinks
	n Complimentary Nespresso™ machine
	n Continental breakfast, pre-dinner canapés and 

after-dinner sweet treats served in your suite
	n Four items of laundry per day
	n Invite to dinner at the Captain’s Table
	n Complimentary water, restocked daily
	n Complimentary Wi-Fi
	n Use of an iPad
	n Flat screen TV and infotainment system
	n Individual climate control
	n Personal safe
	n Umbrella
	n Telephone
	n Walking sticks

Important Information: The cabin and deck plans, sizes and photographs are an 
indication only and are subject to variation.

To book call 833.858.5796, visit emeraldcruises.com or contact your professional travel advisor 111
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Emerald Grand Balcony Suite
CAT S

Each of our Grand Balcony Suites features a number of 
fantastic inclusions, such as an in-suite Nespresso™ machine 
for that added home comfort, so that you can relax with a 
hot beverage at any time, day or night. You’ll also have the 
option to order a delicious continental breakfast to enjoy 
on the balcony. And, for the perfect start and finish to your 
evening meal, you can enjoy pre-dinner canapés and after-
dinner sweet treats courtesy of your exclusive room service, 
which is included in the price of your suite.

Your Grand Balcony Suite
	n Between 207ft2 (19.3m2) and 210ft2 (19.5m2)
	n Outdoor private balcony with open-air system
	n Queen-size or twin hotel-style beds
	n Pillow menu
	n En-suite bathroom with shower, indulgent 

toiletries, hair dryer, on-board complimentary 
bathrobes and slippers

	n Mini-bar
	n Complimentary Nespresso™ machine
	n Continental breakfast, pre-dinner canapés and 

after-dinner sweet treats served in your suite
	n Two items of laundry per day
	n Complimentary water, restocked daily
	n Complimentary Wi-Fi
	n Flat screen TV and infotainment system
	n Individual climate control
	n Personal safe
	n Umbrella
	n Telephone
	n Walking sticks

Please note: Cabin 316 on the Rhine, Main, Danube and Moselle and cabin 308 on 
the Rhône and Saône have a slightly varied cabin layout.

STAR-SHIP CABIN PLANS
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Emerald Panorama  
Balcony Suite

CAT P  CAT A  CAT R  CAT B  CAT C

These spectacular suites showcase our revolutionary indoor 
balcony design. With the touch of a button, 
the upper part of the suite’s floor-to-ceiling window drops 
down to unveil uninterrupted views of the  
stunning scenery.

You’ll also find a mini-fridge, complimentary Wi-Fi, a 
flat-screen TV and infotainment system, a safe for your 
valuables and plenty of storage.

Your Emerald Panorama  
Balcony Suite
	n Between 160ft2 (14.9m2) and 180ft2 (16.7m2)
	n Indoor balcony with open-air system
	n Queen-size or twin hotel-style beds
	n En-suite bathroom with shower, indulgent 

toiletries, hair dryer, on-board complimentary 
bathrobes and slippers

	n Mini-bar
	n Complimentary water, restocked daily
	n Complimentary Wi-Fi
	n Flat screen TV and infotainment system
	n Individual climate control
	n Personal safe
	n Umbrella
	n Telephone
	n Walking sticks

Important Information: The cabin and deck plans, sizes and photographs are an 
indication only and are subject to variation.

STAR-SHIP CABIN PLANS
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Emerald Stateroom
CAT D  CAT E  CAT F  

Bigger than the average standard staterooms on European 
rivers, an Emerald Stateroom provides excellent value for 
money.

Emerald Single Stateroom
CAT ES

Our Star-Ships on the Danube, Moselle, Rhine & Rhone 
offer two Emerald Single Staterooms featuring a picture 
window and a wealth of quality facilities.

Your Emerald Single Stateroom
	n Between 105ft2 (9.8m2) and 117ft2 (10.9m2)
	n Picture window
	n Deluxe single bed
	n En-suite Bathroom with shower, indulgent 

toiletries, hair dryer, on-board complimentary 
bathrobes and slippers

	n Mini-bar
	n Complimentary water, restocked daily
	n Complimentary Wi-Fi
	n Flat screen TV and infotainment system
	n Individual climate control
	n Personal safe
	n Umbrella
	n Telephone
	n Walking sticks

Your Emerald Stateroom
	n Between 153ft2 (14.3m2) and 170ft2 (15.8m2)
	n Picture window
	n Queen-size or twin hotel-style beds
	n En-suite bathroom with shower, indulgent 

toiletries, hair dryer, on-board complimentary 
bathrobes and slippers

	n Mini-bar
	n Complimentary water, restocked daily
	n Complimentary Wi-Fi
	n Flat screen TV and infotainment system
	n Individual climate control
	n Personal safe
	n Umbrella
	n Telephone
	n Walking sticks
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Owner’s One-Bedroom Suite
315ft2 (29.3m2) 

CAT SA

Grand Balcony Suite
210ft2 (19.5m2) 

CAT S

Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite
180ft2 (16.7m2) 

CAT A  CAT B  CAT C  

Emerald Stateroom
162ft2 (15m2) 

CAT D  CAT E  

Emerald Single Stateroom
117ft2 (10.9m2) 

CAT ES

Cabin Categories

Horizon Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT SA Owner's One-Bedroom Suite 315ft2 (29.3m2)

CAT S Grand Balcony Suite* 210ft2 (19.5m2)

CAT A Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 180ft2 (16.7m2)

Vista Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT B Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 180ft2 (16.7m2)

CAT C Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 180ft2 (16.7m2)

Riviera Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT D Emerald Stateroom 162ft2 (15m2)

CAT E Emerald Stateroom 162ft2 (15m2)

CAT ES Emerald Single Stateroom 117ft2 (10.9m2)

1 Sun Deck with Deck Chairs^ 9 The Terrace
2 Navigation Bridge 10 Horizon Bar & Lounge
3 Sky Barbecue 11 Lift
4 Golf Putting Green 12 Reception
5 Games Area 13 Wellness Area
6 Retractable Glass Roof 14 Fitness Area
7 Walking Track 15 Reflections Restaurant
8 Daytime Pool & Bar/Evening Cinema 16 Hairdresser

Bathroom
Entry

Bedroom

Balcony

Lounge

Danube, Rhine, Main & Moselle deck plans

Important Information: On Emerald Sky and Emerald Star, cabin 202 has modified entry, bathroom configuration with personal assistance fittings and has no decked area 
with table and chairs. The cabin and deck plans, sizes and photographs are an indication only and are subject to variation. 
^ Due to safety, the Sun Deck will be closed when traveling under low bridges.
* Cabin 316 has a slightly varied layout.

Emerald Sky & Emerald Star
  Built: 2014    Length: 443ft (135m)  	 Guests: 180  	 Cabins: 91    Crew Members: 51

STAR-SHIP DECK PLANS
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Owner’s One-Bedroom Suite
315ft2 (29.3m2) 

CAT SA

Grand Balcony Suite
210ft2 (19.5m2) 

CAT S

Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite
180ft2 (16.7m2) 

CAT A  CAT B  CAT C  

Emerald Stateroom
162ft2 (15m2) 

CAT D  CAT E  

Emerald Single Stateroom
117ft2 (10.9m2) 

CAT ES

Cabin Categories

Horizon Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT SA Owner's One-Bedroom Suite 315ft2 (29.3m2)

CAT S Grand Balcony Suite* 210ft2 (19.5m2)

CAT A Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 180ft2 (16.7m2)

Vista Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT B Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 180ft2 (16.7m2)

CAT C Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 180ft2 (16.7m2)

Riviera Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT D Emerald Stateroom 162ft2 (15m2)

CAT E Emerald Stateroom 162ft2 (15m2)

CAT ES Emerald Single Stateroom 117ft2 (10.9m2)

1 Sun Deck with Deck Chairs^ 9 The Terrace
2 Navigation Bridge 10 Horizon Bar & Lounge
3 Sky Barbecue 11 Lift
4 Golf Putting Green 12 Reception
5 Games Area 13 Wellness Area
6 Retractable Glass Roof 14 Fitness Area
7 Walking Track 15 Reflections Restaurant
8 Daytime Pool & Bar/Evening Cinema 16 Hairdresser

Bathroom
Entry

Bedroom

Balcony

Lounge

Danube, Rhine, Main & Moselle deck plans

Important Information: The cabin and deck plans, sizes and photographs are an indication only and are subject to variation. 
^ Due to safety, the Sun Deck will be closed when traveling under low bridges.
* Cabin 316 has a slightly varied layout.

Emerald Dawn, Emerald Sun & Emerald Luna
  Built: 2015 & 2020    Length: 443ft (135m)  	 Guests: 180  	 Cabins: 91    Crew Members: 51

STAR-SHIP DECK PLANS
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Owner’s One-Bedroom Suite
315ft2 (29.3m2) 

CAT SA

Grand Balcony Suite
210ft2 (19.5m2) 

CAT S

Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite
180ft2 (16.7m2) 

CAT A  CAT B  CAT C  

Emerald Stateroom
162ft2 (15m2) 

CAT D  CAT E  

Emerald Single Stateroom
117ft2 (10.9m2) 

CAT ES

Cabin Categories

Horizon Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT SA Owner's One-Bedroom Suite 315ft2 (29.3m2)

CAT S Grand Balcony Suite* 210ft2 (19.5m2)

CAT A Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 180ft2 (16.7m2)

Vista Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT B Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 180ft2 (16.7m2)

CAT C Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 180ft2 (16.7m2)

Riviera Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT D Emerald Stateroom 162ft2 (15m2)

CAT E Emerald Stateroom 162ft2 (15m2)

CAT ES Emerald Single Stateroom 117ft2 (10.9m2)

1 Sun Deck with Deck Chairs^ 9 The Terrace
2 Navigation Bridge 10 Horizon Bar & Lounge
3 Sky Barbecue 11 Lift
4 Golf Putting Green 12 Reception
5 Games Area 13 Wellness Area
6 Retractable Glass Roof 14 Fitness Area
7 Walking Track 15 Reflections Restaurant
8 Daytime Pool & Bar/Evening Cinema 16 Hairdresser

Bathroom
Entry

Bedroom

Balcony

Lounge

Danube, Rhine, Main & Moselle deck plans

Important Information: The cabin and deck plans, sizes and photographs are an indication only and are subject to variation. 
^ Due to safety, the Sun Deck will be closed when traveling under low bridges.
* Cabin 316 has a slightly varied layout.

Emerald Destiny
  Built: 2017  	 Length: 443ft (135m)    Guests: 180    Cabins: 91    Crew Members: 51

STAR-SHIP DECK PLANS
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Owner’s One-Bedroom Suite
315ft2 (29.3m2) 

CAT SA

Grand Balcony Suite
207ft2 (19.3m2) 

CAT S

Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite
170ft2 (15.8m2) 

CAT A  CAT B  CAT C  

Emerald Stateroom
170ft2 (15.8m2) 
CAT D  CAT E  

Emerald Single Stateroom
105ft2 (10.9m2) 

CAT ES

Cabin Categories

Horizon Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT SA Owner's One-Bedroom Suite 315ft2 (29.3m2)

CAT S Grand Balcony Suite* 207ft2 (19.3m2)

CAT A Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 170ft2 (15.8m2)

Vista Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT B Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 170ft2 (15.8m2)

CAT C Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 170ft2 (15.8m2)

Riviera Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT D Emerald Stateroom 170ft2 (15.8m2)

CAT E Emerald Stateroom 170ft2 (15.8m2)

CAT ES Emerald Single Stateroom 105ft2 (9.8m2)

1 Sun Deck with Deck Chairs^ 9 The Terrace
2 Navigation Bridge 10 Horizon Bar & Lounge
3 Sky Barbecue 11 Lift
4 Golf Putting Green 12 Reception
5 Games Area 13 Wellness Area
6 Retractable Glass Roof 14 Fitness Area
7 Walking Track 15 Reflections Restaurant
8 Daytime Pool & Bar/Evening Cinema 16 Hairdresser

Rhône & Saône deck plans

Important Information: The cabin and deck plans, sizes and photographs are an indication only and are subject to variation. 
^ Due to safety, the Sun Deck will be closed when traveling under low bridges. 
* Cabin 308 has a slightly varied layout.

Emerald Liberté
  Built: 2017  	 Length: 361ft (110m)    Guests: 132    Cabins: 67  	 Crew Members: 53

STAR-SHIP DECK PLANS
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Emerald Riverview Suite
300ft2 (27.9m2) 

CAT RA

Owner’s One-Bedroom Suite
285ft2 (26.5m2) 

CAT SA

Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite
188ft2 (17.5m2) - 160ft2 (14.9m2) 

CAT P  CAT A  CAT R  CAT B  CAT C   

Emerald Stateroom
153ft2 (14.3m2) - 170ft2 (15.8m2)

CAT D  CAT E  CAT F

Cabin Categories

Horizon Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT RA Emerald Riverview Suite 300ft2 (27.9m2)

CAT SA Owner's One-Bedroom Suite 285ft2 (26.5m2)

CAT P Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 170ft2 (15.8m2)

CAT A Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 160ft2 (14.9m2)

Vista Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT R Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 188ft2 (17.5m2)

CAT B Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 160ft2 (14.9m2)

CAT C Emerald Panorama Balcony Suite 160ft2 (14.9m2)

Riviera Deck Size ft2 (m2)

CAT D Emerald Stateroom 170ft2 (15.8m2)

CAT E Emerald Stateroom 160ft2 (14.9m2)

CAT F Emerald Stateroom 153ft2 (14.3m2)

1 Sun Deck with Deck Chairs^ 7 Horizon Bar & Lounge
2 Navigation Bridge 8 Lift
3 Sky Barbecue 9 Reception
4 Walking Track 10 Wellness Area/Hairdresser
5 Spa-style Serenity Pool 11 Fitness Area
6 The Terrace 12 Reflections Restaurant
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Douro deck plans

Important Information: The cabin and deck plans, sizes and photographs are an indication only and are subject to variation. 
^ Due to safety, the Sun Deck will be closed when traveling under low bridges.

Emerald Radiance
  Built: 2017    Length: 292ft (89m)    Guests: 112    Cabins: 56    Crew Members: 37

STAR-SHIP DECK PLANS

To book call 833.858.5796, visit emeraldcruises.com or contact your professional travel advisor 119
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EMERALD CRUISES IS A BRAND OWNED AND 
OPERATED BY SCENIC TOURS (USA), INC. ANY 
REFERENCE HEREIN TO ‘EMERALD’ REFERS TO SCENIC 
TOURS (USA), INC. BY BOOKING A TOUR, CRUISE OR 
OTHER VACATION PACKAGE WITH EMERALD AND 
PAYING THE BOOKING DEPOSIT, YOU ARE AGREEING 
TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, WHICH CREATES 
A BINDING CONTRACT  BETWEEN EMERALD AND 
YOU, THE CUSTOMER. PLEASE READ THIS CONTRACT 
CAREFULLY, AS IT CONTAINS IMPORTANT TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, 
PENALTIES FOR CANCELLATION AND SPECIFIC 
LIMITATIONS ON OUR LIABILITY.

1. General. Emerald operates tours within the United 
States and serves as a booking agent for tours operated 
by third-party service providers (“Providers”) in other 
countries. Emerald reserves the right to provide the tour 
or any portion thereof either directly through its own 
operations and personnel or through third party service 
providers. You hereby acknowledge and agree that where 
any tour or part of the tour, accommodations, flights or 
any other goods or services are provided by a third party 
(collectively, “Third Party Services”) and not directly by 
Emerald Cruises, Emerald is not liable for any dispute 
or claim with respect to or arising from any Third Party 
Services including, without limitation, any losses, damages, 
breach of contract, negligence or other claims or damages 
arising from the acts or omissions of the Providers thereof 
and, therefore, you are required to pursue any such claims 
solely against the relevant Provider.

2. Important Travel Information. You acknowledge and 
agree that there are general risks associated with traveling, 
which are beyond Emerald’s control and, as such, Emerald 
is not liable for any loss, cost or damage you may incur 
as a result thereof. Such general risks include, but are not 
limited to, tour variations or interruptions caused by road, 
river or weather conditions; national or local holidays 
affecting the closure of public buildings and attractions; 
strikes, civil disturbances and advices by governments, 
and other Force Majeure Events (as defined below); 
hazards associated with traveling in undeveloped areas; 
travel by boat, train, automobile, aircraft and other means 
of transportation; high water levels; low water levels; 
flooding; lock closures; unscheduled vessel or vehicle 
maintenance or for any other circumstances beyond 
Emerald’s control; forces of nature; illness; flight schedule 
changes or cancellations; loss of luggage; epidemics or 
pandemics; political unrest; accidents; acts of terrorism 
or other criminal acts; and any changes to government 
visa or travel requirements. Furthermore, it is your sole 
responsibility to make your own inquiries regarding your 
trip, including any relevant government travel safety 
warnings.

3. Travel Insurance. You are urged to arrange 
comprehensive travel insurance to cover any unforeseen 
circumstances that may occur during the tour. Emerald 
is not liable in any regard for your failure to adequately 
insure yourself, and you agree to indemnify and hold 
Emerald harmless for any expenses or delays incurred 
as a result of your failure to adequately insure yourself. 
For your convenience, Emerald offers its clients the 
opportunity to purchase travel protection through 
TripMate, Inc. We act as a broker. Once purchased, the 
Travel Protection Plan premium is non-refundable.

4. Tour Price. The ‘Tour Price’ is the total amount 
listed on your itinerary. All Tour Prices are quoted in U.S. 
Dollars. Emerald reserves the right to vary Tour Prices 
at any time, in its absolute discretion, to account for any 
increase in costs, including but not limited to airfares, 
fuel, government taxes and charges, exchange rate 
fluctuations or other tour related costs or tariffs. If Emerald 
has received the full amount of the Tour Price from you, 
there will be no increases to your Tour price, regardless 
of any increases in the tour costs inside or outside of our 
control. If you have not paid the full amount of the Tour 

Price, and we must vary your Tour Price due to an increase 
in tour costs outside of Emerald’s control, any increase 
Emerald applies to the Tour Price will be only to the extent 
required to meet such additional costs. Emerald reserves 
the right not to honor any published prices that Emerald 
determines were erroneous due to printing, electronic or 
clerical error.

5. Items Included in Your Tour Price. Subject to the 
conditions and limitations set forth herein, the following 
items are included in the Tour Price provided that they are 
expressly listed on your itinerary:

Intercity Travel. By motorcoach (bus) or by cruise (boat).

Air Travel. Although designated air travel may or may not 
be included, you are responsible for timely arrival at the 
gateway for your tour. Failure to arrive at the gateway in a 
timely fashion may result in cancellation of your tour and 
loss of the Tour Price. Internal flights may be included if 
listed on your itinerary.

Tour Director. All tours are conducted in English by a 
professional cruise or tour director.

Accommodations. Tour Prices are per person, based 
on two persons sharing a room with a private bath or 
shower. Single accommodations are available on some, 
but not all, tours for a single supplement rate, payable at 
the time of booking. If at any time during the tour you 
consider your rooming partner to be unsuitable, Emerald 
will attempt to arrange single accommodation for you for 
the remainder of the tour, subject to availability. Details 
of price and availability of single accommodation can be 
obtained at the time of booking. Floorplans and deckplans 
are indicative only and are not drawn to scale. Pictures 
of hotel rooms or cabins may not represent the actual 
accommodation provided during the tour. Special room 
requests (smoking/non-smoking, adjacent, connecting or 
lower- floor rooms, as examples) must be made at time of 
booking. Special hotel room requests are not guaranteed 
and are based on a first come first served basis and are 
subject to availability at time of check-in. Emerald reserves 
the right to substitute hotel accommodations of a similar 
standard in place of any advertised hotel. Emerald is not 
responsible for the size or quality of the hotel rooms 
provided. Tour Prices are based upon the cabin categories 
listed on the itinerary. Upgrades are subject to availability 
and require payment of additional fees. Emerald 
cannot guarantee the availability of pre- and post-tour 
accommodations.

Airport Transfers. Airport transfers are available only on 
the first and last day of your tour and at times designated 
by Emerald. Transfers outside these times will be at your 
expense and must be secured by your own arrangements.  
Passengers who have purchased hotel accommodation 
and airfare from Emerald prior to tour or after tour will 
be provided with airport transfers to or from their hotel. 
If your airline booking is not made by Emerald, you must 
ensure your flight details are provided to Emerald. No 
refund will be given for any unused transfers. Transfers 
cannot be routed to other pick-up points or destinations. 
In the event of a missed transfer, you will be responsible 
for making substitute travel arrangements, at your own 
expense. All transfers must be booked and Emerald must 
be advised of all flights no less than 60 days prior to 
travel. Airport and ship transfers may be group transfers 
scheduled to coincide with multiple flight arrival times.

Meals. Only those meals identified on the itinerary are 
included. You must advise Emerald in writing of any and 
all special dietary needs at the time of booking. Emerald 
will make reasonable efforts to accommodate your dietary 
requests, but cannot guarantee that any requests can  
be met.

Beverages. If your itinerary includes booking on an 
Emerald ‘Star-Ship,’ all standard beverages are included 
in the tour price during lunch and dinner while you are 
on board. This includes beer, wine and soft drinks. It also 

includes daily replenishment of specific designated cabin 
minibars. Selected items, such as spirits, and French 
champagne, are not included and will be subject to an 
additional charge. Otherwise, beverages will only be 
included when listed on the itinerary.

Sightseeing. The entrance fees for sightseeing, excursions 
and other places of interest that are listed on your itinerary 
are included.

 ‘Discover More’ - Optional tours. Additional activities 
undertaken by you such as sightseeing tours purchased 
by you in addition or instead of those activities outlined 
in this brochure are not included in your Tour Price and 
incur an additional cost. Additional activities are subject 
to availability, seasonal and operational factors. Some 
activities require a minimum and maximum number of 
participants to operate.

Gratuities/Tips. Gratuities and gratuities are included on 
tours and river cruises operated by Emerald and that are 
listed on your itinerary. All other gratuities and gratuities 
are the customer’s responsibility.

Sales Taxes. Sales taxes assessed by US authorities as 
identified on your itinerary are included in the Tour Price. 
Unused Services. No refunds are available with respect of 
any unused services or amenities made available to you.

6. Items Not Included in Your Tour Price. The only items 
included in your Tour Price are those identified above 
and expressly identified on your itinerary.  Therefore, 
the following items, without limitation, are not included 
in the Tour Price: (a) airfare not  specifically  included in 
your itinerary; (b) airline and other taxes or government 
charges other than the state sales taxes listed above; (c) 
gratuities and shore excursions on ocean cruises unless 
otherwise stated in the itinerary; (d) fees associated 
with any optional activities including entrance fees: (e) 
fees associated with any accommodation upgrades (if 
available); (f) meals not specifically included in your 
itinerary; (g) beverages (other than included beverages 
on Emerald Star-Ships.); (h) fees for laundry; (i) passport 
or visa fees; (j) vaccinations or other medical se1Vices 
or requirements; and (k) any items of a personal nature. 
Please note that changes to flight schedules may require 
additional overnight accommodation at your own 
expense. Any modified travel arrangements required due 
to illness or personal reasons are at your own expense.

7. Booking/Payment. 
Booking Deposit. You must pay the deposit listed on the 
itinerary (the “Deposit”) within 3 days of booking your 
travel. Your Booking will be automatically canceled if your 
Deposit is not received by Emerald on or before the due 
date. Deposits are non-refundable and non-transferable, 
except as otherwise expressly stated herein.

Final Payment. The balance of the Tour Price must be 
paid no later than 90 days prior to the tour departure 
date. Failure to pay the balance within 90 days of the tour 
departure date will result in cancellation of your trip and 
loss of the Deposit.

Bookings Within 90 Days. If you place a booking with 
Emerald within 90 days or less of your chosen departure 
date, full payment of the Tour Price is required before we 
can request and confirm your booking. If the tour is not 
able to be fully confirmed, then we will refund all funds 
paid to us, and Emerald will have no further obligations or 
liability to you in respect of your booking.

Late Booking Fee. A late booking fee of $50.00 per 
booking is payable on all bookings made within 21 days of 
tour departure.

Variation Fee. An administration fee of $50.00 is payable 
for each variation to your booking (except variation to the 
tour departure date, which will attract cancellation fees, 
as set out below). Emerald may choose to accept or reject 
your request for variation in its sole discretion.

Booking conditions
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Payments to Travel Agents. In the event you booked your 
tour through a travel agent, your travel agent may forward 
your deposit or final payment to Emerald on your behalf. 
Emerald is not responsible for any payments made to 
travel agents and, therefore, a payment to your travel 
agent will not be deemed a payment to Emerald unless 
and until such payment is received by Emerald and the 
funds fully clear.

8. Cancellation by Traveler.

Cancellation Notice. Cancellation notices must be issued 
to Emerald in writing during its regular office hours. 
Any changes to your tour departure date or name or 
passenger changes will be deemed a cancellation and the 
applicable cancellation fees will apply.

Cancellation Fees. ln the event of cancellation, you will 
be liable to pay Emerald cancellation fees calculated in 
accordance with the following table. Please note that in 
the event of cancellation you may also be obligated to 
pay cancellation fees to third parties including, without 
limitation, airlines.

CANCELLATIONS FOR EMERALD CRUISES SHIPS:

NO. OF DAYS’ NOTICE PRIOR TO TOUR COMMENCEMENT - 
CANCELLATION CHARGE  
(per person)

90 days and greater Loss of Tour Deposit  
89-60 days 35% of Tour Price 
59-30 days 50% of Tour Price 
Less than 30 days 100% of Tour Price

Loss of Tour Deposit  
35% of Tour Price 
50% of Tour Price 
100% of Tour Price

CANCELLATIONS FOR THIRD PARTY SHIPS and TOURS 
in Russia:

NO. OF DAYS’ NOTICE PRIOR TO TOUR COMMENCEMENT· 
CANCELLATION CHARGE (per person)

120 days and greater 
119-91 days  
90-61 days  
60 days or less 

Loss of Tour Deposit  
25% of Tour Price 
50% of Tour Price 
100% of Tour Price

9. Air Travel.

Airfare From price is based on low season; a high season 
surcharge will apply to some dates. Applicable airline and 
airfare will be advised at time of airfare booking. All airfare 
prices are an indication only and subject to confirmation.

Air Reservations/Ticketing. Payment in full is required for 
all airfares at the time of booking.

Airline Seating & Special Requests. Seats are limited in our 
contracted class of service and may not be available on 
every flight. Emerald does not hold block space on any 
airline and therefore does not provide any assurance of 
seat availability for every single tour departure date. Seat 
assignments and meal preferences may be requested at 
time of booking but remain subject to availability on a 
first-come, first-served basis. Emerald does not assure 
any such requests will be granted. Not all airlines offer 
pre-assigned seats and some may impose additional 
charges for pre-assigned seats. Any additional charge 
imposed by any airline will be at your sole expense. 
Seating is solely under the control of the airline, as are 
the itinerary changes resulting from flight delays and 
schedule changes. Flight cancellations, delays and 
schedule changes are the sole responsibility of the airline 
and Emerald accepts no responsibility or liability for such 
delays or rescheduling.

Airline Fuel Surcharges, Taxes, Fees and Restrictions. All 
airfares quoted at the time of your booking, will be based 
on round trip purchase and will include air  related taxes, 
fees and fuel surcharges imposed by the airlines. Any 
additional fees charged by the airlines such as checked 
baggage fees, seat selections and/or any other services 
are your sole responsibility.

Cancellations. The cancellation fees listed above do not 
include any cancellation fees that may be imposed by 
the airlines. In cases when paper tickets are issued, no 
refund will be made for canceled air tickets until tickets 
are returned to Emerald. Non-refundable tickets cannot 

be refunded under any condition. Please ensure that any 
returned airline tickets are sent by certified or registered 
mail. Lost ticket replacement can take up to one year and 
processing fees may be assessed.

10. Tour Variation, Cancellation or Delay.

Itinerary Variations. While Emerald will make reasonable 
efforts to operate the tour in accordance with your 
itinerary, changes or substitutions may be necessary for 
reasons outside Emerald’s control or other Force Majeure 
Events (as defined in paragraph 12 below). At certain peak 
periods duplicate departures may operate, and sometimes 
in reverse order; and hotels may vary from those stated 
on the itinerary pages. On tours that include cruises, 
the ship may be changed due to operational reasons. 
For departures in early and late season operated in cool 
weather conditions, itinerary variations may occur and 
certain activities may not be available due to seasonality 
or weather conditions. Availability of certain activities may 
also be limited due to itinerary variations. If you believe 
your overall tour satisfaction may be diminished by such 
limitations, please check with your Travel Agent before 
making your reservation. Emerald reserves the right to 
substitute) another vessel or motorcoach with another 
available in its fleet having that has the closest comparable 
features for all or part of the itinerary and also provide 
alternative accommodation, where necessary. Emerald 
is not liable to you for any variations in the tour itinerary 
caused by Force Majeure Events.

Minimum Required Bookings.   Your booking is conditional 
on Emerald receiving a minimum number of bookings 
to operate the tour and ensure an enjoyable group 
atmosphere. Where sufficient numbers, as determined by 
Emerald in its sole discretion, are not achieved, Emerald 
may cancel or suspend a scheduled departure of the 
tour. Emerald will use commercially reasonable efforts to 
provide notice of canceled or suspended tours at least 
60 days prior to the scheduled departure date. Emerald 
will endeavor to notify you of any changes to your tour 
itinerary in the following  manner: (a) if prior to  your 
tour departure, we will notify you by telephone, email or 
mail; and (b) if during your tour, personally by your Cruise 
Director or Tour Director. 

Tour Cancellation or Delay Greater than Seven Days.  In 
the event Emerald cancels a tour or cruise or the tour 
or cruise is delayed by more than seven days prior to 
departure for any reason other than cancellations or 
delays resulting in whole or in part from a Force Majeure 
Event (which shall instead be governed by paragraph 12 
below), Emerald will use commercially reasonable efforts 
to offer the closest available tour or cruise departure. If 
the replacement tour price is less than the scheduled tour, 
you will receive a refund in the amount of the difference 
or if the replacement tour is more than the scheduled tour 
you will be required to pay the difference. If you accept 
the alternative tour or cruise offered, you will be bound by 
these Terms and Conditions with respect to the alternative 
tour or cruise. If you do not accept the alternative tour 
or cruise departure within a period of 7 days from the 
date of the offer, then this Contract will be terminated 
and Emerald will refund all monies that you paid directly 
to Emerald and Emerald will have no further liability to 
you. Emerald will not be liable for any third-party costs 
you incur as a result of cancellation, including without 
limitation, for airfares or other arrangements booked 
independently through or paid to a travel agent or other 
third party.

11. General Notices, Conditions and Safety Matters.

Noise, Vibration and Odor. While Emerald takes 
reasonable steps to minimize noise, vibration and odors 
on the cruise ships, you acknowledge and accept that 
some noise, vibration and intermittent odors may be 
experienced on vessels and that Emerald will not be liable 
to you in relation to any such noise, vibration or odors.

Young Passengers. Children under 12 years old are 
ineligible to participate in our tours, except for applicable 
Christmas tours and cruises, and then only if accepted 
by Emerald in its sole discretion. Due to the availability of 
alcohol on many of our vacation packages, children and 

other persons under 21 years of age must be accompanied 
by a person over the age of 21 (an ‘Adult’) and must share 
their accommodation with that Adult.

Bus Safety. You acknowledge and agree that if you 
travel on a bus or motorcoach as a part of a tour, you are 
required to comply with any and all recommended safety 
requirements including, without limitation, remaining 
seated at all times while in the bus or motorcoach and 
wearing a safety belt while seated in the motorcoach. 
Neither Emerald nor its affiliates or Providers shall have 
any liability to you or any third party for any injuries, illness 
or death resulting from your failure to adhere to applicable 
safety recommendations.

Physically Challenged Guests. Emerald strives to provide 
a safe, enjoyable and memorable travel experience for 
all passengers. Sightseeing in many historic towns and 
cities can only be undertaken by walking tours of up to 
5 km (3.2 miles), often on uneven surfaces. Some tours 
include mountain excursions involving high altitudes. 
Consequently, a reasonably adequate (and sometimes 
high) level of fitness is required for many of our tours. 
Please consult with your doctor to ensure that you have 
an adequate level of fitness and are in good health before 
participating in these included excursions. Emerald will 
not provide any refunds if you are not able to participate 
in any portion of the tour. Most transportation services 
are not equipped with elevators or wheelchair ramps, 
and cabin doors and rest rooms may not be wide enough 
to provide access for standard wheelchairs. Emerald will 
make reasonable attempts to accommodate the special 
needs of its physically challenged guests to the extent 
it is able to do so. Emerald is not responsible for any 
denial of service by vessel operators, air carriers, hotels, 
restaurants or other Providers. We regret that we cannot 
provide individual assistance to our customers for walking, 
dining, getting on and off vessels, motorcoaches and 
other vehicles, or for other personal needs. A qualified 
and physically able companion must accompany travelers 
who need assistance and must assume full responsibility 
for their wellbeing. Please note that motorized scooters 
are not suitable on international tours, and may not be 
permitted in certain countries.

Safety. Passengers must follow Tour/Cruise Director and 
crew instructions at all times to ensure on-tour safety. You 
acknowledge that failure to do so will result in restricted 
access to areas on tour or, if necessary for your own safety 
and that of other passengers, ejection from the tour. lf 
either Emerald or its staff or Providers believe that you 
are or may negatively affect your health or safety or the 
health, safety or enjoyment of other passengers, Emerald 
may terminate your continued participation in the tour 
immediately and, in such event, Emerald will not be liable 
to you for any loss, cost or damage resulting from your 
ejection from the tour. If you are ejected from the tour, 
you must make your own travel arrangements at your 
own expense. You hereby acknowledge and agree that 
neither Emerald, nor any of its affiliates or Providers, are 
responsible for any damages, costs or expenses that 
may arise from the decision to exclude an individual from 
participating on all or any portion of an Emerald tour, or 
from any activities or accommodations on an Emerald tour.

Passport/Visas. You must have a passport valid for 
six months past the expected end date of your tour. 
It is also your responsibility to obtain valid entry visas 
for all countries where so required, prior to departure. 
Failure to obtain correct documentation may affect your 
participation in all or any portion of the tour. Emerald will 
not provide any refunds if you are not able to participate 
in the tour, or any part thereof. You will be responsible for 
any costs you incur as a result of your failure to obtain the 
required documentation including, without limitation, any 
costs associated with rejoining the tour or returning home.

Vaccinations. Immunization requirements vary from 
country to country. Please consult your personal physician, 
a local public health board or the US Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta (404-322-4559 
or www.cdc.gov/travel). Required inoculations, if any, must 
be recorded by traveler’s health practitioner on a valid 121
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vaccination certificate which the traveler must carry for 
proof of inoculation where required.

Smoking. You acknowledge that vessels, motorcoaches 
and other vehicles, restaurants, hotels and other 
accommodations do not permit smoking. Although 
Emerald may attempt to provide opportunities for 
smoking during the tour, Emerald does not guarantee 
such opportunities will be available.

Sun Deck. Operation hours may be limited due to the 
passage of low bridges or other restrictions by local 
authorities.

12. Force Majeure. For the purposes of these terms 
and conditions, a ‘Force Majeure Event’ means any act 
of God; war; terrorism; fire; flood or any other extreme 
weather condition; loss of power; epidemics or pandemics; 
industrial disputes, slow-downs or other strike activities; 
riots or civil disturbances; acts of government, semi-
government or other authorities; inability to obtain 
any necessary license or consent; delays caused by 
sub-contractors, suppliers or other third parties (including 
telecommunications carriers); material shortages; or other 
any other disruption, delay, damage or loss resulting from 
any action, omission or event outside the reasonable 
control of Emerald. You hereby acknowledge and agree 
that Emerald is not liable for any delay or any failure by 
Emerald to perform its obligations under these Terms and 
Conditions resulting from or as a consequence of a Force 
Majeure Event. lf a delay or failure occurs or is anticipated 
due to Force Majeure Event, Emerald’s obligations are 
suspended for the duration of the Force Majeure Event. If 
the Force Majeure Event delays performance for a period 
of 7 days or more, calculated from the date Emerald 
notifies you of the Force Majeure Event, then Emerald may 
terminate this agreement and, in such event, you will be 
issued a future travel credit equal to the amount You paid 
to Emerald hereunder, less any non-refundable third-party 
costs.  Please note that you are limited to the future travel 
credit and will not be entitled to a cash refund. 

13. Waivers; Limitations of Liability; Disclaimers; 
Indemnification

Waiver of Responsibility. Without intending to limit the 
generality of the other limitations and disclaimers set forth 
herein, You hereby acknowledge and agree that Emerald 
accepts no responsibility and will not be liable to you or 
any third party for any loss, cost or damage (including loss 
of enjoyment) suffered directly or indirectly in connection 
with: (1) any tour risks or other aspects of the tour of 
which you were notified in these Terms and Conditions; 
(2) any change to your itinerary or delays in departure or 
arrival times of aircraft or otherwise during the conduct of 
the tour; (3) any loss or damage to your baggage; (4) any 
personal injury or death resulting from acts or omissions, 
including negligence, of any third parties providing 
goods or services to you during the tour, including air 
carriers, hotels, shore excursion operators, restaurateurs, 
transportation providers and medical personnel; or (5) any 
loss of enjoyment by you due to circumstances outlined 
in these Terms and Conditions or otherwise beyond 
Emerald’s control. You further acknowledge and agree 
that, in issuing tickets and coupons for transportation of 
the customer by any means and making arrangements 
for hotel or other accommodation, Emerald is not 
acting as principal but only as agent for the companies, 
corporations or persons providing or offering the means 
of transportation and accommodation and, therefore, 
accepts no responsibility for their acts or omissions.

Limitation of Indirect and Consequential Damages. 
NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE CONTRARY, 
NEITHER EMERALD NOR ITS PROVIDERS OR SUPPLIERS 
SHALL BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY 
FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT AND/OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, RESULTING 
FROM THEIR PERFORMANCE OR FAILURE TO PERFORM 
PURSUANT TO THE TERMS OF THIS CONTRACT OR 
ANY OTHER DOCUMENTATION ENTERED INTO IN 
CONNECTION HEREWITH, OR RESULTING FROM THE 

FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE OR USE OF ANY OF 
EMERALD’ S PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, EVEN IF YOU 
HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGES.

Exclusive Remedy; Limitation of Direct Damages. YOU 
HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE  THAT  YOUR  
SOLE  REMEDY  IN  THE  EVENT  OF  A BREACH BY 
EMERALD OF ANY OF ITS OBLIGATIONS HEREUNDER 
SHALL  BE LIMITED TO  ONE OF THE FOLLOWING  
REMEDIES, AS APPLICABLE: (A) IN THE CASE OF 
GOODS, IN EMERALD’S SOLE DISCRETION,  REPAIR 
OR REPLACEMENT  OF SUCH DAMAGED OR FAULTY  
GOODS WITH THE SAME OR EQUIVALENT GOODS 
OR THE REIMBURSEMENT  OF THE AMOUNT YOU 
PAID FOR SUCH GOODS,  OR (B) IN THE CASE OF 
SERVICES, IN EMERALD’S SOLE DISCRETION, SUPPLYING 
THE SERVICES AGAIN OR REIMBURSING THE COST 
YOU PAID FOR THE SUPPLY OF SUCH SERVICES. 
NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE CONTRARY, 
HOWEVER, IN NO EVENT WILL THE TOTAL AGGREGATE 
LIABILITY OF EMERALD AND ITS PROVIDERS AND 
SUPPLIERS FOR ANY CLAIMS, LOSSES OR DAMAGES 
WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF THIS CONTRACT 
EXCEED THE TOTAL FEES PAID BY YOU AND ACTUALLY 
RECEIVED BY EMERALD WITH RESPECT TO THE 
TOUR OR CRUISE WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THE 
CLAIM AROSE. THE LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY AND 
EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN DAMAGES SET FORTH HEREIN 
SHALL APPLY REGARDLESS OF THE SUCCESS OR 
EFFECTIVENESS OF OTHER REMEDIES.

Disclaimer of Warranties. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT 
PERMITTED BY LAW, AND EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE 
EXPRESSLY SET FORTH HEREIN, EMERALD MAKES 
NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, AND 
HEREBY DISCLAIMS ANY OTHER REPRESENTATIONS 
OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ARISING 
BY LAW OR OTHERWISE, WITH REGARD TO ANY 
OF ITS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, INCLUDING BUT 
NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FORA PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY ARISING  FROM 
THE COURSE OF PERFORMANCE, COURSE OF DEALING 
OR USAGE OF TRADE, OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES 
PERTAINING TO TITLE. WITHOUT LIMITING THE 
FOREGOING, EMERALD DOES NOT WARRANT THAT 
YOUR TOUR WILL BE WITHOUT DELAY, INTERRUPTION 
OR CHANGE.

Class Action Waiver. THIS CONTRACT PROVIDES FOR 
THE EXCLUSIVE RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES THROUGH 
INDIVIDUAL LEGAL ACTION ON GUEST’S OWN BEHALF 
INSTEAD OF THROUGH ANY CLASS ACTION. EVEN 
IF THE APPLICABLE LAW PROVIDES OTHERWISE, 
GUEST AGREES THAT ANY ARBITRATION OR LAWSUIT 
AGAINST EMERALD WHATSOEVER SHALL BE LITIGATED 
BY GUEST INDIVIDUALLY AND NOT AS A MEMBER OF 
ANY CLASS ACTION OR AS PART OF A CLASS ACTION, 
AND GUEST EXPRESSLY AGREES TO WAIVE ANY 
LAW ENTITLING GUEST TO PARTICIPATE IN A CLASS 
ACTION. IF GUEST’S CLAIM IS SUBJECT TO ARBITRATION 
UNDER PARAGRAPH 15 BELOW, THE ARBITRATOR 
SHALL HAVE NO AUTHORITY TO ARBITRATE CLAIMS 
ON A CLASS ACTION BASIS. GUEST AGREES THAT 
THIS SECTION SHALL NOT BE SEVERABLE UNDER 
ANY CIRCUMSTANCES FROM THE ARBITRATION 
CLAUSE SET FORTH IN PARAGRAPH 15 BELOW, AND 
IF FOR ANY REASON THIS CLASS ACTION WAIVER IS 
UNENFORCEABLE AS TO ANY PARTICULAR CLAIM, 
THEN AND ONLY THEN SUCH CLAIM SHALL NOT BE 
SUBJECT TO ARBITRATION.

Indemnification. In consideration of the services and 
arrangements provided by Emerald, you, for yourself and 
for your heirs, personal representatives or assigns, do 
hereby release, waive, discharge, hold harmless and agree 
to indemnify Emerald and its owners, officers, directors, 
agents, contractors, subcontractors and employees from 
any and all claims, actions, or losses for bodily injury, 
property damage, wrongful death, loss of services, lost 

profits, consequential, exemplary, indirect or punitive 
damages or otherwise which may arise out of or occur 
during your travel in connection with your vacation 
package and any activities conducted in conjunction 
therewith.

Acknowledgment of Waiver of Rights. Regardless of 
the situation or circumstances giving rise to a claim, you 
are hereby waiving rights and remedies that you may 
otherwise have under applicable law if you did not enter 
into and agree to be bound by these Terms and Conditions 
including, without limitation, limitation of remedies, 
waiver of warranties and limitations on your right to seek 
damages against Emerald and certain third parties. In 
consideration of participating in my vacation package, my 
signature on my journey application indicates that I have, 
on the date shown, read and understood this document 
and I acknowledge that it affects my legal rights and agree 
to be bound by its terms. My signature also signifies my 
intention to relieve and indemnify Emerald, its owners, 
officers, directors, employees, agents, contractors and 
subcontractors from any liability for personal injury, 
property damage or wrongful death which I might 
suffer during my participation in the scheduled vacation 
package.

Survival. This Paragraph 13 shall survive any termination of 
the Contract.

14. State Seller of Travel Registrations; Recovery 
Programs

If You purchased the Cruise through Carrier’s US affiliate, 
then You may be entitled to rights under certain traveler 
protection programs.  Scenic Tours (USA), Inc. (an affiliate 
of Carrier) is an Active Member of United States Tour 
Operators Association (“USTOA”) and participates in the 
USTOA’s Travelers Assistance Program. You may make a 
claim to this program if you are owed a refund. The Plan 
covers losses for transportation or travel services that were 
not refunded when required. A guest may make a claim 
against the Plan within 90 days after a Carrier bankruptcy, 
insolvency or cessation of business or failure to fund on 
account of cancellation or non-performance. USTOA’s 
total liability for all consumer claims from customers of 
Scenic Tours (USA), Inc. is limited to $1,000,000. In some 
cases $1,000,000 may not be sufficient to cover all losses. 
Complete details of the USTOA Travelers Assistance 
Program and claim forms may be obtained by writing to 
USTOA at 275 Madison Avenue, Suite 2014, New York, 
New York 10016, or by email to information@ustoa.com 
or by visiting their website at www.USTOA.com.  Scenic 
Tours (USA), Inc. is registered in California as a seller of 
travel.  Scenic Tours (USA), Inc. is registered with the 
State of California as a Seller of Travel, CST2113082-40.  
Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute 
approval by the State of California. Scenic Tours (USA), Inc. 
is registered with the State of Florida as a Seller of Travel, 
Registration No. ST38992.

15. Governing Law/Jurisdiction; Dispute Resolution; 
Waiver of Jury Trial. All disputes arising under or in any 
way related to this Contract, including the enforceability 
and interpretation of this Contract (each, a ‘Dispute’), 
shall be governed by the laws of the State of Nevada, 
without giving effect to its conflicts of laws rules or 
principles. Any Dispute shall be submitted for binding 
arbitration under the Commercial Arbitration Rules of 
the American Arbitration Association in an arbitration 
conducted in Las Vegas, Nevada USA. The Dispute will be 
resolved by a single arbitrator selected by the American 
Arbitration Association. There will be judicial review of 
the arbitrator’s decision if either side can show plain error 
in the application of the law or be able to show an abuse 
of discretion with respect to factual findings. The parties 
waive the right to rely upon any state or federal law or 
statute which creates an exception to enforcement of 
the requirement that all Disputes be resolved pursuant 
to arbitration as set forth in this paragraph. lf the right to 
seek arbitration is for any reason waived by both parties, 
or if judicial review of any arbitration decision is sought, 
any action or legal proceeding to enforce any provision 
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hereof, or based on any right arising out of, this Contract 
shall be brought exclusively in the state and federal 
courts having jurisdiction in and for Clark County, Nevada, 
and all of the parties hereby consent to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of such courts and of the appropriate appellate 
courts in any such action or legal proceeding and waive 
any objection to venue or jurisdiction in connection 
therewith. IN CONNECTION WITH ANY ACTION OR 
LEGAL PROCEEDING ARISING OUT OF THIS CONTRACT, 
THE PARTIES HEREBY SPECIFICALLY AND KNOWINGLY 
WAIVE ANY RIGHTS THAT EITHER PARTY MIGHT HAVE 
TO DEMAND A JURY TRIAL. This paragraph 15 shall 
survive any termination of the Contract.

16. Entire Agreement. This Contract constitutes the entire 
agreement between the parties and supersedes any prior 
understanding or discussions, whether  oral or in writing.

17. Notices. Any questions or notices pertaining to your 
Booking or these Terms and Conditions shall be addressed 
to: Scenic Tours (USA), Inc., One Financial Center, Suite 
400, Boston, MA 02111.

18. Waiver. Emerald may only waive a right or remedy 
created under these Terms and Conditions in writing. 
Emerald’s delay in exercising a right or remedy does not 
constitute a waiver of that right or remedy, nor does any 
waiver by Emerald (either wholly or in part) operate as a 
subsequent waiver of the same or any other right.

19. Amendment. Emerald may make changes to these 
Terms and Conditions from time to time. When these 
changes are made, Emerald will make a new copy of the 
Terms and Conditions available at www.emeraldcruises.
com. Please review to that Web address from time to time 
to determine if there have been any changes.

20. Survival. Any term which is, by its nature, intended 
to survive termination of these Terms and Conditions 
survives termination.

21. Interpretation. Unless the context indicates otherwise: 
(1) headings are for convenience only and do not affect 
interpretation; (2) the singular includes the plural and vice 
versa; (3) a reference to a party includes its successors 
and permitted assigns; (4) where a word or phrase is 
defined, other grammatical forms have the corresponding 
meaning; (5) the word ‘include’ in any form is not a 
word of limitation; (6) no rules of construction apply 
to the disadvantage of Emerald on the basis that this 
Contract was prepared by Emerald (7) a reference to a 
natural person includes their personal representatives; 
and (8) unless specifically indicated otherwise, the word 
‘or’ is used in the inclusive sense of ‘and/or’ and not the 
exclusive sense of ‘either/or.’

22. Third Party Rights. You acknowledge and agree 
that Emerald’s affiliates may be third party beneficiaries  
to these Terms and Conditions and shall be entitled to 
directly enforce, and rely upon, any provision herein which 
confers a benefit on (or rights in favor of) them. Other 
than as expressly authorized by Emerald, no other person 
or company shall be third party beneficiaries to these 
Terms and Conditions.

23. Brochure Validity. The Tour Brochure is valid for 
departure dates from [March 1, 2021 to December 31, 
2021], unless otherwise indicated on individual itineraries, 
and the Tour Brochure supersedes all previous Tour 
Brochures.

24. Independent Legal Advice. This is a legal document. 
If you do not understand any of the terms and conditions 
set forth in these Terms and Conditions or the legal 
implications of agreeing to any such terms or conditions, 
we recommend that you seek independent legal advice 
from an attorney or other qualified professional.

OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION

Clothing. We recommend smart casual and comfortable 
clothing. Please bring comfortable walking shoes for 
sightseeing, which includes walking over rough and 
uneven ground. Dinner attire is casual-open-neck shirts, 
slacks and dresses. Coats and ties may be worn but 
are not required. The Captain’s Welcome and Farewell 
Dinners are dressy but not formal. For winter months 
we recommend a warm coat, gloves, water-resistant 
footwear and an umbrella. Comfortable walking shoes 
are recommended as you will need these daily while 
sightseeing, which includes climbing through ruins and 
crossing rough ground. Closed-in shoes are recommended 
to keep out the dust and sand.

Laundry. Laundry services are available on river cruise 
ships at an additional charge. There is no dry cleaning on 
river cruise ships.

Internet Services. Internet Services are available on board 
Emerald ‘Star-ships’ and your cruise at no additional 
charge. Internet availability and quality may vary from 
country to country and can also be affected by technical 
issues, weather or unfavorable terrains and other factors 
outside  our control. We do not guarantee the availability 
and quality of internet connections.

Dining. Dining rooms are single dining sessions, open 
unreserved seating. The restaurant manager is responsible 
for the seating arrangements.

Currency and Credit Cards. Most countries visited in 
Europe will use the Euro although some still have their 
own local currency. Many locations accept major credit 
cards. ATM machines are located onshore at some stops. 
Prior to departure passengers should confirm that their 
ATM card and PIN will work overseas. All purchases on 
board are charged to the passenger’s shipboard account. 
The on board currency on river cruise ships is the Euro. 
Shipboard accounts may be paid by Euro or by Credit 
Card. The onboard currency on Russian river cruise ships is 
the Ruble. Shipboard accounts can only be paid by credit 
card.

RIVER CRUISING

Any ticket for European Cruising including without 
limitation France and Russia is also subject to specific 
limitations of liability and time limits for making claims 
against the vessel owner as contained in the laws of 
Switzerland (incorporating the Athens Convention 
Relating to the Carriage of Passengers and their Luggage 
by Sea, 1974 (and the protocols of 1976 and 1990) (‘the 
Athens Convention’), the Central Commission for the 
Navigation of the Rhine Convention (‘the CLNI’), the 
Strasbourg Convention on the Limitation of Liability 
of Owners of Inland Navigation Vessels, 1988 (‘the 
1988 Convention’) and the International Convention on 
Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims, 1976 (‘the 1976 
Convention’), as set out in clause 6 of the Cruising Ticket 
Contract).

Cruise Director. An experienced English-speaking Cruise 
Director accompanies every departure on Emerald ‘Star-
Ships.’ They are there to ensure your comfort, answer 
questions and make your holiday relaxed and memorable. 
Cruise Directors are employed by Emerald.

On Board Language. The language on board Emerald 
‘Star-Ships’ is English. All staff, crew and tour guides speak 
English and all announcements  and lectures will be made 
in English

Medical Services. River Cruise Ships (with the exception 
of Russia) do not carry a doctor on  board; however due 
to close proximity  to land medical  services can be called 
rapidly. Medical costs are at the passenger’s own expense. 
Due to the large number of passengers on board, Emerald 
cannot provide a personal escort for medical visits. We 
strongly recommend travel insurance. Neither Emerald nor 
its Providers are liable for providing medical care or follow-
up medical care or supervision that you may require or 
choose to accept during the tour.

Electricity. On board electricity is 220V. A power plug 
adapter will be required to use small appliances such 
as electric shavers, clocks, mobile phone chargers, 
etc. Emerald does not provide the required adapters. 
Hairdryers and Safes are available on board the Emerald 
‘Star-Ships’.

Group Sizes. The number of participants will be limited to 
40 guests on each coach for land tours over nine days in 
duration.

Single Travelers. Early incentive offers are not combinable 
with reduced single supplements.

EARLY BOOKING INCENTIVES. Early booking incentive 
fares are sailings subject to availability at time of booking. 
You must book during the specified date and at least 90 
days prior to departure to receive Early Booking savings 
discounts/credits. This offer is not combinable with any 
other offer. Please note cruises and/or tours may not 
operate in all months. Specific tour departures are as 
outlined on the tour itinerary page. All bookings are 
subject to Emerald’s full terms and conditions.

Air Credit Offers. These offers are based on airfares 
booked by Emerald. A non-refundable deposit of $1,500 
per person is due prior to ticketing. Emerald reserves the 
right to ticket the airfare upon receipt of deposit. Offer 
cannot be combined with any other offer and may be 
withdrawn at any time. Offer is subject to availability of 
appropriate airline class and once sold out surcharges will 
apply.

***Taxes are defined as all airline and government taxes 
and surcharges. Taxes are subject to change and will 
be confirmed at the time of issuing air ticket. Flight 
Reservations Dependent on departure date and time 
of booking the required booking class for airfare offer 
may be too far in advance to book with the appropriate 
airline. If the required booking class is unavailable air 
surcharges will apply. The flight quote including air taxes 
and surcharges will be confirmed once all air sectors are 
booked and confirmed.

Business Class Upgrade. Guests have the opportunity to 
upgrade their International flights to Business Class from 
as little as $999 each way (subject to availability and 
pricing changes). Paid Business class travel is guaranteed 
on transoceanic flights only; travel in economy class 
may be required within North America, Europe or Asia. 
Business Class upgrades are subject to availability and 
may not be available on all sailings.

All prices herein are stated in U.S. Dollars.
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Adriatic Coast, Red Sea 
& Mediterranean

ADRIATIC COAST, RED SEA

& MEDITERRANEAN
VOLGA RIVER CRUISING

Volga River  
Cruising

Vietnam, Cambodia & 
Mekong River Cruising

VIETNAM, CAMBODIA  
& MEKONG RIVER CRUISING

EUROPEAN RIVER CRUISES

European 
River Cruises

Our Brochure Collection

4000 Hollywood Boulevard, Suite 625-S, Hollywood, FL 33021

For more information or to book
contact your professional travel advisor or call:

 833.858.5796
emeraldcruises.com

*Select sailings. For complete promotional offer terms and conditions, see pp 36-37 or visit emeraldcruises.com
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Small Ship Experts

http://www.emeraldwaterways.com



